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LONG-TERM CARE: NEED FOR A NATIONAL
POLICY

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND LONG-TERM CARE,
San Francisco, Calif.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., in the Cere-
monial Courtroom, Federal Building, 430 Golden Gate Avenue, San
Francisco, Calif., Hon. Claude Pepper (chairman of the subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Pepper of Florida, Burton of
California, and Lloxer of California.

Staff present. Bill IIalamandaris, staff director, Kathy Gardner
Cravedi, assistant staff director, and Melanie Mod lin, executive
assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CLAUDE PEPPER

Mr. PEPPER. Ladies and gentlemen, I am Claude Pepper, a
Member of the House of Representatives from Miami, Fla. Florida
is a State down to the southeast from here and I'm very proud to
have the honor and privilege of being here with all of you this
morning.

I am always delighted to have an opportunity to come to this
great State of California and I think that eNeryone recognizes that
the beautiful city of San Francisco is one of the unique and attrac-
tive cities of the world. So, it is always a special pleasure for me to
be able to come here.

I understand that the notice went out that the hearing was to
begin at 10:00, so there will be many more people, I am sure,
coming in this morning. We are delighted to have all of you here
and grateful to you for manifesting the interest that you show, by
your presence, in the health and long-term care of the elderly
people of this country.

Our Subcommittee on Health and Long Term Care of the House
Select Committee on Aging is conducting this hearing.

I am very proud to have with me here today ses,eral tine legisla-
tors from the State of California, and after I make a brief state-
ment, I'll call upon them tc, make such statement as they will.

One of your distinguished Members of the IIouse of Representa
tires ho has taken up the mantel of her late, great husband and
is discharging her duties as he did his with great distinction, and

(1)
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who is highly esteemed and revered by the Members of the House
of Representatives, Mrs. Sala Burton.

Mrs. BURTON. Thank you. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. I'm also very pleased to have here with us this

morning to honor us by her presence another o: your very distin-
guished Members of the House of Representatives, highly esteemed
and revered by Members of the House an able representative of a
district here in this area, Mrs. Barbara Boxer.

Mrs. BOXER. Thank you so much.
Mr. PEPPER. Here on my left, we are honored to have with us

this morning the very gracious and distinguished lady who is chair-
man of the California Assembly Health and Long-Term Care Com-
mittee, the health committee on the elderly. She is primarily con-
cerned with the elderly and she is honoring us with her presence
this morning, Jean Moorhead. There's a lovely lady.

She is a member of the assembly of your legislature and has
been innovative in this great field of the elderly.

You have many elderly citizens in your State, as we do in Flori-
da, and Mrs Moorhead has been one of those who has been primar-
ily concerned in the assembly of your legislature about the well-
being of older people in this country. So, we are particularly
pleand to have you here.

Ms. MOORIIEAD. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. And we also have another great champion of the

elderly, a man who has done much for the cause of the elderly in
your great State. He, too, is chairman on aging in the Senate of
your legislature. We are honored and proud to have with us this
morning Senator Mello, chairman of the Committee on the Elderly
in the Senate of your very great State of California. So, we are par-
ticularly pleased to have him here.

Also, another lady who is very interested and very active in the
cause of the elderly, Ms. Joyce Ream. Ms. Ream, we are very
pleased to have you here this morning.

Ms. REAM. Thank you.
Mr PEPPER. Thank you for being kind enough to join us this

morning For the most part Federal and private insurance compa-
nies are designed to finance health care treatments only when ill-
ness is associated with periods of hospitalization.

Our health care system virtually rules out financial assistance
for care that may prevent or postpone costly and premature insti-
tutionalization such as immunization, pediatric and adult home
care and other supportive services.

Furthermore, when institutionalization io needed, Federal and
private insurance does not exist to any appreciable extent for cus-
todial nursing home care. Only $200,000,000 was covered by insur-
ance in 19141 for nursing home care, for example This is less than 1
percent of the Federal-State programs for the poor, medicaid paid
the lion's share, about 50 percent.

Almost all the rest is paid out of the pockets of the families of
those afflicted by long-term illness.

I regret to say that when in 19G5 medicare was established, the
elderly were spending about 20 percent of their own income for
medical care. Then came the institution of medicare and that share
of spending by the individual, out of his or her own funds, dimin-
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ished or was reduced. Now, due to the increasing cost of hospital
and medical care and the expense of the pro%iders, senior citizens
are again spending about 20 percent of their personal income on
their medical care in spite of the assistance they get, essential and
Valuable as it is: from medicare. Nowhere in our society are fami-
lies left so unassisted as they are in meeting the financial and emo-
tional burden of caring for an Alzheimer 5 patient or a chronically
ill pediatric patient.

Medicare does not cover that terrible disease, Alzheimer's, al-
though it is now the fourth leading killer in our country.

We had a hearing not long ago where a lady and her sister from
New Yurk appeared as witnesses. Their mother was stricken by
Alzheimer's disease. They had been keeping her in an institution
for some time. One of these daughters testified that within 4
months esery penny of the assets of that family would have been
exhausted in trying to proside care for the mother who was the
victim of Alzheimer's disease.

I'll say more about this subject later, but a little bit ago, a lady
siSit d me in my office in Washington and she said, "I have had to
go back from retirement to employment in order to take care of
my husband who is the sictim of Alzheimer's disease in order to
keep h:m in an institution. It takes eery penny that I can make."

"But," she said, "Mr. Pepper, recently I had a letter from a
friend of mine in England who said her husband had Alzheimer's
disease. He was in an institution, but it didn't cost her a penny."

She said, "Why is that?"
I said, "Well, in England they have a national health insurance

program and we don't ha%e one and that one of the problems that
we're struggling with now."

I ha%e been talking tp Governor about this. lie has honored
US with his presence ' this morning, the Lieutenant Governor of
your great State wh. Ab long been concerned about this subject.
We were talking about how we can develop a national medical
system in this county, under which esery man, woman, and child
in this great. Nation an get, within his or her means, the medical
care that he or she should, have to the longer, to live healthier, and
to live happy lives.

Although we live in a rich Nation, there are terrible gaps in our
health and social programs which underscore this sad truth. There
is no meaningful long term care policy today in the United States.

You may recall the case of Katie Beckett, a 3-year-old child, as
an example of gosernment regulations gone, awry. Medicaid paid
for Katie s care while she was in a costly hospital, but prohibited
payment for the less costly and more humane care she could get at
home.

Although Katie was e%entually granted a preuidential waiver for
care at home, she was the lucky one. There are hundreds of thou-
sands of Katies who remain the sictims of a health care delivery
system not geared to pro%iding senices in the least restrictive ensi-
ronment, the home.

So, one of the things that we are concerned about this day, par-
ticularly, is more pre%entive care for people, maybe saving them
from ha%ing to gu into a hospital or a nursing home, and more
home care.
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You may also recall the words of an Arizona man, the husband
of an Alzheimer's victim, who told our subcommittee this year, "I
find it strange that if my wife had a disease from which she could
recover, or was ill with something like cancer where she could be
placed in a hospice, she could be helped financially, but we are told
with Alzheimer's disease there is no financial assistance available.-

You can imagine the shock of our subcommittee when the daugh-
ter of an Alzheimer's patient testified, "My doctors told me that
the only way to get assured financial assistance for my mother
would be to break her arm and have her put in the hospital and
when her arm healed, break it again and keep breaking it. if you
want to assure financial assistance."

Of course, her doctor was not serious about. gLing to such lengths,
but the point was unfortunately well made, because the essential
elements of treating Alzheimer's patients can be provided in the
home and do not require hospitalization.

Financial assistance is minimal at best.
Today we w ill hear directly from Alzheimer's patents and their

care givers and pediatric home care patients as v as from their
care givers.

They will relate to us their personal experiences and their frus-
trations in attempting to secure the health cure they so desperately
need.

With the pending insolvency of the medicare program, the
United States is now at a crossroads. In about 4 years the medicare
program, unless we revise it, strengthen it, and make it sound and
secure, as we did social security, will not be able to pay its bills.

So that's the challenging job ahead of us which we got to do.
The purpose of our hearing will be to explore what the Federal

role might be in structuring a comprehensive continuum of care, a
long term care policy Livable of addressing the preventative, acute
and chronic health care needs of our Nation's citizens.

Today's hearing will point out how we need a health care system
hich provides more ben ice, more efficiency and for less money.
California has been the leader in attempting to do just that. We

look forward to hearing the testimony of those who have helped
charter the development of longterm care alternatives in Califor-
nia.

Now, may I invite you to have something to say. Mrs Sala
Burton will make such comments as she would like.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Pepper follows.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CLAUDE PEPPER

Lidits wind suit:town. Members of the sokurrinottee, and distinguished guests. It
is a plca-siirc tu juin Ilun. Barbara Boxer and Sala Burtonboth of whom represent
the Statt uf California in Congress in i.urnening this Subcommittee hearing on
"Long Term Care. The Need fur a National Joining our congrtzsional dele-
;a ;WI the dais today art some distinguished Reprtsentatiaes from the State of
California. including Hun. Willie Brown, Jr., Speaker of dui House, the Honorable
Jean Moorhead. Chairperson uf the Cilifurnia Assembly un Aging and Long-term
Cart. the Honorable Henry J. Mello, chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on
Aging. and the Honorable Joyce Ream, director of the San Francisco City and
County Commission on Aging..

The subject uf our hearing is extremely important. Lung-term care for all Amen-
ans stanas today as the: IllUbt troubled, and troubitsurne. i.omponent of our entire

health care system

9
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Fur the must part, Federal and private insurance: programs arc designed to fi-
nance health care treatment unly when illness is abbuwaled with perials uf hospital-
itatiun. Our health sire system virtually rule vut financial assistance fur ,are that
may prevent ur pubtpura: coolly and premature institutiunalitatiurs, such as immune
z.atauns, pediatric and adult hume care and usher supportase berNit.eb. Furtlaerniure,
when institutaunalizatiun is neett,d, Feclerrai and private insurance dueb nut eAlbl. lu
any appreciable extent fur custosaal nursing hume care. Althuugla the niatiun spent
about $2: billiun in 1381 fur naming hume care, unly $200 nailliun V.,13 covered by
insurance under 1 percent: The FederalState prugruni fur the pour, medicaid, paid
the liun's share, about al percent. Almost all the rest is paid uut of the pocket by
the families of those afflicted by long.terin illness.

Nusrhere in our sucaety are families left su unassisted its they are when meeting
the financial and emutaurnal burden uf unfit; for tin Alzheimer b patient ur u 4. hrun-
*call) AU pediatric patient. They reflect the largest gaps in uur health and social pro-
grams and underscore the sad truth that there is no Licanangful lung-term care
policy in the United States today.,

Yuu may recall the case of Katie Beckett, At three year char!, us un example of
gurer...ment regulatiuns gum. iawry. Medicaid cruuld pay fur liatae'S while .she
was in u costly huspitaL but pruhibited payment fur the less costly and murc human
care she cvuld get at hunie. Althuugh Katie was eventually grunted a Presidential
waiver fur an at hume she was the lucky one there are hundreds of thuusands
uf Katie's vrhu remain victims uf u health care delivery system nut geared tu prurid-
ing services in the "least restrictive environment"the home.

Yu' luay also recall the vaurds uf un Arizona man the husband uf an Alzheimer's
victim who tuld uur butxummittee earlier this year, 1 find it strange that if my
wife had a disease from which the could recuser, or was i11 with something lake
cancer where she could 1, places.. in a hospice, she could be helped financially: But,
we are tuld with Alzheimer b disease there is nu financial assistance available.'

You can imagine the shock uf our subsummittee when the daughter uf an Alzhea
frier s patient testified, my cluctur tuld the that the unly %%a) tu get assured fntin
clot assistance fur nay nauther wuuid be to break her arm, and lime her put intu u
hospital. When her argil heals, break at again. and keep breaking it if yuu to
assure financial assistance. Of course, her doctur was nut serious aheUt, living to
such lengths, but the point ..a unfortunately, well made. 13t.cause the essential ele-
ments-uf treating Alzheimer s patients can be prurided an the hume and du nut. rt.,
quire hospitalizationfinancial assistance is minimal at best.

Tuday, we will hear directly (runs Alzheimer's patients and their caregivers, and
pediatric home care patients, to well us frum their caregivers. They will relate to as
their personal experiences and frustratiuns an attempting tv secure the health care
they so desperately need.

With the pending insolvency uf the medicare program, the United States lb nub%
at a 4.7105.510adb. We are fureed to cunsider the future of its health care delivery
system. The purpose uf uur hearing all be to explure what the Federal rule might
be. an structuring u comprehensive continuum of care- u lung term care policy ua
pubic uf addressing the prereritatire, acute and chronic health care needs uf uur Nu
tion's citizens.

Today's hearing will point out huva we need a health care system which provides
mute service. more efficiently. and fur less money. California has been a leader an
attempting to du just that. We look furrrard tu hearing the testimony of thuse whu
have helped charter the deseicipment uf lung-term care alternatives in California.

Our first witness today will be Lieutenant Guvernur Leo McCarthy. fits effurts in
health can are well known and well regarded. We look furrrard tv )uur valuable
testimony. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF REI'RESENTATIVE SALA BURTON

Mrs. BURTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, for holding

these hearings. I know what a champion you are of health in this
country.

You have touched upon everything that I wanted to touch. I will
not go into detail, but submit my statement into the record.

I would like to say that we are the only industrial country in the
world without a national health policy. Canada has one, as do all
the other Western European nations.

10
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We are the only country, I will repeat it again so that people will
hear it very clearly. an industrial nation that has no health policy
for its people is a shame and a disgrace. I am very grateful and I
applaud you, Chairman Pepper, for your devotion and leadership
on this issue and also for recognizing that we in California have
really pioneered many health care programs and perhaps we can
learn from our experiences here, some of the things that need to be
done nationally.

I am very pleased to see our great Lieutenant Governor here,
Leo McCarthy. He's done a magnificent job and I know how he
feels about this particular issue.

I would like to also enter into the record a statement, by the Cali-
fornia Conference of Catholic Charities Directors, if I may.

Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Burton, for your excel-

lent statement. We are so grateful, as I told you before, for your
being here.

[Prepared statement of Representative Sala Burton follows.]
PREPARED STATEAWNT OF REPINZENTATIVE SALA BURTON

Mr Chairman. I would like to congratulate you fur holding these hearings.
My hope. is that the testimony we hear tuday will help to illustrate some of the

difficulties in our present system of health care and will lead to efforts to correct
the deficiencies which currently exist.

We are all familiar with the great and escalating cost of medical care.. This prob-
lem is particularly critical for the elderly but it is by nu means limited to them.

The fact is that those in need of lung-term health carewhether young or old
too often face devastating medical bills and even bankruptcy.

The virtual absence of public or private ll.SJ istanctexcept under Medicaidfor
care for the chronically at can lead, in extreme LIIM!bo to the separation of families
or to the institutionalization of those who aught betterand less expensivelybe
cared for at home.

The financial difficulties of the Medicare system will ultimately propel us to a res.
olution of these problems for the elderly and. hopefully, fur all our people.

Current health care systems often limit or prohibit payment fur many valuable
preventative care services that might prevent costly hobpitalizationservice such
as hearing. dental and eye examinations. regular check-ups and other screening
services.

As a nation we must confront the inadequacies of our health care system. We
must act more vigorously to prevent illnesa as well as to treat it, and to encourage
whenever possible care in the home rather than in hospitals or other institutions.
And we must accept responsibility for necessary can for the chronically ill.

Ultimately such a restructured system will provide not only better health care
but.also less costly health care.

I would like to applaud Chairman Pepper fur his devotion and leadership on this
issue. and fur his recognition of California's pioneering efforts tu protect the health
and well being of out citizen:). I welcome our witnesses and look forard to hearing
their testimony.

Mr_ PEPPER. Now, I would like us to hear from another distin-
guished member of your delegation in the Congress, Mrs. Barbara
Boxer.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA BOXER
Mrs. BOXER. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
I think I need a microphone.
Mr. PEPPER. I am sorry.
Mrs. BOXER. I am very low tech.
Mr_ Chairman, I cannot thank you enough for coming here today

and being with us in the San Francisco area.
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You are a hero to so many people all across this country.
I ..member bringing my mother to Washington to see me in my

new job and introducing her to many of my colleagues, but nothing
thrilled her so much as meeting you, Mr. Chairman. I !link you
remember that and it's because you are such an advo e for the
aging of this country and you're such a great role mode. ...; us all.

So thank you for being here and sharing that special sparkle
that you have.

And thank you as well to our great Lieutenant Governor, Leo
McCarthy, and our great State representative that we have with us
today.

Mr. Chairman, it is good news that Americans are living longer,
but we're net necessarily living longer in perfect health or with
economic security o: with the loving care that all human beings
need.

The golden yews for many Americans are growing tarnished,
sometimes with loel'iness and poverty and lack of long-term care
and loss of d'gnity.

There is lio other issue, Mr. Chairman, that cries out for redress
such as this one.

The other day we learned about a gentleman who had been in a
nursing home in California fur some 14 years and this story was an
incredible one. He had been paying with his own funds for this
nursing home care.

When he ran out of funds, he had to go on medicare, Mr. Chair-
man, and the nursing home where he had been for 14 years said,
"Sorry, sir, we don't take medicaid patients." And they proceeded
to try to remove him from this nursing home in which he had been
for 14 years.

Now, I ask you if this is an America of compassion?
Is this an America that we can be proud of?
I think that when we hear of examples like this we don't feel

proud. We don't feel good about our country. It is a shame upon
this co....itry that people must los their last dime before getting
any assurance of long term care and I know with your great leader-
ship, Mr. Chairman, you will take this issue across this great
Nation and we will come up with solutions, and today, as we listen
to the witnesses and our great Lieutenant Governor, I think we've
made a start.

Thank you very much.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Boxer. We appreciate

your excellent statement.
Now, we'll be pleased is hear from the distinguished chairwoman

of the Aging Committee of your assembly, Mrs. Jean Moorhead.

STATEMENT OF JEAN M. MOORHEAD. CJIAIIMOMAN, ASSEMBLY
COMMITTEE ON AGING AND LONG-TERM CARE. CALIFORNIA
LEGISLATURE

Mrs. MootutEAD. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the
honor of being here with you today and your distinguished col
leagues and my own colleagues from the State.

As chair of the Committee on Aging and Long Term Care, I've
had hearings during the late fall as you have had. Two out of those
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four hearings were on Alzheimer's disease and ,I share with you the
great concern that we are doing nothing with regard to research
with a disease that affects one out of three families in the United
States with most likely far more.

We in California are about to change our licensing laws so that
we can have the day-care facilities that are necessary, so that we
can have the necessary secured facilities.

The testimony that we've heard is that we've gone to opening up
all facilities and an Alzheimer's patient needs a secured environ-
ment, on-! that will make them be independent for as long as possi-
ble.

I share those concerns with you at the S. lte level where we will
be introducing legislation to that effect.

What we need is the help and coordination of the Congress to ac-
complish what we wart to accomplish in the State of California.

I also discovered in the hearings that I have heldin this State,
at least, that this society puts a greater priority in the care of our
animals than our elderly.

`iscovered that a zookeeper, for exarryle, makes $8 an hour, be-
cat,,: we ca' about our animals, but a nurse assistant. working in
a nursing home makes $3.50 and yet we expect that nurse's assist-
ant to include comprehensive and complete care.

We've got to bring about change and we do that by getting
people involved. With your leadership, we can.

I'm delighted to be here. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Moorhead follows-.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP JEAN M. MOORHEAD. CHAIRAoMMY. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE
ON AGING AND LONGTERM CARR. CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE

I am deeply honored and extremely delighted to share the dais with 'Senator'.
Pepper. who is perhaps the most eloquent voice in Congress, speaking out for the
concerns of the elderly. with Congressman itoybal, the Chairman of the Committee
of Aging. with Representatives of our California congressional delegation, Congress-
woman Sala Burton and Congresswataan Barbara Boxer, with Congrmswoman
Mary Onkar. our LI Governor Leo McCarthy, and our speaker of the assembly,
Willie L Brown, Jr.

"Long term care," or chronic health cure, is the most livrdens,,are concern among
the elderly. the functionally impaired, the chronically-ill, and their families. When
he California senior legislature convened this past October, seven out of ten propos-

als sent to the regular legislature were concerned with health care. Yet. care
that is available tends to ix both inappropnate and extremely costly. The tragic re-
ality is that today's health care :3 much more expensive than it needs to be and is
also non responsire to the ;reeds of the patient and the patient's family. Consequent-
b. the elderly and disabled are nut only given poor quality ..are but are stripped of
their dignity and independence as well. They are literally warehoused until
death.

The need for the development, expansion and promotion of more community
based. homeoriented, and preventive health care alterpatives should be the most
important objective for government at all levels, and for the health care industry 03
well.

Over the last decade. we hare been the establishment of innumerable pilot pro-
grams to demonstrate the effectiveness uf these commutoty based and hoine-orient-
ed alternative modes of tare. Many uf these pilot, plJgran.s hare proven their effev
tiveness. I !Aim it is now tine to make a cleat and unwavering commitment to
expanding and mainstreaming these programs so that al elderly and functionally
impaired persons may have access to effective and responsible care.

Failure to iaore in this direction will cnly prove: to be penny-vase and pound-fool-
ish In view cd this, it is quite disconcerting to hear of proposals by the present ad-
minisation in Washington to scale-doo.a the current medicare system. In spite of
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its considerable problems, the ineds.vire system should be retained and expanded to
cover adult day health care and more home health services.

In addit:un to expanding proven programs and implementing proven UnCePtb, vve
must also expand the body of knowledge and address the impacts of Alzheimer's dis
ease and dis.rders related to aging. I have heard from hundred of individuals
throughout the State a California of the liv.ng hell that both victims and
members endure as a result of Alzheimer's disease. 2.:, million persuns are affected
by this tragic disease, yet we du not know vvhi.t causes it, how to cure it, or even
how to treat its symptoms.

Finally, we must improve the training and, in some cases, the pay, of those in the
health professions so that they ere prepared to treat lung term illnesses. At the
present time, many zua-keepers are better trained and better paid than primary
care-givers in nursing homes.

We have a long way to go. This Hearing and you, testimony will hopefully move
us in the right direction.

'Zanotor Pepper's staff has expended considerable effort in planning this hear
sag and lined up some very expert vvitrivsses. Su, I look forward to hearing from you
ana learning from what you have to share with us.

Thank you.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Moorhead. We're delight-
ed to have your excellent statement and I'm so grateful to have
'.hose two distinguished representatives uf your legislature, betzuse
we must work together at the Federal and the State level if were
going to accomplish what we should for the elderly of this country.

Now I'm very pleased to introduce another distinguished citizen
of your great State, chairman of the Subcommittee on Aging of the
State Senate of California, a man who has a long and brilliant
record of service to the elderly, chairman of the Subcommittee on
Aging of the Senate, Hon. Henry Mello.

STATEMENT OF HENRY MELLO, CHAIRMAN. CALIFORNIA
SENATE SURCOMMITTEE ON AGING

Mr. MELLO. Thank you very much, Congressman, and I'm cer-
tainly pleased t welcome yoti here to California and thank you for
the great leadership that you have provided in Congress.

We are truly indebted to this fine gentleman, whose excellent
leadership on the important issues affecting our elderly we ac-
knowledge.

I will just summarize my statement because it will bt. there to
present for your record.

I would like the committee to know that what we are attempting
to do in California is to develop programs for keeping people in
their homes for as lung as possible and providing services to defer
the institutionalization of our elderly. One of our programs that is
working quite well is the adult day health care program which I
have authored for the last 4 or 3 years to get startup funds. We
now have about 30 centers operating in California. This year we
have 83 new applications by agencies for new Ault day health care
centers throughout the State.

The second program is the multipurpose senior services program
that our distinguished Lieutenant Governor, Leu McCarthy, started
as a pilot project.

The project has now turned into an ongoing program and will
continue to be funded. It provides SCr% mes for purposes that are in
imminent risk of institutionalization. Without this great program,
close to 100 percent of the clients would be, of course, in institu-
tions.

14
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Two other of my bills I think are very important, because in
order to keep' people in their homes, you must have housing for
them. One of my bills is shared housing where we try to match up
the needs of senior citizens and place them together in sharing the
cost of housing.

We will now be serving over 6,000 new clients this year because
of the expansion of the shared housing program.

Another one of my pieces of legislation is the granny housing bill
a term and practice which was started in Australia and is now a
law in California. It allows the placement of a second unit on a
single-family lot. Many personsfrequently elderly are living in an
underutilized home. By a granny housing concept, they can move
in the smaller home and lease out the larger home for family
income.

Another breakthrough that's happening in Californiaand again
I want to thank our Lieutenant Governor for his leadership and
that is the Little Hoover Commission report on nursing homes.

There are some shocking revelations throughout the State of
California about the care of the elderly and avoidable institutional-
ization of the elderly. One of the most blatant practices that is
being used is when a person is a private-paying patient and they
run out of funds and have to convert to medical, and they are
given notice of eviction by the nursing home.

I think it is very cruel to evict someone when they can no longer
pay private fees. So I'm introducing a whole package of bills that
will call for segmented surve;s of the nursing homes and ways in
which we can bring them up to the quality of care that we in Cali-
fornia hope for and desire,

The whole question of respite care is also important, because in
order to provide much needed care for our senior citi.4ns, we must
provide hospice care and respite care and a variety of programs.

Last, of course, is that of nutrition.
It's shocking to see that in California, our present administration

blue penciled over $2 million from the budget for senior nutrition
when we have 4,000 people a day being turned away from nutrition
sites.

We have 9,000 people on the waiting list for home-delivered
meals, yet we are not providing the adequate nutrition, Congress-
man, and I know you agree that this is one of the really important
things that we need for our people. proper nutrition and proper
feeding.

So, those are my remarks, Congressman, and again I want to
thank you for hav Lig this hearing in San Francisco where we can
come here and tell you a little bit. about California's problems and
our solutions and our desire to continue to work with you in this
whole field of helping the aging.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mello follows:1

NEI ARLO STATF.MLNT OF Shp,ADUR i16N11% J. NILLW, CHAIRMAN, CALOURNIA &NAM.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING

I am i_leased at this opportunity to juin with Congressman Claude Pe.pper and
other elet.ted ofriLials of the Federal and State gusernment fur tud.sy s healing on
lung term 4.are. It is u great pleasure to be here with Congressman Pepper, who has
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exercised such u magnificent leadership rule on behalf of older people throughout
the United States. I had the pleasure of meeting with him in Washington some
months ago to discuss, arnung other matters, our common concern that older Cali
formans be re resented in appropriate numbers at the conventions of both the
Democratic and Republican parties. I am continuing to pursue that issue here in
California.

I have been consistently impressed with the great importance older persons give
to remaining in independent living. Quite understandably, nothing is dreaded more
than unnecessary institutionalization.

Let me first emphasize that in seeking the goal of independent living for Califor
ma s elders. I have given special attention to the Multipurpose Senior Services Pro-
gram iMSSP) approach within which Adult Day Health Care is a key element I

have also pressed forward with innovative programs in housing recognizing the
, important role of decent shelter for older persons. I am also exploring. the need for

respite for family members anti fur broadening the availability of senior nutrition
Let me review some of my recent legislation bearing on these topics. SII 134

Adult Day Health Care, SII 722Multipurpose Senior Services Program, and SII
19Shared Housing.

SB 134 tCH. 1208-1984 the Adult Day Health Care bill, provides $350,000 ii
start-up funds for Adult Day Health Care centers. It was signed by the Governs:
September 28, and became effective immediately.

There are currently ..9 licensed Adult Day Health Care centers in 14 counties in
California. I am pleased to report to you that as of the end of November, 84 letters
of interest had been received from 37 counties requesting over $3.6 million in start
up funds. This clearly indicates the tremendous need for continuation and expnn
mon of Adult Day Health Care services. I am having a bill drafted now seeking $1
million in added start-up funds for Adult Day Health Care. it 's one of my legisla-
tive priorities for 1984 as ' is of the California Senior Legislature.

As indicated, Adult Day Care is an essential element in the Multipurpose
Senior Services Program tM8:3P) approach. SB 722 changed the Multipurpose Senior
Services Project fr m a demonstrsvion project to an ongoing program The typical
MSSP client is a low-income, 78- year.uld widow who lives alone and has serious
health complications. Approximately 30 percent of the MSSP caseload is comprised
of clients at imminent risi. of nursing home care. This population especially will be
served by SB 721

In the best of circumstances, some frail elderly will face appropriate nursing
home placement. I chaired a heating of the Senate Subcommittee on Aging recently
to review a series of major recommendations for nursing home reform developed by
the Little Hoover Commission with the assistance of an advisory committee chaired
by Lt. governor Leo McCarthy. I am having legislation prepared to implement those
recommendations.

In respect to housing, I would like to mention Senior Citizens' Shared Housing
and Second Unit Housing as important programs to assist keeping older people in
California in independent living. SB 19 tCH. 1307-1983) was signed into law on Sep-
tember du, and became effective immediately. It establishes a permanent senior citi-
zens' shared housing program.

SII 19 appropriates $300,000 from the Rental Housing Construction Fund and is
expected to assist 6,000 persons with shared housing arrangements Some of these
persons may be other than seniors because of a new intergenerational feature in the
bill. There are currently over 60 shared housing organizations statewide

SB 1&34 (CH. 1440-1982) is a follow-up to my Granny Housing" bill, (SB 1160,
CH. bbi--1:161). It encourages local governments to allow creation of a second unit in
an existing residence. Second units represent a viable means of increasing our
rental housing stock, while maintaining the integrity of our singlefamily neighbor
hoods. Second units provide homeowners with declining incomes. such as seniors.
with a way to remain in their home because of the additional income and security
provided.

A specific aspect of long term care that attention is called for at both the State
and Federal levels is the role of families in providing long term care to disabled and
elderly adults. Families provide 80 percent of all medically related and personal
care to chronically ill older persons in their home. This :ommittee will hear first
hand today about the overwhelming responsibilities that can accompany caring for
an ailing spouse, parent or adult child on n full-time basis.

Public policy must recognize the needs and the dedication of family caregivers,
and permit and encourage provision of respite care services. By allowing these indi
viduals some personal time away from their caregiving responsibilities, we can en
hance their ability to continue to provide quality care and prevent the physical and
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emotional deterioration that might otherwise occur. Without respite services, many
family members may feel compelled to institutionalize their loved one, and mayeven require hospitalization or institutional care themselves. These families savethe public millions of dollars a year in social services and institutional costs. It issound public policy to support and encourage their efforts.

I am currently examining the whole question of respite care services in Californiain order to identify roadblocks that exist and to determine what positive steps mightbe taken to build our long term care policy in respect to the vital role families nreplaying It would be helpful if this Subcommittee undertook to actively pursuechanges in Federal law in this area, notably in Medicare and Medicaid. We need toalso involve private insurance carriers in long term care coverage.
As we all recognize, there is a close interrelationship among the varied programsthat are aimed at keeping older people in independent living. I have discussed as-pects of health care and housing. Clearly, senior nutrition is another vital compo-nent I am committed to broadening the availability of senior nutrition programs inCalifornia to help satisfy a substantial unmet need.
1 am pleased to report that through close contact with Congressman Leon Panet-ta, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing and Nutrition of the

House Committee on Agriculture, I and others of the Senate leadership have made
it possible that surplus food zommodities, valued at $2.8 million that are availablethrough the Federal Emergency Jobs Act, are now being redirected to senior nutri-tion sites in California in order to achieve their full utilization.

Nutrition, housing and Adult Day Health Care are all vital components III asystem of long term care such as we are striving to develop in California through
AB 2860, authored by then-Assemblyman now-Senator Art Torres and of which I
was principal Senate co-author., The objective of AB 2860 is the linking together ofthese and other health, social and personal care programs into a system. The Gover-
nor has established an Interim Office of Long Term Care to devise an administra-
tive plan for implementation, which will consolidate into a new Department. of
Aging and Long Term Care the programs presently located in 4 state agencies and19 other governmental units.

We expect the administrative action plan to be submitted to the Legislature bythe first of January, 1981 There are indications that difficulties exist in implement-
ing AB 2560 which can only be resolved with the cooperation of the Federal govern-ment.

When we receive the Governor's report detailing specific problems that need to beaddressed, such as certain waivers, we will be asking the assistance of you, Con-
gressman Pepper, and the Subcommittee.

Thank you for this opportunity to be with you today. I look ,,rward to working
closely with you on the many problems facing elderly persons.
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Mr. PEPPER. Senator Mello, thank you.
We are pleased this morning to have represented here on this

podium, a representative of the Congress of the United States, a
representative of the Senate and the House of Representatives of
your assembly. So we have cooperation at the Federal, State, and
local level. And now I'm pleased very much to introduce again, for
a statement that she will make, Joyce Ream, who is the director of
the San Francisco City and County Commission on Aging.

Ms. Ream, we're pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF JOYCE REAM, DIRECTOR, SAN FRANCISCO CIT1
AND COUNTY COMMISSION ON THE AGING

Ms. REAM. Thank you very much, honorable chairman and mem-
bers of the panel and Hon. Lieutenant Governor.

I bring you warm greetings from the mayor of San Francisco and
the San Francisco Commission on Aging.

A little while later in the program Dr. Mervin Silverman from
the Department of Public Health will be entering detailed testimo-
ny from Mayor Feinstein.

I would like at this point to reiterate both the concerns of, and
the opportunities for serving seniors, both of which I think are ex-
emplified in San Francisco.

We think you honor us by having a hearing on this issue here.
Long-term care is of particular importance for San Francisco, since
137,000 of our citizens or over 20 percent of the population of San
Francisco is over the age of 60.

We have grappled with the issue of long-term care. I think one of
the encouraging factors about San Francisco is that we have had
extensive cooperation between the Department of Public Health
and the Commission on Aging, between public and private agen-
cies, and with foundations in terms of also providing financial
funding.

The continuura of cooperation that has occurred in this city is
one of the delig}.ts, so far as I'm concerned, of working with this
issue.

Yet as we view the issues of adult pay health and long-term care
we all recognize that we are not dealing with these programs in
isolation, that there is an enormous Federal impact and State
impact on what it is that we are able to do.

To the degree that we can hear both from citizens here today, as
well as from the assembled public officials, I think well all be in a
position to be able to see what we have to work with, and how we
can coordinate that better to provide a better life for seniors, in
San Francisco, in California, and in the Nation.

Thank you very much for having me here today.
I plan to listen with gre.:1, interest.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Ream.
Bell/re we begin now with the rest of the program, I want public-

ly to express for all of us, our appreciation to Chief Judge Peckham
who made possible our use of this ceremonial courtroom for this
hearing. We are grateful to Judge Peckham for that kindness.
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Now, we have a great honor and pleasure to introduce one of the
outstanding advocates of the elderly in the whole of America, your
distinguished Lieutenant Governor.

You know, of course, that he was formerly speaker of your as-
sembly. He's one of the leaders in the public life of this great State.

We know him all over the Nation for his advocacy of-causes re-
lated to the well-being of the elderly.

I had the privilege and the honor of having breakfast with him
this morning and we talked about these matters of mutual interest
and concern.

So I'm very pleased to present as our first witness your distin-
guished Lieutenant Governor, Hon. Leo McCarthy.

We welcome your statement, sir.

STATEMENT OF LEO McCARTIIY, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished
members of the panel.

I'm grateful to have this chance to testify.
Mr. Chairman, I wanted to say first of all. that those in our line

of work don't normally admit to themselves that they have role
models that they admire enormously.

You are one for many of us .. nd I'm very grateful for what you
have done for four decades and the intensity that you still bring to
try to ease the conditions in which many elderly people live in
America.

I got into it 20 years ago, less than half the time you've been
spending in this field, but it was 10 years ago that we authored
nursing home reform legislation in California. At that time, frank-
ly, with the help of media exposes, good, old fashioned digging jour-
nalism, we found out just how many abuses were being committed
in this State and we authored a number of laws then.

Frankly, they came about because seniors in this State organized
and they wanted to send the message to the legislature and to the
then Governor slat they were not going to tolerate the kind of
misery that many Californians were living in in the nursing
homes.

Those 10 years have gone by and at the beginning of this year
the leadership of the Little Hoover Commission asked me to chair
an advisory committee, because they had held some hearings and
they found out that, although we had tightened up the inspection
program, and although we instituted a penalty system where you
didn't have to go through the interminable court action to get a
suspension or revocation of a license to run a nursing home, you
still had a better method. You could impose penalties and we still
had many abuses going on in the State of California.

We have 100,000 elderly Californians in nursing homes; frankly,
over a third of them shouldn't be there. You're addressing those
issues in the Congress, but the fact is we haven't provided for alter-
natives to full institutional care.

So we tried through public hearings and through careful, docu-
mented research to examine the conditions that we have today in
nursing homes in this State.
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We came forward with 80 recommendations, MI. Chairman and
members of the panel, and we're going to put those in legislation to
be introduced in January.

Sitting on that advisory committee were representati,ves of Sena-
tor Mello and Assemblywoman Moorhead who were quite serious
about pushing forward with those recommendations and who were
well aware of the fact that the nursing ;tome industry in the State
of California, which has contributed more than $300,000 in cam-
paign contributions to members of the legislature in just the past 3
years, is going to fight us on many of those recommendations, be-
cause they don't like them aed they think that they can quietly
prevail in the proceedings, perhaps late at night, of some commit-
tee meetings when we may struggle for a quorum and win on a
number of the active provisions.

Well, the seniors of this State are not going to let that happen,
Mr. Chairman.

Yesterday in Sacramento we had a meeting of a coalition of
senior leader.; from mound this State. These same two State legis-
lators had representatives there.

We heard what happened and we understand that seniors once
more in California are not going to tolerate what's happening in
institutional care, because there are too many bad examples of
what is going on and frankly, they are tired of being had.

They're tired of patronizing statements, pats on the head, if you
will, including those frc m a number of people in both parties who
pretend that they are friends of the seniors and then fold when the
rather substantial economic forces that profit from nursing homes
in this Star --at involved in the bill process in the legislature.

They're loin to let that happen.
They're ,-.ng to do a number of things to prevent it from hap-

pening.
One of the things they are going to do, Mr. Chairman, is to circu-

late petitions 'n this State and they're going to gather as many sig-
natures as would be required to qualify a constitutional amend-
ment in the State of California.

But they're not going to put that on the ballot, because these
seniors were raised in the tradition of representative government
and they want to have faith and trust in our Governor and in the
membership of the legislature.

But they re going to give a demonstration that if they were going
to pui- -in initiative on the ballot, they could easily qualify it.

So are going to gather up over half a million signatures and
they're going to address tlw legislature in respectful terms, and the
Governor of this State, and they're going to ask for adoption of
these recommendations.

Two thirds of these 80 recommendations require statutory
change_ About one third require administrative action.

They're very basic kinds of things:
Establishing a consumer information system, if you will. Los An-

geles County did this on their own initiative. They get a 100 calls a
week and at least they're in a position to have a do-not-refer list to
make sure that family members do not send their parents or
grandparents to nursing homes which have horrible records, which
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cut corners, and are not sensitive to the elderly and disabled people
in their midst.

Then we're going to recommend that where you have good wit-
nesses that are fearful of intimidation. employees of nursing homes
or family members, who are afraid of what will happen to their
families, that when we have good, solid, substr.atial evidence, that
we get our department of health services people in there very
quickly.

Now, there's a lapse of time, and maybe there would be a way to
correct some of the bad things that are happening but we don't get
to address the abuses that are going on.

We have enormous space problems in this State. There is tre-
mendous pressure because of the lack of alternatives to full-time
institutional care.

We have 95 percent occupancy in the nursing homes in this
State. We can't even find beds for medical patients in the bay area
and many other parts of the State.

Well, we could go on and on with a series of recommendations.
Senator Mello referred to one which is an outrageous kind of
action, that if you enter a nursing home privately funded and then
your funds expire after G months or a year, even if you're eligible
for Medi Cal in this Stateyou can't then use those funds.

You're thrown out of the nursing home because they don't want
to deal with Medi Cal patients.

Now, there is something basically wrong with that kind of value
system that allows that sort of action t occur again and again,
hundreds of times in this State.

Mr. Chairman, we are trying very desperately to establish alter-
native methods so that we dun t have this pressure to keep commit-
ting people to the anonymity of institutional care nursing homes.

I want to insert here that there are some nursing homes in this
State that go out of their way to run good operations. Unfortunate-
ly, there are too many that view this solely as a profitmakihg kind
of operation.

Now, maybe we thought that we were doing the right thing in
the Federal Government in the mid-sixties when we got this going
and I think we have improved the lot of the elderly.

We still have allowed an institutional pattern to develop which
unfortunately permits a lot of abuse and neglect of elderly people.

You're trying to address this in Congress when you say let's de-
velop some kind of alternatives.

Selator Mello sponsored the adult day health center programs in
this State. He struggled in just the last 2 years, passed bills for $1
million appropriations and the Governor slashed them $230,000
and $350,000 in 2 successive years.

We thought 3 years ago we could get 300 adult health centers es-
tablished. We are at 28 and struggling to increase it.

We know it costs a lot more money for institutional care. We
know from the MSSP programs that the Senator referred to, multi-
service senior projects which were jointly funded by the Federal
Government, that we save at least $3,000 per patient over the year
over the costs of what it would take to put those high-risk elderly
into full-time nursing home care.
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We know if we keep then. independent and, not too incidentally,
help them keep their dignity, pre.ent them from losing all self-
esteem, we save money.

So we can make the argument on economic grounds.
Those MSSP programs went into eight communities in this State,

rural and urban, different ethnic mixes, and we know consistently
that we have the technical and financial data to prove that we can
have alternative care in the State of California.

Mr Chairman, we desperately need your help in Washington to
try to push these through. If we had 20 Claude Peppers in the Con-
gress of the United States, we'd make things happen.

We'd bring the Reagan administration around so that the
changes would occur.

Well, they're really not too complicated. We have to try and
merge medical and medicare funding methods. It's not sensible to
pay extensively for medicare treatment in acute-care hospitals and
then not follow up with some kind of continuum of care and make
sure that people don't go back into the sort. of health conditions
that would once again require acute care, at very expensive acute
care hospital.

We've got to merge the use of those two funds and then we've got
to amend the medicare law and indeed the medical law more gen-
erously to try to allow the financing of alternative care.

The day-care centers that Senator Mello has pushed.
The MSSP-type programs.
Anything that will give the elderly some modest health check-

ups.
Help them with the daily needs they have, with banking, and

shopping, and give them some sort of social contact.
That simple combination is going to keep even high-risk elderly

out of institutional care.
I don't think the commonsense of this would be missed by any-

body if only we can get their attention.
I think you're going to get their attention. There are a lot of

people that don't know hat you're doing throughout this country,
but more are finding out and I just hope you keep continuing in
the intensity you've brought to this field on into the indefinite
future.

I peisenally thank you very much and thank you for allowing
me to give this testimony.

Mr PEPPER. Thank you, Mr. McCarthy, and I want to thank you
f)r your expert statement. We thank you for what you're doing,
the fact that you're trying, with your colleagues here, to make lite
better for the senior citizens of California.

I imagine that you have, as we do in Florida, a large percentage
of your population who are over 65 years of age.

When I was born in 1900, only 5 percent of the people of this
Nation were over 65 years of age. Now, 11 percentover twice as
many, percentage wise, are over 65 years of age.

I'm talking about 65 years now, not 60, or 55 years, but 65.
The fastest growing segment of our citizenship percentage wise,

is people over 85. I hope that I make it 2 more years, because then
I'll get within that 85-and-over group that is supposed to live a long
time.
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Now, what are we going to do? Are we going to neglect the needs
of that large percentage of our population". Are we going to deny
them a right to work, for example, to keep on working if they are
competent and responsible in their jobs?

Or are we going to make them victims of welfare in order to sur-
vive?

We see that we have a serious need to order our society and to
construct our programs to help those people who I believe are the
most deserving in our citizenship, because they've been here the
longest, they have done the most for our country.

They are generally the fathers and mothers of the dominant. gen-
eration. In war they wore our country's uniform. In peace, they've
borne the burden of the economy.

Thoy've held up the standards of patriotism, religion, morality,
and decency. I call the senior citizens the VIP's, the very important
people of this country. And today they are not receiving the medi-
cal care that they should have.

I would hate to think that America is so lacking in compassion
and concern that Americans are permitted to die before their time
because they can't afford the medical care that might prolong their
lives a littl , bit.

And we don't think enough of them, in gratitude for what
they've done, to try and make their last part of a long ,tourney as
pleasant, as healthy, and happy as can be, and give them an oppor-
tunity to remain positive forces in our country and in our society.

Yet we know, for example, that drugs that are taken in the home
by senior citizens who are on medicare, although prescribed by a
doctor, are not covered by medicare.

We know that there is no dental care provided under medicare.
We know that there are no hearing aids provided under medi-

care.
There are no eyeglasses provided.
There is no preventive care given. Even if you could have a test

of your blood pressure, find that it was high, have it treated, and
avoid a stroke, and all the incidental expense that would follow
that stroke, even that desirability doesn't mean that medicare is
going to cover it.

They tell me it costs $100 down home to go into a doctor's office
and just get a simple test of your blood pressure.

So medicare does not give preventive care. It gives relatively
little care in ,,he home where many people would prefer to have it
and where it could well be given and be much less expensive than
the care in a nursing home or hospital.

I think the Governor told me this morning that probably in Cali-
fornia the average cost of nursing-home care would be in the range
of $30,000 a year perhaps, and there are a million and a half people
in nursing homes. He told me that maybe half of them would not
need to be there if they were at some other place w here they could
be properly cared for.

Now, it may well be, Governor, and I think you and I were agree-
ing on thisit may well be that the coming financial crisis that is
due in about 4 years in respect to medicare may give us, at the
Federal, State, and local levels, just the incentive to try to revise
this system in a way that will make it less expensive to the Gov-
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ernment, iess expensive to the patient, and provide more medical
care to the patients than they're getting at the present time and
that's what we're working toward, is it not?

Mr. MCCARTHY. That's right.
Mr. PEPPER. Well, you've been a very innovative worker in this

issue and we want to continue to work with you, Governor, anti
with the members of the legislature acid the city authority toward
that end.

Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McCarthy follows.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LT. Gov. LEO MCCARTHY

On behalf of all Californians, and Senior citizens in particular, I welcome you toour Golden State.
I am pleased to have an opportunity to testify before your Subcommittee because

one of my personal priorities, for more than a decade, has been the improvement of
our system of health care for the elderly. As a State Assemblyman and Chairman of
the Joint Committee on Aging in the early 1970s, I learned of the tragic dilemma
faced by thousands of older Californians each yearthe dilemma that in order to
receive needed services, they had to give up living independently and enter nursing
homes It became clear earl:, on that there had to be alternatives to institutional-
ized long term care.

Along with a number of ro), colleagues and fellow Californians, I have worked to
develop these alternatives, and I believe that California has established a record of
leadership in this area But the conclusion is also inescapable that much remains to
be done, much of our hardest work lies ahead of us.

I believe that today we face two major issues. First the need to continue upgrad-
ing of conditions in long term care facilities, and second, expanding the availability
of alternative longterm care programs.

One year ago, Nathan Shapell, Chairman of the Commission on California State
Government Organization and Economy more popularly known as The State Little
Hoover Commission asked me to chair the Commission's Advisory Committee on
Nursing Home Reform.

Having authored legislative reforms in the early 19703 because of the deplorable
conditions that existed at that time, I was pleased to accept Mr. Shappell's invita-
tion.

Commission hearings late last year had established that ten years later, despite
the reforms enacted dur:ng the 1970s, we have come almost full circle. Testimony at
these hearings made it plain that many of the sume problems still exist. problems
including poor quality care, the inability of residents and their families to identify
and find space in the best care facilities, and, most shocking of all, continued out-
right physical and mental abuse of residents.

In order to understand the probleias that continue to persist in nursing homes,
the Advisory Committee was formed to examine the issues and propose solutions.
The Committee was comprised of a broad spectrum of the state's population and in-
cluded representatives from both the public and private sectors.

The Committee worked very hard to gather information, and to listen to the view-
points of all sides of the issues we were considering. On August 17, 1983, we released
our findings and recommendations to the public and the Legislature in a report en-
titled, "The Bureaucracy of Care."

There are over SO detailed recommentlitions in this report. Some call le, changes
in administrative polic, or regulations A n d others call for new legislation. All are
necessary so that facilities which prov'de good care will not be hurt by the public
distrust brought on by those who abo.*e both the system and those whom they arecharged with protecting.

I have brought a summary listing A' some of the highlights of those recommenda-
tions and will present them to the C,mmittee later. But allow me to point out just a
few of the recommendations and tht reasons we believe they are so important.

We are calling for the desclopme.it of a consumer information system which will
allow those in need of nursing home care to identify quality facilities, rather than
make a choice based upon insufficient information and accompanied by fear and un-certainty.

Los Angeles County presently has a system which receives over a hundred calls a
week, and places low-standard nursing homes on its "do not refer" list.
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Anuther prea1en we believed needed to be addressed WAS the question of eyewit
nes., evidence as a basis for humplaints. We learned of u ...Abe where a nursing home
employee, horrified by .the worsening ulcer un the bahk of patient, filed an anus
ymuus huniplaint. She niter learned that there had been AlO ahtiun behause the hum
plaint was "unsubstantiated" by other evidence.

We believe that those in nursing homes hardly have the resources to pruduhu
uurtruoni-style evidence fur complaints ur abuses to whihh they may be the only
witnesses. We urge that eyewitness statements be given hredibility unless out
weighed by other evidence, that witnesses have appeal rights, and that it should be

criminal offense to retaliate against those who make such humplaints. In the hash,
uf the patient with the buck ulcer, if that nursing hume employee huuld have come
forward without feat uf being fired, the ,.use might have been followed up muhh
more thoroughly.

Anuther rehummundation is to Cabe the present. limitations un available space in
nursing homes. Statewide, their Oi.upany rates at nearly percent, and in many
areas there ak-e long waiting lists. We believe more space is needed.

Ar. example uf the nerd for more space was dearly demonstrated earlier this year
when a hunvaleshent center in Northern California announced it was converting to
the more lucrative business of drug rehabilitation, and ordered its 110 patients to
muse out within two rrunths. The (-enter did this despite a desperate shortage of
available planes for therutients to gu. One 81 yeur-uld retired shhuul teacher finally
found place for her 8 ' year-old sister, who, days later, died of a heart attack. The
surviving sister feels it may have been brought un by the shuck uf the move.

Nut only at inure nursing humus and more beds needed fur those persons who
really need uruund the-..luck hare but we need the expansiun of prygrums that prir
vide alternatives to nursing homes. Two examples of those alternatives are Adult
Day Health Cure programs, and the Multi-Purpose Senior Services Projeht.

Adult Day Health Care ,ADIICt in Califurnia began as d series of federally funded
demulistration prujehts providing health and social services. Eighty percent. of their
clients are senior citizens.

California's gal was to have 300 hunters statewide by 1982. We fell "'somewhat-
shun uf that guul there are now 26 hunters in uperatiun. The main problem, quite
simply, is funding.

Last year, a bill authored by Senatur Henry Melly, Chairman of the &nate Sub
humniittue un Aging, requesting d nulliun dollars fur start-up funding of new t.en
tars, with Ut. tu 3250,000. This year, another milliun-duller request was slashed to
3300,000. Thanks to the persistenhe of legislators **Ise. Senatur Mello, we're muving
forward; at a terribly slow pace, however.

The Multi- Purpose Senior Services Project tNISSIlt is one dear to my heart while
in the legislature, I authored the 1977 law which established this program.

The prugrant provides huunseling and support fur seniuts in institutions ur at high
risk of being institutionalized, with the objective of enabling them to live indepund
entry at hurne. Nearly two thousand elderly (-hunts are now being helped by IVISSPs
in California.

There arc twu hallmarks tu the prugranib. They proteht individuals by present
ing thett indepundenhe and sense uf self -wurth, rather than (-underlining them to the
gray he of institutionalization, and they arc cwt - effective. Clients receive Adult.
Day Health Care at a host that is over three thuusand dollars u year less than nurs
mg home hare, MSSP (-Bents attain a public bust saving of over four thousand dol
lars a year euhh. This makes budget-hutting of these servihes an exercise in irony
they don't cost, they save, both money and lives!

I have brought fur your review u display whihh is titled. Histuriwal Sequerwe of
Events in Long-Term Care in California, 1971- 19b3." It provides a chronology of
events hearings, legislation and programs- un how lung term are and its alterna
tives have programed in our state. I will provide each of you a copy.

When my task tune released its nursing hume study in Sahramentu on August 17,
1983, I called un some uf my former holleagues in the legislature to bring actiun im
aiediately bk./ that the rehummendatiuns may behume effehtive as suon us possible.

I am pleased tu annutinhe that butte Senator Melly and assemblywoman Jean
Muurhead, Chairwurnan of the Assembly Committee un Aging and Long Term Care,
held such hearings earlier this fall.

I am hunfident that a humprehensive legislative pahkage will be intryduhed in the
January session of the State legislature. And we will wurk very hard to get that
legislation enacted.

I am also very enthusiastw abtait the respunse we received at a meeting I held
just yesterday in Sahramentu. The purpose: of the meeting was to furm u, statewide
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coalition of organizations in the aging network in ordcr tu develop strategies to
make these reforms a reality. It's going to happen!

I know that you're all aware that California has been ,anuiig the leaders in estab-
lishing innovative lung term care programs fig the elderly. but we have a lung way
to go.

As Congressman Pepper so aptly put in in his letter tu me, It is important that
we begin now tu determine what the federal rule might be in structuring a compre
hensive continuum of care a lung term care policy --capable uf addressing the pre-
ventive, acute and chronic health are needs uf uur nation's citizens.- I agree whole-
heartedly with that statement. Let me suggest some of the ways in which the Feder-
al Government can help.

1. MERGE MEDICAL AND MEDICARE FUNDS

Presently, there is no method to pool Medi-Cal and Medicare funds to supply
monies fur alternative are programs. If a patient is chronically ill and gets better
under Medicare, that patient is then released from are There is no fuilow-up or
post hospital care ur services provided to the patient paid (ur by Medicare. The pa-
tient has nu alternatives but to (a) pay for all post-huspital care out of his or her
on pocket, if the patient is considered to be :neligible for Medi-Cal, b.) nut get
any post hospital care, deteriorate into a chronically ill state again possibly into an
acute state and eventually die.

2. FINANCE ALTERNATIVES TIIROUGII MEDICARE

Presently, Medicare dues not lay for any alternative services such as Adult Day
Health care. Medicare pays only fur hospitalization ur restricted nursing home care,
which preliminary studies have already shown to be less cost-effective.

3. PROVIDE PREVENTIVE IIEALTII CARE FOR THE ACING

No federal money goes to any preventive health care services for the elderly. The
federal government has nut shown a willingness tu grant waivers ur support demon
stratiun services:programs fur preventive health. Further, the federal government
is reluctant to expand any services dike alternative are ur preventive health). It
seems to want to provide hospital and nursing home care funding ONLY.

These suggestions must be given serious unsideraLiun if we are tu reach those uh
jectives with which this Subcommittee is charged. There are a number of other rec-
ommendations I could make, but r m.sure they will be covered by others providing
testimony here today.

Again, I want to thank yuu for providing me the opportunity to present testimony
on one of the most critical issues facing older Americans today.
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NURSING HOME RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are some of the major recommendations of the
report "The Bureaucracy of Care." Lieutenant Governor Leo
McCarthy chaired the Little Hoover Commission's Advisory
Committee on Nursing Home Reforia.

1. Expanded Consumer Information Services and Sources

Create a statewide automated consumer information
system to allow those in need of nursing home care to
identify quality facilities -- building on the
current Los Angeles County system.

Increase consumer involvement through outreach and
consultation by the State's Licensing and Certifi-
cation Division with interested citizens, residents,
ombudsmen, advocates, and consumer grcupn throughout
the State.

Require the Director of the Licensing and Certifi-
cation Division to issue a press release to local
newspapers when the Division takes action against an
area facility, explaining the action and the condi-
tions that brought it about.

2. Fines and Citations

Increase maximum fines for "A" violations (which
present imminent danger or death to a patient) from
$5,000 to $10,000. Also increase fines for "B"
violations (which have direct or immediate relation-
ship to the health or security of a patient) from $50
- $250 to $100 - $1,000.

Mate retaliation or discrimination against any
patient or employee who spears out about conditions
in a facility, a misdemeanor, subject to a fine of up
to 510,000.

:Saxe falsification or omission of material in patient
care records an "A" violation.

Expand "B" violations to protect patients' rights, by
redefining "B" violations as those that have a direct
or immediate relationship to the health, safety,
security, or welfare of a resident.

McCarthy
8/83
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Impose mandatory a jail sentence and a maximum fine
of $50.000 on any licensed health professional who
willfully abuses or neglects a patient.

3. Appeals of Citations and Fines
A

Extend to complainants the statutory right to appeal
the Division's determination -- a right already
accorded the facilities involved.

Give complainants, their representatives, and ombud-
smen the right to participate in the citation review
conferences.

To reduce the time and expense involved in enforcing
citations, reassign "B" violations from superior
court to "a court of competent jurisdiction" -- which
could be municipal, superior, or small claims court
-- and allow the Licensing and Certification Divi-
sion, instead of the Attorney General, to file small
claims cases.

4. Sanctions Against Facilities

Give the Division power to halt all admissions to .a
facility when it determines that the facility pre-
sents a threat to the health, safety, or welfare of
residents.

Withhold MediCal reimbursement to facilities that
fail to pay their fines for 30 days or more.

5. MediCal Conversion

Prohibit the transfer of patient because of conver-
sion from self-pay status ko MediCal.

Require that facilities reveal their MediCal policies
to the public in advance.

Require (and provide funding for) facilities to hold
MediCal residents' beds available for their return
during brief periods of acute hospitalization (up to
fifteen days).

Prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color,
sex, creed, national origin, or source of payment
with respect to admission or transfers by any MediCal
participating facility that participates in the
MediCal program.

-2-
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Mr. PEPPER. Mrs. Burton, do you have any questions?
Mrs. BURTON. As one who has a 91-year-old mother, and I hope

that she never knows that I told her age, and a father who is '33
and just passed away a few months ago, I think I have lived with
the problem of the aged and there are some in this room who know
that I have lived with it.

What I want to ask you is. What does a nursing home have to go
through in order to get qualified? And then how often are they
monitored? Once every 6 months, every 3 months? Or is it just that
someone finds a nursing home that is not working and not supply-
ing the type of service they need to supply and are then investigat-
ed?

Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.
Mrs. BURTON. The State nursing homes are licensed, aren't they

Would you answer that question for me?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Well, they have to obtain a license. The nursing

home institutions have to go through routine financial responsibil-
ity requirements and have to demonstrate that they have some ca-
pability within the health professional staff that they hire to per-
form the job.

So that pares all right. The qualification procedures might be
strengthened, but I think that's not the main target.

One of the main targets goes to the second issue that you raised.
And that's the effectiveness of the inspection process. There's a
Federal inspection process and a State inspection process. I many
do think we could do a much better job in coordini Ling those two
inspection processes, because the better nursing homes have some-
times complained that they often go through repetitive kinds of in-
spections and that sounds to me lik2 a legitimate complaint.

But the spirit of the inspection process is what we have to worry
about.

Nursing homes almost alwt.ys know when an inspection is going
to be made so that they can take pains to clean up what problems
may exist.

One of the recommendations that we are making is to change the
timing and the nature of the inspection process. It ought to be
made at any time including at nighttime when its not expected, or
on the weekends, if you will.

And it does not need to be an inspection visit which looks at
every single practice or item on the premises. The inspection could
be segmented. You might want to look at diet at one time and
other a..pects of the nursing home on other occasions.

We've got to figure out how to do this efficiently and I think we
can.

We had on the advisory committee expert people representing
the nursing profession. We had industry people sitting on the com-
mittee and I think there was a lot of positive comment that we
i-uuld change the inspection program so that it would not be so pre-
dictable and so that it would leave more lasting impressions on
those nursing homes that will clean up for the visit and then laps?
right back into their practices.

Mrs. BURTON. Are their licenses revoked when, let's say, you in-
spect a nursing home two or three times and you find that they're
lacking in services?
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Mr MCCARTHY. The revocation of a license is not a satisfactory
remedy It takes forever to carry that through the proceduresthe
administrative procedures and court procedures.

So that nursing hone can go on for several years and if it does
loseif it's at the point of revocationthe present owner will sellthe nursing home to a new owner and the new owner will then
promise to clean up the act of that nursing home.

The laws that I authored 10 years ago were to institute a citation
system We classified the more serious violations as class A and the
fines could range up to $5,000 per violation.

Then class B violations would be something in the $50 to the$500 range.
We've also found that the institution of those fines has not been

done in a satisfactory way by the State agency charged with that
responsibility. Some commonsense needs to be applied.

If you're dealing with a nursing home that has a pretty good
record overall and you go in and you find 10 class B violations, if
you know that these are things that even good administrative over-
sight may miss and they really do have a record of cleaning up and
then not lapsing back into violations aftez the inspection team
leaves, you can use your discretion.

But there are many other instance:, in which the fines to be im-
posed are wiped out on more casual or less substantive grounds.

We're going to try and correct that and frankly one of the recom-
mendations is to increase the level of fines from $5,000 to $10.190
for the class A violations and to boost them up subsequently.

We're also trying to provide other remedies to the State agency.
Suspend medical payments. Do a number of in-between kinds of
things well short of total revocation or suspension of a license
which is really of no practical help to the elderly residents.

Mrs. BURTON. Thank you very much.
Mr. PEPPER. Mrs. Boxer, do you have any questions?
Mrs. BOXER. Yes; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to ask you, Lieutenant Governor, if you feel that the rec-

ommendations of the Little Hoover Commission are really an all-
encompassing type of recommendation.

Does it look at all the problems? And do you feel confident that
if they were to be put to the test that we in this State would have
taken a giant step forward in this area?

Mr MCCARTHY. I think that we will take a giant step forward if
all of these recommendations are adopted. But I want to add hasti-
ly that no law by itself is going to protect. elderly people in so vul-
nerable a position in the kind of institutiona: care that we're dis-
cussing here unless the attitude on the part of elected and career
governmental offices are such that the laws are going to be en-
forced with the view to the importance of the dignity and the indi-
viduality of elderly people in those homes.

And this attitudinal chasm still exists.
Mrs BOXER Will you make those recommendations part of the

record of this committee, because I think it's very important.
Mr. MCCARTHY. I'd be happy to.
Mrs BOXER. Have you discussed with the Governor his attitude

toward the recommendation:, of the Little Hoover Commission?What was his attitude-
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Mr. MCCARTHY. I have not discussed them perionally with the
Governor yet. However, we did send the recommendations for anal-
ysis to the specific State agency charged with the responsibility,
the Department of Health Services, for a review.

I'm very satisfied that the director of that particular department
gave a fair and objective analysis of what it is.

Of course, that s what we need, because Ova recommendations
will cost about $4 million to implement, but Ile problem,
frankly, is the industry and part of this induct ver.t. cocky
about its power in the legislature.

The industry thinks it s going to come in and with rela-
tive ease, in the committee process some t.f -..ok.sther recommen-
dations that we are proposing.

So, I'm going to need the Governor's help, *Jut I'm very satisfied
with the first step, and I'm going to seek the opportunity to talk to
the Governor.

In fairness, he has not had the time to personally review the rec-
ommendations yet.

Mrs. BOXER. I just want to thank you very much for coming
before us and also for your candor and openness regarding some-
times the very unfortunate influence of special interests in this leg-
islation and I think that with public sere ants like you who don t
hesitate to put it right there, I think we do have a fighting chance
and I'm glad that you're here.

Thank you.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you.
Mr, PEPPER. Senator Mello, do you have any questions for Mr.

McCarthy?
Mr. MELLO. Thank you, no.
Mr. PEPPER. Mrs. Moorhead, would you have any questions?
Ms. MOORHEAD. No.
Mr. PEPPER. Ms. Ream, would you have any questions?
Ms. REAM. No.
Mr. PEPPER. Governor, we thank you very much for your fine ap-

pearance here today.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. We now have a panel who will come to the table if

they will, please.
First we have Hon. Hadley Hall who is the executive director of

the San Francisco Home Health Services. Mr. Hall.
And then we have some Alzheimer's patients and care givers,

Mrs. Elayne Brill, wife of a deceased Alzheimer's patient, accompa-
nied by Mrs. Jeanne Kelly, Alzheimer's patient, and Mr. Arthur
Kelly, her husband, a care giver.

We have also Mrs. Eva Olson of San Francisco, who as an ..kkhei
mer's patient, accompanied by her granddaughttr, Mrs. Margot
Salvini.

We also have a pediatric home care recipient, accompanied by
Mr. John Escheverria, past president of tLe Cualicion de Padres de
la BahiaCoalition of Parents of the Bay San Francisco.

Pele Robinson, pediatric home care recipient, accompanied by
Mrs. Delores Robinson, mother and caregiver.

We are very grateful for all of you for coming here this muraing
and giving your testimony on this pitiful matter.
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First 1'11 start with Mr. Hall.

PANEL ONE, CONSISTING OF HADLEI DALE HALL, EXECUTIN E
DIRECTOR, SAN FRANCISCO HOME HEALTH SERVICES, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIF.; ELAYNE BRILL, FAMILY SUPPORT
GROUPS, SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA; JEANNE KELLY, ALZHEI-
MER'S PATIENT, AND HER HUSBAND, ARTHUR KELLY, CARE-
GIVER, SAN FRANCISCO, .:ALIF.; DELORES ROBINSON, MOTHER
AND CAREGIVER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF JOHN ECHEVERRIA,
PAST PRESIDENT OF THE COALITION OF PARENTS OF THE
BAY, SAN FRANCISCO; MICHAEL MEZA, PRESIDENT, COALICION
DE PADRES DE LA BAHIA, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

STATEMENT OF HADLEY DALE HALL
Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Hadley Dale Hall. I am executive director of the Vis-

iting Nurse Association of San Francisco, San Francisco Hume
Health Service, and Hospice of San Francisco. I have been em-
ployed in home care in San Francisco for nearly 20 years.

Helping people with home care needs is not aiw.:is :"Tob-
lerns are compounded when people are poor anti :1,-;-o.! Aoverilinevt
help. In our agencies, a person can be eligible.. Isse ir;.e;n1:..are, medic-
aid, veterans' benefits, Older American Act fui:ds, 4.-6}.0..e care and
many other government funded services. Bac!. prot;ram 1.,:;ponds to
a need but none of these programs lank* a the whole person. The
result is fragmented services, costly bureaucracies, waste, and
abuse of recipients as well as workers trying to cafe for the people
in need.

Title XX is a Federal, State and local program. It has been the
subject of repeated exposes in newspapers, telev isiun, and congres-
sional hear;ngs. Repeated proraises are made to change things in
this Government program, but. the problems get worse. In Califor-
nia, this single Government program affects over 100,000 recipients
and 80,000 workers, costing the taxpayers $500 million a year.

California's implementation of title XX, the inhome supportive
services program, is a scandal whereby well paid public employees
expinit workers and deny them their employee rights. The predict-
able result is abuse of the sick, the elderly and the poor. Before I
lescribe the lastest abuses, may I respectfully request that an out-
come of this hearing be a full and comprehensive investigation into
the title XX program in California and its 58 counties and the title
XX relationship to the other Government programs like medicare,
medicaid, veterans' benefits, Hospice care and the Older American
Act.

A report of this investigation should lead to new Federal legisla-
tion which will address the recognized problems of fragmentation
and bureaucratic waste and abuse.

The competitive bidding and contracting processes for inhume
supportive services have been referred to as jokes and shams. Part
of the reason for the derision of public employees involved in these
processes, is that some companies bid on one basis but execute the
contract in quite a different way sometimes with the knowledge
and blessing of well-paid public and union officials.

For example:
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The bid specifications may require a specific number of supervi-
sors or an amount for vacation time. There are no known audits to
determine the degree of relationship between a bid and actual per-
formance. When material differences between a bid and perform-
ance are exposed, there seem to 0. penalites or sanctions
against the bidder, a contractor or the ut.ion and public officials
charged with specific responsibilities.

The very concept of lowest bidder must be challenged as used in
this program because the lowest hourly bidder is going to be the
most expensive in total cost- in more ways than one. costly for the
consumers, taxpayers, and workers as well as destructive of the
basic belief held by all Americans that fairm.;>s and justice are
available through our government and unions and their employees.

Lowest cost does not equal lowest :sourly or unit price. To deter-
mine lowest cost, one must know the unit price plus the number of
units or hours utilized in a given period of time, a month, for ex-
ample. In addition, the length of stay must be knownhow many
months on the service- and the rate of recidivism must be known,
that is, does the person get better and stay off the service or are
they repetitively back on the service?

Testimony being submitted detail continuing scandals in this
vital and valued program. The testimonies tell a tale of abuse and
waste and ask for a proper congressional investigation to Lieter
mine if there are crimes being committed and what legislative rem-
edies the Congress should consider.

Remedy Health Services has been a successful bidder on several
in home supportive service c.,ntracts in California countries at ex
tremely low hourly rates. This has lead to speculation that in order
for the company to make a profit, the company must take short
cuts in the program and shortchange the government and the cum
pany's workers in terms of wages and fringe benefits through ques-
tionable cost cutting methods. Evidence is accumulating that these
cost cutting methods are not speculation but are being used by
Remedy. For example:

A. THE GOVERNMENT IS SHORTCHANGED

The union and Remedy agreed on August 16, 1983, after Remedy
received the San Francisco inhume supportive services contract
that each employee's regular wage rate would be reduced to 50
cents per hour and paid to the employee as a clothing maintenance
allowance. It appears that this method of cost saving is a willful
avoidance of Federal, State and county payroll taxes and legally re-
quited insurances. It. is my understanding that a letter to this
effect has been transmitted by the San Francisco Department of
Social Services to the city and county of San Francisco attorney
who has forwarded the letter to the Internal Revenue Service.

Although this questionable practice may leave a few dollars
extra in the hands of the workers, it violates the law and the em-
ployer, under such a provision, would save $250,000 in unpaid em
ployer required taxes and insurance premiums for things like
social security and workers compensation, among others.
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13. THE PROGRAM IS SHORTCHANGED

In San Francisco, there have been three trained and experienced
supervisors terminated since mid-August, 1983. One of these em-
ployees was a nurse. Another had a professional social work back-
ground, and the third was fluent in Chinese. These individuals
were replaced by personnel from the company's San Mateo County
Office, I am told.

The contract in San Mateo calls for 10 field supervisors. Indica-
tions are that this contractual program need is not being met in
San Mateo County because supervisors have been transferred to
San Francisco. If I were an auditor, I would want to be assured
that there were no double billing or costings as was found in the
Souza case of several years ago.

THE WORKERS ARE SHORTCHANGED

The union contract between Remedy and the hospital and Insti-
tutional Workers Union, Local 230, requires that only 10 percent of
the work force be employed as casual. The reason for this stipula-
tion is to remove incentives from the employer to hire a large
number of relatively short-term employees at the expense of the
regular homemakers, many of whom have acquired training and
experience as well as seniority for purposes of earnings and patient
care skills. Indications are that this contractual commitment. is
being systematically violated by Remedy and that instead of having
about 40 casual workers, as required by the union contract,
Remedy has many more than this.

The union signed a favored nations union agreement. This fa-
vored nations clause means that other signators to the union con-
tract can take advantage of benefits granted to a different employ-
er In this situation it would mean that San Francisco Home
Health Service would have to participate in a wilful avoidance of
Federal, State, and county pay roll taxes and legally required insur-
ances and violate the purposes of having a limit on the number of
casual employees.

If I were an investigator, I would want to assure myself that the
agreements between Remedy and the union were properly negotiat-
ed and fairly reached. Indications are that there were sweetheart
arrangements made.

Since regular hours worked at clients' homes and hours spent in
transit between clients are lumped together on Remedy employee
payroll checks, there is a logical suspicion that transit hours could
be billed as service hours. If this were the case, it would violate the
terms of the county contract and the program requirements. It
would also appear, if true, to violate the union contract.

Field supervisors have been admonished to maximize the number
of hours that each client receives so that the total contract hours
can be raised and thus reduce the fixed cost component of Rem-
edy's budget. For example, historically in San Francisco, the
number of hours served is less than 80 percent of the number of
hours authorized due to clients being hospitalized, out of town,
family visits, and other reasons. The result of this type of increase
is to raise the cost of services per client per month due to overutili-
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nation of services without providing compensating benefits to the
client or the taxpayer.

One should note that when workers are shurtchanged, so is the
program.

In the case cited previously, where Remedy is deducting 50 cents
pe. hour from the employee's regular wages, the employee is being
exploited. The employees are underpaying social security and Fed-
eral and State withholding taxes through no fault of their own.
When the various taxing agencies require a full payment for back
taxes, the workers will be required to pay on these earnings. I have
pre% iously submitted to the committee staff copies of court deci-
sions on these matters.

The union contract calls for the employee and the employer to
each contribute 5 cents per hour to an employees' pension fund.
The money has been withheld by Remedy, we understand, but no
accounting has been given to any of the employees. The question
becomes, since the union contract requires that we follow the
ERISA requirements fur pension funds. what is happening to these
monies?

I understand that Remedy has not explained Lo its workers how
the workers' vacation time is being accrued. In the past, we have
known of hundreds of homemakers who have nut been paid their
vacation by the employer and where the State of California appro-
priated additional funds to cover this expense following the bank-
ruptcy of a major company.

The union contract requires that employees receive Kaiser
Health Plan B medical coverage or its equivalent. It is my under-
standing that Remedy workers are receiving plan L, which is not
equivalent. It costs the employees more, and the employer less.

The employees have requested that all hours accrued for regular
wages, such as travel, sick leave, vacation, and training, among
others, be listed on the paychecks so that they wili know how these
benefits are accumulated.

Recently, a union member complained to a shop steward of local
250 that Remedy was not paying appropr;ate travel time. The shop
steward was able to get the local Remedy manager to admit that
Remedy employees had been instructed to shortLhange employees
some 200 hours of travel time each month, I am told.

It would appear, from several employee complaints, that senior
workers' hours are being reduced and that these hours are being
replaLed by casual employees. This, of course, reduLes the quality
of the program, saves the employer money beLause they are paying
less in terms of wages and fringe benefits, and the practice thor-
oughly demoralizes the existing work force.

In short, Mr. Chairman, it would appear that the problems of
title XX continue. The problems have been well-documented and
reforms have been promised repeatedly. Yet, as before, I .request
your help in obtaining the facts about this company and ask for
Lhanges in the current system which seems to encourage dishonest
employers such as Gottreiner and Sousa.

I will be glad to work with your staff and others to offer Laggest
ed solutions and to get to the root of these problems.

The panel that is here today are recipients and people who have
been involved with Alzheimer's disease. Mrs. Brill, a patient, Mrs.
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Kelly; her husband, Mr. Kelly; and a mother of a handicapped
child who is in need of services, Delores Robinson. In addition, rep-
resentatives of the Coalition of Families of the Bay will testify.
This is a group of Spanish-speaking parents of developmentally dis-
abled children who have great difficulty finding the services they
need. Rather than me, taking up your time, sir, trying to tell their
story, I think it better for them to speak.

Perhaps Mrs. Brill could start.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
Mrs Brill, we welcome you and thank you for your statement.

STATEMENT OR ELAYNE BRILL

Ms BRILL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Elayne Brill and I am the founder of the family support
groups in the San Francisco Bay area.

There are six: Men lc Park, San Jose, Hayward, Berkeley, Marin,
with San Francisco having started November 7.

They are all affiliated with the Alzheimer's Disease & Related
Disorders Association, ADRDA, located in Chicago.

Thank you for allowing me to appear before you and for the op-
portunity to represent hundreds of families in the San Francisco
Bay area who have loved ones with Alzheimer's disease.

I found out that my husband had Alzheimer's disease 5 months
before he died. Nit that we hadn't been seeking help, but at that
time, mid to late 1970's, the doctors consulted never mentioned the
disease and probably did not know anything about it themselves.

Finally, in 1980, my husband underwent a complete diagnostic
examination I was told that he had a dementia probably caused by
alcohol and would soon need 24-hour care.

It was only when we moved to San Diego in January 1981 that I
was able to get the proper diagnosis, which was confirmed upon au-
topsy as my husband died 5 months later.

He also had cancer for which I was thankful, a comment which
an Alzheimer family member easily understands.

During the time that George was dying in San Diego, I was fortu-
nate enough to be part of an Alzheimer's disease family-support
group Their comfort and caring kept me from having a nervous
breakdown.

It was there that I first became aware of the financial burden
that Alzheimer families experience.

My husband died before I was in that position. After George died,
I decided to move to the San Francisco Bay area and realized the
need for family-support groups there.

In January 1982, I started organizing the groups. Because of my
close association with the families, I became aware of the lack of
financial help for these people.

I am appalled that so many of these families had lived comforta-
ble lives, but now are reduced to poverty. Government help is not
available for Alzheimer's disease families. The world of health care
does not recognize Alzheimer's disease as a physical disease. There-
fore, provisions do not exist in any insurance plans, Government or
private, for the care of the patient.
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The caregiver is forced to keep the patient home as placement in
a facility costs approximately $20,000 to $25,000 annually.

With this institutionalization lasting up to 10 years or more,
even if the family has saved this kind of money, there is nothing
left for the survivors; therefore, the desperation.

By delaying institutionalization for the patient because of lack of
funds, the caregivers deteriorate mentally and physically. They fall
prey to stroke, ulcers, cancer, and nervous breakdowns.

These families end up with more than one Alzheimer's victim.
As the disease progresses, the patient needs 24-hour care, be-

comes incontinent, and then bedridden, not recognizing family or
environment.

These conditions are impossible for the caregiver on a 24-hour
basis or actually we say a 36-hour day as per the book.

An example of this is attached in a letter from a caregiver from
the East Bay which will be submitted with this.

I rei.eive hundreds of phone calls from caregivers asking ques-
tions like the following:

What can I do to keep from going crazy? I can't leave my house
because I have no one with whom to leave my husband or wife.

How can I get just one night's sleep? My patient is up all night
rampaging around the house.

Where can I find a day-care center that I can afford?
I can't afford a nursing home and yet the time has come. What

can I do?
If I put my patient in a facility, there will be no money left. How

will I live?
Our family is torn apart because our children do not understand

this disease. What can we do?
I must work to survive. Who can take care of my patient who

now needs 24-hour care?
Where can we go for help? Our hands are tied.
If funds were available for respite care in the form of homemak-

ers, transportation, nutritional food, psychological counseling,
babysitting services, and other in-home services, it would be possi-
ble fur the caregivers to survive this ordeal and cope with the daily
care of the Alzheimer's patient.

This would help to alleviate another major problem, patient
abuse. The lack of respite resulting in utter frustration on the part
of the caregiver is responsible for the tragic abuse, both emotional
ly and physically, of the patient, this issue being very common.

At this time a respite-care program is not available for these
families. When are we going to help these families who have no
other way of preventing this disease?

Alzheimer's disease is unlike other diseases such as heart dis-
ease, cancer, and strokes which can be self-inflicted 1,y versals who
are overweight, who smoke, who drink alcohol excessively, who
o%erindulge in salt and sugar and who do not participate in any
form of exercise.

Our Government helps these problems and yet penalizes the Alz-
heimer disease patients and families.

If there was a choice, Alzheimer's families would prefer cancer,
heart disease, or anything other than Alzheimer's disease for their
loved ones.
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Our people are forced into divorce after many years of marriage.
This is being done in order to survive financially. Having to resort
to this is just one more trauma for families.

Please note another attached letter from the president. of the San
Jose group who is undergoing a divorce.

What can be done to extend medicare coverage to help our Alz-
heimer's families? At least we should have a consistent Veterans'
Administration policy, with such policy set that each VA hospital
throughout the country will take care of the Alzheimer's patients
instead of the way it exists now with only some of them living up
to the responsibility.

Our disabi:ity program is inconsistent. Qualifications and guide-
lines are not well defined and are incomplete. Therefore, mental
impairment is ineligible, even though Alzheimer's disease is a dis-
ease and not a mental illness.

The legislation to provide homemaker-home-health aid, in home
respite, and day care is a step in the right direction.

It is hoped that this committee would find it appropriate to call
upon my organization to help design and review the most neces-
sary services applicable to this aspect of the care and hopefully will
make provisions for people who are in their 40's, and 50's, and even
younger who have this disease and could possibly live up to 50
years longer.

This is not only a disease of the elderly, even though those af-
flicted generally are past 60.

The research community for Alzheimer's disease has made it
clear that the answer to the disease and/or possible intervention
and treatment are not imminent and can be up to 10 years away.
By that time, more than 5 million people in the United States will
have Alzheimer's disease and presently we have no way to care for
them.

How are we going to help these families survive?
I could not bear the indignity of the disease for myself nor could

I submit my children to such a tragedy. Therefore, if I were told I
had Alzheimer's disease, I would carefully confirm the diagnosis
and put my affairs in order.

Thank you for allowing me to be heard as a spokesperson for the
hundraJs ;:f people who are members of my group and the thou-
sands more in the Bay Area with Alzheimer's disease.

Mr PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Brill, for your excellent
statement.

Are there any questions from anyone on the dais?
Mrs BURTON. Would you tell us some of the symptoms of Alzhei-

mer's disease?
Ms BRILL. The first symptom is simple memory loss, complicated

by confusion; confusion as when a patient has had lunch a half an
hour before and requests lunch, or the confusion of losing things
constantly.

We all lose things. We mislay our keys, but when one does it six
or eight times a day, and there's also usual., a personality change,
somebody who has always been rather placid could become very
volatile, and hostile, or vice versa.

Those are the beginning symptoms.
Mrs. BURTON. Thank you.
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Mr. PEPPER. May I ask the members to reserve their questions
until we've completed the panel.

Next , we'll have Mrs. Kelly.
Mrs. Kelly, we welcome your statement or the statement of your

husband.
Please give the microphone to Mrs. Kelly.

STATEMENT OF JEANNE KELLY

Ms. KELLY. I'm Jeanne Kelly and I have Alzheimer's disease, and
I have had this, that I know of, approximately 4 years. I had never
heard of this disease, but when I first noticed something was wrong
was when I attempted to write a check and when I wrote my name
Jeanne, j-e-a-n-a-e, I wrote it J-e-a-n-n-e-e-e-e, and later on I at-
temped to drive my automobile and I couldn't find my way home,
four blocks.

And I went to my family doctor, was referred to a neurologist
and he said I had Alzheimer's disease.

Now, at the present time, I am not in a
[Pause.]
I know what I want to say but those words don't come out.
Most of the time I'm just fine, do things properly, though I have

trouble getting into my clothes sometimes.
Every morning when I get up and get dressed and call my hus-

band. "It's bra time," he's got to put my bra on for me. We make a
game of it.

I don't think that I am progressingI think that ifthat I'm not
asyes, I'm more or less stable but now I'm a little bit nervous,
because I'm speaking to all of you lovely people.

I have accepted the fact that I have this disease. I try to make
the best of it, and I want to continue doing things that I want to
do, if I can do them. If I can't do them, my husband does them for
me.

I'm trying to live a normal life as much as possible, but also in
the back of your head you say, "I know as this gets worse, and
worse, and worse, I am going to need help and ongoing help and it
will go on and on until the time"

But I personally am trying to live as normal a life as I can at the
present time.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Kelly.
Mr. Kelly, would you like to add anything?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR KELLY

Mr. KELLY. I know that Jeanne would like to thank Mrs. Boxer
for helping in a former matter but, by the same token, in a year's
time you can gradually see the change that is being made.

You have to go back 1 year to understand what's happening now.
Lis, ing with a person ifs hard to see the changes, because you are
together e.ery day. But thinking back and weighing things from
1 year ago and today, you can see the changes being made.

She has put her affairs in order, and if anything happens to me,
she w ill go with her daughters, instead of the nursing care, hospice
care, and this is what Mr. McCarthy and Mr. Mello was talking
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about, which would fit in perfectly with that, because a convales-
cent home or things like that is not for her.

Cheaperas Leo McCarthy said.
This is one of the problems, and she knows that its going to get

worse. I do, too.
And there's a book out on it called "The Thirty-six Hour Day,"

which you have to read and see, as myself, the caretaker, knows
what to expect and can cope with that.

Thank you.
Mr PEPPER. Thank you both for being here. You present a tragic

case.
Thank you very much.
Ms. KELLY. Thank him a thousand times. I love him dearly.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you, Mrs. Kelly.
Our next witness will be Mrs. Robinson.
Mrs. Robinson, we welcome your statement.

STATEMENT OF DELORES ROBINSON
Ms ROBINSON. Mr. Chairman, I am Delores Robinson and I live

at 1526 Waller Street in San Francisco. I am 32 years old and have
three children: Doreen who is 14 years old, Mitchell who is 12
years old, and Pete who is 5.

Pe le was born with a handicap called spina bifida. The doctors
describe this as a defective closure of the bony encasement of the
spinal cord, but spina bifida is most frequently called open spine.

It is one thing to know that you have a child that is born with a
handicap, but it is quite another realization to know that modern-
day medicine can't cure my son.

Frequently Pele' :-I.ind is OK. In fact, its pretty good. The school
tells me that he':, been doing very well and that he's even advanced
in some areas.

Trying to take care of Pele by myself is extremely hard. Even
though my older two children and Pele's father help out some-
times, his care primarily falls on me.

My whole life feels totally consumed with taking care of my dis-
abled son My family, friends, and neighbors feel sad about Pele's
condition, but they don't really fully understand what its all
about They say they would like to help, but the braces, diapers,
and medications all scare them away from helping to take care of
him or really support me in practical help with my son.

It's really hard trying to raise a child who is severely disabled,
because it takes up most of your time. When he's not in school, I
take Pele with me almost everywhere I go. People ask me hun-
dreds of questions about his condition all the time. They never
stop.

During Pele's first 3 years, I received help from the Department
of Social Services and the Golden State Regional Center. Each of
these agencies sent me a homemaker. The DSS worker came sever-
al hours a day 2 days a week.

The regional center sent a homemaker from a commercial com-
pany on weekends for a few hours.

I receive a total of 11 hours a week from these homemakers.
They help take care of Pele and give me some time to myself. They

. 1-
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are a big help just playing with him and watching over him. It
gives me the break that I needed.

This homemaker was a wonderful lady. They cared and weren't
afraid of my son like some of my friends.

The ladies even gave me practical help. I guess they were trained
to help me and my son.

Pe le started right to school when he turned 3 and these two
agencies quickly stopped providing services to him. They both said
that with Pe le in school we were no longer eligible for their serv-
ices.

Pe le will always need regular physical therapy to continue to
strengthen his legs so that he can at least hobble. They give him
physical therapy at school, but they say I should repeat the exer-
Use at home with him, even though some of the exercises require
two people.

I go to his school frequendy to learn what exercises I should do
with Pe le, but its hard to repeat them by myself at home.

What I really- need is someone who knows about Pe le's condition,
who isn't afraid to see him hobble and fall, can lift him up, help
him with his bath, assist him in personal cure, and help teach him
what he can do for himself.

Pe le also needs a physical therapist to come to our house and
work with me on the exereisc.i. If I had these services at home,
Pe le's hygiene and physical ritru..z.s would be much better.

This in turn would help his self image and he would play better
with other children.

Not to give him this fighting chance would make him even more
dependent than he IF now.

Thank you for this opportunity to tell this story.
I hope this community will help handicapped children to stay in

their homes with their physical therapists, respite care and other
needed services.

Thank you,.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Robinson, for your ex-

cellent statement, also.
Our next witness is Mr. John Echeverria.
We'll be glad to hear from you, Mr. Echeverria.

STATEMENT OF JOHN ECHEVERRIA

Mr. ECHEVERRIA. Mr. Chairman, for the moment I am going to
pass to Mike Deleza. He's the actual president of the group, this
group of parents of handicapped children.

So I'm going to let him read the testimony.
Mr. PEPPER. Yu're the past. president of the Coalition of the Par-

ents of the Bay.
Mr. ECHEVERRIA. I was president. He's the actual president.
Mr. PEPPER. Now, Mr. Mike Meza is the current president of the

Coalition of Parents of the Bay.
Mr. ECHEVERRIA. Yes, sir.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Meza, we are pleased to hear from you.
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL MEZA

Mr. MEZA. I am Mike Meza, president of Coalicion de Padres de
la Bahia, an Hispanic family group here in San Francisco.

I represent families with children who have autism, Down's syn-
drome, mental retardation, cerebral palsy, and deafness.

Many of our family members are noticing, what the budget cuts
have been doing. They are lacking some services and being reduced
in their respite care, which we all know they need mostly.

My sister, Mary, was born with Down's syndrome, and recently I
was made guardian to her upon the death of my mother. I'm aware
as well that Mary was in a State home at one time, and then re-
turned home. I recall that a few years ago many of the State hospi-
tal patients returned to the community, but somehow or another
their fundings did not really follow them or keep up with them.

We have family members who, because their children are deaf,
find that there are problems in actually getting services, because
our families primarily have maintained their home languages
which in our case is primarily Spanish.

We find that there is some difficulty in communicating or find-
ing someone who can communicate with us in Spanish to convey
whatever is needed.

I am also a member of a State council of Hispanics, and this last
August, I believe, we had a educational festival at USC. This is the
second year that USC has sponsored us and the sixth year that this
group has gotten together to help to educate the Hispanic families
in Spanish and make any laws, mandates available to them, famil-
iarizing them with services that are available to them, either from
the State community or Federal.

Some things that many of us as the elderly do need is transporta-
tion, medication, and long-term services. True, our children, being
burn with these difficulties, had this need from that time and I feel
that I may even be in the wrong place, because this is a committee
for aging and these children do require these services from the
start.

I've digressed from my prepared statement.
We find also that the Golden Gate Regional Center, valid is our

funding agency here within the San Mateo, San Francist. 1, and
iMarin County is doing some outreach service for us, yes, bu they

do not really assist us with all the needs tl-An to, you might say, at
the last moment just before we go to Los Angeles for this educa-
tional festival, they provided us with names.

This year they did not provide us with the fundings or any real
help.

We as a family group aligned ourselves with the Padres de Ninos
from Oakland and did fund raising, and we are both helping each
other in any way that we can.

Respite care is one area which has been cut back in the recent
budget cuts, and were being informed that it will be cut back even
further.

Naturally, there are times when family members, individuals
who are responsible for their care, children,, would like, say, privacy
timeout, to do whatever they would like to do to enjoy their life
as well, instead of being so tied down to a total responsibility.
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True enough, many of our children, sons and daughters, that is,
who do not have these needs are not familiar or know how to
handle their own children, brothers and sisters. There are individ-
uals who, through the process of respite, can be taught, are taught,
a-e familiar with the needs of most handicapped individuals.

I should like to thank the chairman, the committee for my time.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Meza. Are there any

questions from the dais?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Meza follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 1111CDAF:L N1EZA, PRESIDENT, CuAuuuN DE PADRES DE LA
BAIIIA

My mime is Mike Meza, I live at 55 Leland Street, San Francisco. California,
q4134 I am 10 years old I operate a forklift for Heublem, Inc. I am the legal guard-
ian of my sister, Mary, who is 43 and suffers from Downs Syndrome.

I am also the President of he Coalicion de Padres de la Bahia located at 464 30th
Street, San Francisco, California, 94131. We are a group of 200 Hispanic parents of
children with development disabilities requiring longterm care.

Our children suffer from autism, Downs Syndrome, Mental Retardation, Cerebral
Palsy, Deafness, and other serious disabilities which require long-term care. As His-
panic families we face many day today problems in getting services which will sum-
ulate and educate our children as well as maintain the integrity of our families.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to explain what the problems are as we see
them I hope that the location of these hearings in the 'Ceremonial Courtroom.' do
not represent the government's intention to consider our problems in a ritualistic
fashion.

Here are some examples of the problems we experience on a daily basis.
Mrs Guitierrez's son, Rene, has cerebral palsy. Even though Rene is very bright,

he is not getting the attention at school that he needs. This is so despite the exist-
ence of the mandated Individual Education Plan IEP). Though the plan takes into
account most of Rene's needs, the actual services that he receives at school are inad-
equate.

Mrs Prins' son, Alexander, is in the sixth grade. He is deaf. He seems to benefit
from speech therapy but only gets it one half hour per day. It is insulting that the
speech therapy is in English rather than Spanish, the language spoken at home.

Mrs Burgos has a bean condition. Rosemary, her 25 year old daughter, has a
very serious heart defect She attends a special school on Valencia Street. Mrs.
Burgos worries that even n slight accident could have a terrible affect on her fragile
daughter Recently. Mrs Burgos discovered that her daughter had fallen and hurt
herself But the school staff had neglected to inform her. When she went. to the
school to protest, the staff told her that she was overprotective. Mrs. Burgos com-
plains that communication is eery poor between the Anglo school staff and Hispanic
parents.

Mrs Malcado's ca' ehter is 13. Claudia is mentally retarded. Mrs. Malcado com
plains that the Presidio school where her daughter attends does not provide ade-
quate supemision Twice her daughter has come home with bruises. Yet no note or
call from the staff followed. When Mrs. Ma hado went to the school to talk with the
staff one ',.acher said that Claudia needed to be physically restrainedtied down in
a chair.

Another parent in our group has a son, age 26, who has no memory. He is unable
to travel alone He attends the Margaret O'Connell School which is located at the
corner of Fell and Divisadero. This is a very busy intersection. One day, one parent
went to the tichool and discovered the suns teacher reading a book while the chil-
dren went unsupervised Why is it this particular boy is sent to a school on such a
busy corner' Why are there not enough aides to supervise our children when they
are away from home.

We have faced these problems as an organization since 1978 when we realized
that our interests as Hispanic families were nut. being represented through the ex-
isting health care and social service structure. One aim of the COALICION is to
gain access to services for our children which will enable them to be as self-suffi-
cient as their disabilities may pen A. Since we are close knit families, our organiza-
tion also seeks to gain access to services which are sensitive to our cultural pat-
terns.
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Recently, after years of effort, we succeeded in having one of our members ap .
pointed to th,o award of Directors of the Golden Gate Regional Center. This is the
first time in our memory that a Hispanic person has held such a position.

Our main concerns is that lung-term care for our children is inadequate, frog
mented and inflexible, and insensitive to our family oriented culture.

We estimate that there are 2000 seriously disabled children living in San Frenca
cu who are eligible for lung-term can services. Yet, only Hispanic children have
actually received services from 196; to 1979. As more families immigrate to San
Francisco from Central America and other parts of the world, the demand for cul
turally diversified services can only grow.

Outreach is needed. Few Hispanic parents know that bet. ices are available and
that their children may qualify. And when services are provided, our parents must
be educated that avenues exist to protect their interests as parents. They must be
told, for example, that Individual Educational Flans may be appealed aad that they
must be designed and implemented within a reasonable period of time.

Respite care pays for babysitte.s. But we du not want sunple babysaters. We don't
farm out our children to the lowest bidder. We want trained people. Besides having
skill in dealing with different disabilities, these aides should be trained in the ways
of family oriented culture. These qualities should also be reflected in the way these
aides are supervised and managed.

Ninety percent v907vi of the disabled children in our group need speech therapy.
One half hour per day is nut enough. Then are nu Spanish-speaking speech thera
pists working with our children. Can there be any excuse for buck omission, such
injustice?

Our older children need the most help. Our teenagers are not supervised in the
high schools. There are not enough aides to care fur their personal needs at school.
Some parents send their grown ana continent children to schuul in diapers simply
because there are no aides to assist with toileting.

We need translators to improve communication between parent and schools. We
need special transportation to get our children to special schools. Mainstreaming is
not working. The Individual Education Plan is a plan in name only.

There are few provisions for our children once they have passed sill,. 1 age. Often
we must. find places for them in institutions at. great expense to ourselves and to
other taxpayers. The toll on our family unity is very high.

Our children change as they gm, older. Their needs change. As the months and
years go by we can see the effects of inadequate and inflexible lung term care bCP.
ices. The burden is borne by our children who du nut receive the upport.inity to
reach their potential. The burden is felt by our families who cannot help with
speech problems because the professional therapy is car ducted in English. And the
burden is carried by society for the institutional can which become more Lkely as
our children age.

Mrs. BOXER. I have one.
Mr. PEPPER. Mrs. Boxer.
Mrs. BOXER. I want to thank the panel for their very good testi-

mony, given from the heart.
Sometimes I wash that our President, who makes statements

stating there is no poverty and no problems and no hunger, would
sit in on some of these hearings himself.

I would like to address one question, if I might, to the Kellys.
You are blessed with something that a lot of people don't has e, and
that's an extremely loving relationship, and as I sat and listened to
you, I felt that very strongly come across.

My question is, Mr. Kelly. You're a very strong and healthy man
and what if something were to happen to you, an accident, let's
say, an auto accident, and you couldn't provide the type of care
you're providing? What would your options be? And take it. a
couple of steps.

You may have family who would assist, but if that wasn't avail-
able, that would your options today be that would help your wife
in her current status?
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Mr KELLY Well, we mentioned earlier her daughters have
agreed to take care of her in a case of this kind.

Of course, they're working like everybody does. A husband and
wife have to work today, but they will try and see that they have
somebody in the house to er 'e for her while they were working.

So that's what I meant when I said that she had arranged for all
of her affairs to be in order in case something like what you just
mentioned should happen.

This is why I think this hospice would be an excellent idea, be-
cause she will not go into a convalescent home or a nursing home.

Mrs. BOXER. You re a very fortunate family.
Could I ask, Mr. Chairman, if Ms. Brill could comment on her

experience with patients that don't have loving families, what are
they doing? Are they getting any home care, and how are they
paying for it at this point?

Ms BRILL. It is amazing that a single person is favored, because
the single person immediately can go on what we call here medical
and so that person is taken care of.

It ,...sually is the married couple that ends up destitute, because
in order for the patient to receive medical, the spouse has to be
poverty stricken, and it creates the situation where we have to pro-
vide for two people and not one.

So therefore, the single person doesthe single person is taken
care of a little bit better.

Ms. MOORHEAD. May I make a comment?
Mr. PEPPER. Go ahead.
Ms MOORHEAD. One comment and a followup on what Mrs. Brill

just said that we heard in our testimony and that is what you say
is absolutely true, except that its very difficult for a nursing home
that will accept an Alzheimer's patient, because the Alzheimer's
patient tends to be a patient that walks a lot, wanders a lot and we
have a policy that you have to have an open doer in nursing
homes The only locked facilities that we allow in California are
acute psychiatric facilities which are entirely inappropriate for the
Alzheimer's patient.

That will be a licensing battle that I will be fighting in January
to try to set up a licensing category so that we can have secured
facilities for our Alzheimer s patients.

The comment that I really wanted to make also was that, Mrs.
Brill, you commented that it took a while for your husband to get
the correct diagnosis and the diagnosis was only made 5 months, I
think you said, before he died.

That seems to be one of the bottom-line concerns, that we have
to get better diagnosis. To that end, I introduced a bill last year in
our California legislature to set up academic geriatric resource cen-
ters in our colleges and universities. The Governor vetoed my bill.

So the message that I have is that it's going to be a long and dif-
ficult fight and we have to fight it. together.

I took all the money out of the bill and said that we should just
leave the intent in there. We have to gei, professionals trained so
that we can begin to build this system with early diagnosis and I
couldn't get that.

I will come back with that bill next year and maybe with a little
help from Washington, we can do it together.
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Mr. PEPPER. Mrs. Ream?
Ms. REAM. I would just like to make a comment about one pro-

gram in San Francisco.
Mt. Zion Hospital came to the Commission on Aging this last

year and really began to educate us about this issue of the need for
some kind of specific day care program for Alzheimer's disease pa-
tients. We thought this was a marvelous idea and the original
intent had been to cofund the Mt. Zion program additional funding
from medicare.

Their mental health care programs were cut back. We've had to
start at a very small level, one day a week, but it's, I think, one of
the encouraging activities that is going on in San Francisco.

I think The need is _ancial but I think that it is also program.
matic. We c: -ed to begin to develop some sense of what the limits
are at each stage on Alzheimer and how we can not only help that.
patient, but how we can also help the family.

The kind of coordinated effort at Mt. Zion is beginning to pro-
vide, on a very limited basis, some of the information to this, and I
thank all of the panel for coming and sharing their experiences
with us today.

Mr. PEPPER. Are there other questions?
MS. BURTON. No.
Mr. PEPPER. I would just like to observe, from the statements

made by all of you here, that if you have Alzheimer's disease,
you're not covered by medicare.

The only coverage you get at the present time is under medicaid.
You have to be impoverished practically to get anything from med-
icaid. That's down to the point of destitution almost, and I'm told
that the institutions here, and I guess its true over the country,
don't like to take Alzheimer's patients if they're paid for by medic-
aid.

Is th...:t your observation?
So we can see the problem that it imposes upon the people that

we call ordinary people, people of ordinary means, if this tei-rible
disease strikes them.

Mrs. Brill, was your husband in an institution at any time, and
how much did it cost to care for him in his lifetime?

Ms. BRILL. I kept him home most of the time. The only time he
had to be institutionalized is when he underwentwe underwent
two major surgeries with him because of his cancer.

So in between, before they closed the colostomy, he had to be in the
nursing home. That cost $60 a day. And after the colostomy was
closed, I was ad%is,..d not to bring him home, and that also ran $60 a
day, but that was near the end of his life when I had no idea what.
was the matter with him.

It was finally then that I found out.
Mr. PEPPER. Well, you can see right here there are four people

who are victims and their familiesvictims of this terrible disease
which is now, as I said, the fourth largest killer in the United
States.

You can see what a serious problem this presents to our society,
to find some way to handle this horrible disease.

Well, we want to thank all of you today for coming here and
giving us your excellent testimony.
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Thank you very much.
We'll call another panel and then we'll take a 5-minute .,:cess,

please, and resume the hearing.
The next panel may come up to the table, if they will.
They are a panel of long-term care policy experts and service

providers.
The Honorable Joe Barbaccia, doctor, professor and chairman of

family and community medicine, University of California at San
Francisco.

Dr William Gee, On Lok Senior Health Services of San Francis-
co.

Mrs. Brahna Trager of San Geronimo, California.
And Dr Carroll Estes, Aging Health Policy Center, University of

California, San Francisco, who will be accompanied by Dr. Robert
Newcomber and Mr. Albert Benjamin.

Are they all here, the ones I called?
The others will please all come up to the table.
We'll take a 5-minute recess and then we'll resume.
[A brief recess was taken]
Mr. PEPPER. On the record.
We will hear Dr. Silverman first.
Doctor, we appreciate your distinguished mayor asking you to

come and speak here for her and for ..)-our area. We appreciate
having you and we welcome your statement.

STATEMENT OF DR. MARVIN SILK ERMAN, DIRECTOR OF HEALTH
SERVICES FOR THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Di: SILVERMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Pepper,
Congresswoman Burton, Congresswoman Boxer, Senator Mello, As-
semblywoman Moorhead, and Ms. Ream. It's a real pleasure for me
to be here and represent the mayor and speak to you about long-
term care.

In my remarks this morning, I would like to briefly provide you
with an overview of the problems associated with the delivery of
long-term care services. Then I will discuss some solutions which
we've undertaken here in San Francisco and some solutions that I
believe we need to consider as a matter of national policy.

The current delivery system is characterized both by access limi-
tations and continually escalating costs to the taxpayer.

The term "limited access to services" refers to three separate but
interrelated problems.

First, the systems bias toward institutional care which may
cause it to be the only treatment option.

Second, the unavailability of some services.
Third, the difficulty of putting together a package of services for

clients with needs across bureaucratic lines.
The exclusion of many community-based alternatives to institu-

tionalization from the list of medicaid reimbursable services is a
manifestation of the first problem of bias toward institutional care.
We often think in terms of placement rather than searching for al-
ternatives, and when we do initiate that search, we find that with
few exceptions most third party reimbursement sources have not
included these services in their insurance package.
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Not surprisingly, the second problem, an insufficient supply of
certain services, is usually found among community based services
such as adult day health care. However, exceptions du exist and in
adequacies among institution based services are observed. In San
Francisco, for example, we have a shortage of nursing home beds.
This has resulted in many public sector patients being placed in fa-
cilities as far as 40 to 30 miles from their families and friends
which often prolongs their stay and causes unnecessary stress and
hardship both for the individual and to the family.

The third problem, the difficulty in packaging an appropriate
level and an intensity of services, is most critical.

The current lung-term care delivery system is characterized by
separate funding sources with distinct service and eligibility re-
quirements.

Each pool of funds supports a different set of programs. Occasion
ally, eligibility in one program guarantees eligibility in another.
Sometimes complementary service packages can be arranged. Most
of the time, however, the services du not interrelate, unless some-
one, the client, the professional, or the family, makes a conscious
attempt to use all of the system's resources to deliver as coordinat
ed a package of services as is possible given the previously men
tioned constraints on the delivery system.

Its easy to see how this system creates inefficiencies. It has de-
veloped by adding categorical programs in response to perceived
needs, and it lacks coherence.

Since its source of funding is discreet, it lacks integration as it
adapts to fewer financial resources. It cuts services whose absence
may cause greater expense in the future. I would like to briefly ad-
dress the cost question at this point.

An analysis of the rapid rise of taxpayer borne, lung-term care
costs, must consider multiple variables. Inappropriate use of costly
institutional services is but one of the many causes of escalating
costs.

First we must look at the increase in the total number of elderly.
In California, the 63 plus population grew by 13 percent. between
1970 and 1980.

Second, there's been an increase in the number of seniors need-
ing a more intense level of services. These individuals are generally
older and live alone.

This population, which is at risk because of its age, has grown
dramaticalb nationwide. In our State, the 85 plus population has
grown by 28.8 percent in the past 10 years.

Third, there have been profound shifts in family composition and
an increase in the number of women entering the work force which
have resulted in a greater reliance on a formal rather than an in-
formal support system.

Fourth, inflation and health care price increases have contribut-
ed to cost escalation.

Fifth, the incentive structure governing the health care industry
and the skewed relationship between supply and demand have had
a spiraling effect on both the public and private costs.

The difficult task, of course, is to solve these problems. I believe
some of the solutions emerge from the problem anal. si4 I have just
presented.
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First, I would like to address the bias towards institutional care.
Third-party reimbursement must be available for the entire con-

tinuum of long-term care services. I concur with the suggestion
that the Federal Government create a part C under medicare to
underwrite the cost of long-term care services.

Looking at the private sector, the insurance industry has been
very successful in designing and marketing policies which supple-
ment the coverage provided by medicare. I believe these policies
currently provide some of the needed insurance protection for sen-
iors and will continue to do so even if we develop a medicare, part
C.

However, as this committee well knows, elderly consumers also
must be secure against the abuses of the industry.

Efforts to provide protection have been undertaken in many
States and by the Federal Government. I believe these efforts
should be continued and should be strengthened.

Second, I would like to address the unavailability of certain serv-
ices When adequate reimbursement and seed money to cover start-
up costs are obtainable, services will be accessible.

The availability of adult day health care in San Francisco is a
case in point. California passed the Adult Day Health Care Act al-
lowing medicaid reimbursement for Adult Day Health Services in
1977 and subsequently authorized startup grants to programs
through SB50 and 5B134 authored by Senator Mello.

San Francisco's private foundations with United Way's proddins-
underwrote an additional $900,000 in start-up costs and the Health
Department committed some of its resources as well.

The result of this endeavor is a network of adult day health care
in this city which is unparalleled anywhere else in the country.

This example of a public-private effort to provide reimbursement
and seed money can and should be replicated.

Third, I would like to consider the packaging of services. In San
Francisco, we have three ongoing long-term care demonstration
projects and one which will begin this January.

Using medicare and medicaid waivers and employing a case
management process, On Lok, the multipurpose senior service pro-
tram project opened and soon the department's elder care program
have or will have delivered an appropriate mix of services to a por-
tion of the frail, at-risk population in San Francisco in an efficient
and cost-effective manner.

These experiences have taught us the importance of broadening
the amount and scope of service provided the clients as well as the
importance of case management to the health care process.

I would urge at a minimum that the 2176 waiver regulations be
broadly interpreted to allow States to serve as many clients as pos-
sible so long as aggregate costs remain the same.

I would also like to see a real expansion in the number and type
of coordinated systems available under 2176 or 1115 waivers as
well as third party reimbursement for case management services
outside of the waiver process.

Finally, I believe we need to consider the cost question in a ra-
tional manner Costs have escalated in part because of the sociode-
mographic changes that I have mentioned which we cannot affect.
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Costs have also escalated in part because of inflation, the prob-
lem with which we are all too familiar.

Long -term health care costs, however, have escalated like health
care costs in general, because of the incentive structure governing
the delivery system and the skewed relationship between supply
and demand.

I believe many of the cost containment measures currently being
applied to acute care institutions may be applicable to long-term
care services. I would caution policy makers addressing the cost
question to consider the commitment of this country backed by 20
years of national policy to its senior population. Certainly we must
be judicious in expenditure of taxpayer dollars.

Expensive services must not be purchased if less expensive alter-
natives can provide the same result, but neither should we shift
costs on those who are least able to bear the burden, our elderly.

Our solution to rising costs must come from the sound analysis of
the underlying causality as well as a human approach to the prob-
lem.

I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to address you. Its been
my pleasure and I hope that. if you have any questions that I will
be able to answer them.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Dr. Silverman. We appreci-
ate your being here and your excellent statement.

Are there any questions from the dais for Dr. Silverman?
[No response.]
Thank you very much, Doctor. Please give our appreciation to

your distinguished mayor.
Now, we'll revert to our panel which is at the table.
First we'll hear from the Honorable Dr. Barbaccia, doctor profes-

sor, and chairman of Family and Community Medicine, University
of California at San Francisco.

PANEL TW 0, CONSISTING OF JOSEPH BARBACCIA, M.D., PROFES-
SOR AND CHAIRMAN OF FAMILY AND COMMUNITY MEDICINE,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO; WILLIAM GEE,
D.D.S., ON LOK SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES, SAN FRANSCISC");
BR.IIIN.t TRAGER, SAN GERONIMO, CALIF.; CARROLL V TES, ell.
I)., DIRECTOR, AGING HEALTH POLICY CENTER, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH BARBACCIA

Dr. BARBACCIA. Thank you.
Your Honor, Congressman Pepper, members of the panel, ladies

and gentlemen, again my name is Joseph Ciro Barbaccia. I'm a
physician and :,ervt., .ab professor and vice chairman in the Div ision
of Family and Community Medicine at the University of California
in San Francisco.

In addition, I serve as geriatrician and coordinator of geriatrics
teaching for the division's affiliated and sponsored family practice
training programs, which have the responsibility of training ap-
proximately 115 residents at any one time.

The division also provides clinical training in family medicine to
all medical students in their last year of medical school.
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My professional activities include chairmanship of the Chronic
Illness and Aging Committee of the San Francisco Medical Society
and membership in the Long-Term Care Review Committee of the
California Medical Association.

I also represent the medical society on the county's adult day
health planning council.

At this hearing we are addressing issues around the gaps in serv-
ices relating to long-term care and ways in which these gaps might
be closed; that is, what long-term care policy in the United States
might include.

Those of us who have been directly involved in the care of the
elderly or who have engaged in research around health services for
the elderly, specifically long-term care, realize that health care
policy in the United States stresses fundamental differences in the
health care for the poor, on the one hand, and for the middle class
and upper income segments of the elderly on the other.

We have medicaid, medicare and combinations of the two as
though the health problems of the poor elderly and other sectors of
the elderly population are fundamentally different.

In fact, those who are relatively affluent receive medicare pay-
ments for much of their medical care and supplement this in ways
so that their medical and social needs are met because of their abil-
ity to pay.

The poor in California generally have two payment mechanisms
available, medicaid and medicare and what the latter doesn't pay,
very often the former will pick up, while still leaving some services
inadequately covered such as acute and long-term in-home services,
because of the lack of enthusiasm of medicare and medicaid to pay
for such services.

Middle income families, however, aren't generally covered by
medicaid and must pay out of pocket for deductible and coinsur-
ance charges associated with the health-care benefits covered by
medicare.

Those who can afford it buy insurance riders to medicare so that
these out-of-pocket expenditures are also covered.

Many of the lower, middle class elders, however, are not able or
are unwilling to pay the monthly cost for such medical insurance
beyond paying for part B.

This is reflected in national medicare utilization data waich indi-
cate that the lower and middle income groups of elderly use fewer
hospital and skilled nursing facilities days per year than do the
more affluent. To me this is a gross injustice.

Suffice it to say that the cost of deductibles and coinsurance fac-
tors is a problem for many elderly. It must also be emphasized that
medicare is an acute illness .payment mechanism. It does not cover
long-term care as such, while medicaid pays for acute and long-
term care for the poor elderly.

Long-term care is not considered real medical care, but rather
custodial or social care or at least a mixture of the two.

Thus another major difference that we make in services for the
elderly is that we consider some services as medical, such as acute
hospitalization, and will pay dearly for using and reusing an acute
hospital as a place of care for medicare and medicaid patients
whenever medically necessary.
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Some services, however, are considered social, as in the case of
many in-home services. Those of a homemaker fot instance, and
thus we are extremely parsimonious with medicare and medicaid
funds that might be used for personal or social care. Yet, such per-
sonal care services provided under the supervision of a home care
nurse often permit early discharge from the hospital and when
used judiciously and over time can serve to prevent rehospitaliza-
tion.

The dilemma that we have created for ourselves around services
paid for by medicare and medicaid is that we must fit them into a
medical model of care, that is, they must be strictly medical and
not considered social in any way, such as in the case of personal
health services or maintaining a household together during a time
of crisis.

Services provided during convalescence after an episode of acute
hospitalization for recurrent episodes of uncontrolled congestive
heart failure are too often considered social services by medicare
and medicaid and if not provided by the family and,'or friends, may
not be paid for and thus may not be provided.

In essence, even though most medical problems experienced by
the elderly are chronic health problems ur acute illness episodes
superimposed on chronic conditions, we insist on stressing payment
only for acute care in hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, in the
doctor's offices, or limited care at home as though these services
are not components or were not components of long-term care for a
chronic illness, such as congestive heart failure.

In addition, by separating medical care from social care, we
behave as though the two are clearly separable. The prospect for
paying for social services is approached with great disdain.

It is important to realize that most elderly reside in their homes
and that only 5 or 8 percent reside in long-term care facilities such
as nursing homes. Also, most long-term care health and social serv-
ices required by the elder)) are provided by family members and.'
or friends and neighbors.

This is true even in the instances of services required during con-
y alescer,ce after an acme episode of illness for which hospital care
is required.

In a study recently completed by our research team at UCSF, re-
sults indicated that where family exists to provide care, most need
social and health care services, are actually provided by them,
while a very small but important portion of care is provided by
health care providers such as nurses and physical therapists.

These latter services, which are considered primary care in-home
services by medicare and medicaid, are paid for only if they are
medically necessary and if medical necessity exists, yet by them-
selves could not possibly sustain an elderly person at home if
family members or friends were not available to provide concur-
rent personal care services, considered social services by the fund-
ing mechanisms.

While there is reluctance to pay for either short- or long-term in-
home services, either through medicare or medicaid, numerous re-
search demonstrations paid for by State and Federal Government
and others have indicated the effectiveness of in home services in
preventing hospitalization and,'or decreasing length of stay in hos-
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pital and preventing, in many instances, long-term institutional
care as in nursing homes.

A recently concluded study by the Visiting Nurses Association of
San Francisco demonstrated the effectiveness of monthly or bi-
monthly assessment or monitoring visits of nurses to chronically ill
patients at home in reducing the total days of acute hospital care
required by a group of 150 patients studied over a 3.-year period.

The periodic visits, although decreasing the use of hospital care,
are generally not felt to be medically necessary, since specific acute
episodes of illness justifying them are not present.

Such monitoring visits are felt to be a part of long-term care.
Medicare and medicaid would not reimburse an agency for provid-
ing such visits even though they reduce high cost services.

Recently, several home care agencies in San Francisco came to
the Chronic Illness and Aging Committee of the Medical Society,
which I chair. They indicated that the medicaid field office was ap-
proving many fewer in-home services than seemed reasonable to
the professionals in the agencies.

After gathering data which indicated that the problem of nonap-
proval for requested services was indeed widespread, a meeting was
held so that the providers and payers could discuss the matter. It
was felt by those approving services that too frequently patients
who were not completely housebound or that those who could be
transported to the physicians' offices were receiving in-home serv-
ices.

In-home care, therefore, was felt to be medically unnecessary.
Yet these are the very services that prevent or reduce rehospital-

ization and institutionalization. This approach to me seems rather
pennywise and pound foolish.

I feel that medicaid and medicare policies should be changed to
permit long-term care support for families of the chronically ill and
elderly, since they, after all, provide most of the sustaining health
and social long-term care.

It is my conviction that health care policy should accept as desir-
able in-home, long-term care of the elderly whenever possible, be-
cause this is what most of the elderly want and this is what actual-
ly occurs.

But instead of denying families, frequently elderly spouses, ade-
quate care and support and respite when necessary by denying al-
lowances for home care, additional funding mechanisms through
medicare and medicaid must permit adequate long-term care at
home for those individuals who can be safely cared for at home.

Of course, those who cannot be taken care of at home must be
cared for in nursing homes and other facilities.

Assistance with paying for long-term care should be available for
the poor and the middle class elderly so that the degrading process
of spending down to the level of a pauper is not necessary before
public funds are available for long-term care services.

New organizational models currently being demonstrated around
the county and as represented in San Franciscowe've heard and
will hear about On Lok, Mt. Zion, riench Hospital, so-called social
health maintenance organizations and preferred provider organiza-
tions or variations of thesecan provide the full gamut of medical
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and social services for the elderly from housing through acute hos-
pital care.

Through prepayment ur capitation funding mechanisms and
medicare and medicaid waivers, acute and long-term health and
social sere ices can be available based on patient needs and at the
level of care required.

Internal mechanisms can serve to secure the appropriate amount
and level of quality assured care without having to seek approval
of external regulators before providing each separate service.

I personally feel that such innovations are both visionary and
mandatory as the numbers of the frail elderly increase.

These mechanisms, however, must allow wherever possible care
providers, including physicians long known to- patients who join
such organizations, to continue to serve them.

Additionally, such mechanisms should allow the elderly who live
at home and wish to remain at home to receive home care as lung
as is possible and is feasible.

I'm grateful for having been given this opportunity to speak to
you today on this important topic

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very mach, doctor.
Now we'll hear from Dr. Gee.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM GEE

Dr. GEE. Mr. Chairman, members of the panel, ladies and gentle-
men.

My name is William Lawrence Gee. I'm a practicing dentist in
San Francisco's Chinatown. I'm also a member of the San Francis-
co Commission on the Aging, chairman of San Francisco's Adult
Day Health Planning Council, and the vice chairman of United
Way of San Francisco Bay Area.

But it is in my capacity as president. of the On Lok Senior Health
Services that I'm speaking to you.

On Lok is a nonprofit community based organization established
in the early seventies to serve the needs of the sick and the im-
paired elderly of San Francisco's Chinatown North Beach area.

Over the past 12 years, On Lok has had the privilege through re-
search projects, demonstrations, and waivers to develop and refine
a long-term care system which helps the older impaired person
remain in the community.

In 1972, On Lok developed a day care center. By the end of 1974,
that day care center was California's first medicaid waiver demon-
stration of what. mew is a statewide adult Jay health service pro-
gram.

On Lok expanded its community service from 1975 through 1978
building upon day health and including in-home sere ices, social day
care, and housing.

In 1979, On Lok began a new demonstration now known as the
Community Care Organization for Dependent Adults or CCODA.

With medicare waivers from the Health Care Financing Admin-
istration and research and development funds from the Office of
Human Development Services and the Administration on Aging,
On Lok developed a comprehensive and long-term care service
system.
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So for the past 41/2 years, On Lok has provided all the health and
health-related services from transportation to hospitalization to ap-
proximately a population of 300 older people so frail that they are
certified by the State of California as being eligible for placement
in a skilled nursing facility.

Medicare reimburses On Lok for all of its delivery costs, and On
Lok's professional multidisciplinary staff has the freedom and the
flexibility to provide the services needed without regard to normal
reimbursement requirements, restrictions, or constraints.

Our expectations for On Lok are realized and even surpassed.
First, On Lok found that indeed many people can be kept out of

nursing homes. Today, less than 3 percent of On Lok's population
actually resides in a skilled nursing facility. This is less than the
national average for the total population of o.er 65 years of age.

Second, and more important from medicare's perspective, hospi-tal days have been reduced.
Since 1978, On Lok has been able to reduce its percentage of hos-

pital days from over 2 percent to now just over 1 percent of total
days.

This rate is comparable again to hospital use by the general med-
icare population, both healthy and frail.

Third, community services were consideraUy increased. Nearlyall of On Lok's participants attend a day Lea 1th center at least a
few times a month and some attend da!iy.

Many receive in-home services.
And fourth, the bottom line costs were favorable.
Although community service costs were sigh, savings on acute

hospitalization on skilled nursing facilities offset these high costs.
On Lok's total per capita costs now are $1,220 per month which

is only about 85 percent of what medicare and medicaid usually
pay for such frail persons.

There are a number of points that I would like to make based
upon On Lok's experience.

Above all, long-term care can and should be a part of the com-
munity's health service delivery system. It should be community
based Persons should be able to receive services while remaining
in their own home and in their own community.

On Lok's philosophy from the very beginning has been to help
4he older person remain at home as long as it is medically, socially,
and economically feasible.

On Lok has found that while some people need hospital and
skilled nursing care at some time, over all, much of the skilled
nursing placement and some of the hospital placement can be re-
duced.

Community based means community controlled. The long-term
care system needs to reflect and be scrutinized by the community.

On Lok's door, for example, is always open.
My next point is that services need to be integrated to meet the

needs of the long-term care population.
The frail elderly adult has multiple interrelated needs. Medical

problems, functional limitations, varying degrees of confusion, and
disorientation are the norms rather than the exceptions.

Services funded by different programs and delivered by many dif-
ferent providers are not an adequate response.
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We have seen people going into hospitals because funding wasn't
available for a portable meal.

Single-source access and controlled overall services is crucial. As
service providers, we are concerned with providing the highest
quality of care with the available resources.

As taxpayers and political realists, however, we must also ad-
dress the problems of cost control and long-term care.

In the present reimbursement system, neither the consumer nor
the provider has any responsibility for cost containment and as a
result costs have gone out of control.

Risk-based capitation reimbursement which place the service
provider at financial risk has been successfully employed by the
health maintenance organizations, the HMO's, in dealing with the
generally healthy, usually younger population. On Lok's experience
shows that the same principle can be applied to long-term care
with even greater success in controlling the cost and improving the
quality of care.

Ironically, HMO-like programs serving the frail aged like On
Lok's CCODA, do not qualify under existing Federal and State
IIMO legislation because they do discriminate based upon frailty.

My final point is that special attention must be paid to the plight
of the middle income, long-term care needy.

The wealthy can buy whatever they need and the poor have med-
icaid to help meet long-term care needs. But those with small sav-
ings or income have to lose everything before getting adequate
care.

The present long-term care reimbursement system most abuse
the middle class who typically shoulder the biggest tax burden
during their working days.

Medicare insures against acute hospital bills, but with this
middle-income group, the truly acute problem is the high continu-
ing cost for chronic care.

A number of pieces of legislation have been proposed to address
the long-term-care problem of the middle-income group. Among
them are part D of medicare. I understand part C has IJeen pre-
empted for dentistry, so we will move over to part D instead.

A separate insurance program for long-term care services. Ex-
pansion of medicaid eligibility to include the middle income in
need of long-term care and integration of medicare, medicaid, and
long-term care social services into a single authority.

For example, perhaps, title XXI. What is needed urgently is a
national long-term care policy which guarantees every individual
the right to needed health and health-related services not only in
thc interest of the individuals, but to control public expense.

The present patchwork of reimbursement only leads to uncon-
trolled costs.

November 1, 1983, On Lok began the fourth phase of the develop-
ment of its long-term care system. On that day, On Lok became the
first program in the country to assume full financial risk for the
delivery of all health and health-related services exclusi ly to a
certified frail population.

Through assumption of risk, On Lok has explicit incentive to
control costs. Medicare and medicaid now pay On Lok a monthly
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fee that is less than these programs normally cost for this popula-
tion.

So, cost savings are already guaranteed.
Nonmedical participants now pay their share of costs for services

not normally covered by medicare.
On Lok continues to have the freedom to serve individual needs

rather than reimbursement constraints and realize the financial
risk is the price of this freedom.

Our demonstration was authorized by an amendment. to the 1983
Social Security Act for which I would like to thank members of
this committee and others who supported us.

While On Lok has indeed been fortunate in having the opportu-
nity to develop its model long-term care system, On Lok is not
unique There are many other good demonstrations going on in this
country and many other providers across the Nation have ap-
proached On Lok in search of a similar opportunity for better serv-
ing the people they care about.

Therefore, we urge Congress to support the development of inno-
vativt systems of long-term care to address the dual concern of
quality and cost control.

Ongoing medicaid demonstration authority as granted in section
2170 of the 1980 Omnibus Reconciliation Act is a step in the right
direction, although there are some implementation problems.

On Lok has worked with the California Legislature Subcommit-
tee on Long-Term Care and know well their interests and barriers
they face in establishing long-term care programs in the State.

Congressional support is needed to see that the intent of 2176 is
realized at the State level and that similar medicare waivers are
enacted.

Furthermore, we must look to these demonstration programs not
as time-limited experiments that will be started, stopped, and stud-
ied by its ongoing evolving system that continuously strives to im-
prove the long-term-care services and reduce costs.

We must find new, better, and more cost-effective programs to
serve the aged in need of long-term care and extend these innova-
tions into policies through legislation.

We must caution, however, that these programs do not develop
in 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 1 year, or even 3 years. They take time.

Medicaid, medicare, the States, and Congress must work together
with providers and consumers to develop more equitable and effec-
tive systems of service for our frail aged.

It is time for action and we offer you our assistance and I thank
you for listening to me.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Dr. Gee.
We'll finish the panel and then we'll open for questions.
Mrs. Trager, we welcome your statement.

STATEMENT OF MAUNA TRAGER
Ms TRAGER. Members of the panel, I am Brahna Trager. I have

spent all of my professional life in health care programs for the
chronically ill, the physically handicapped, and for people who
need long-term care. I have worked as an administrator of our
State crippled children's program in California, as the executive di-
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rector of a home health agency for long -term care, and as a special
consultant to the Special Committee on Aging of the U.S. Senate. I
am currently coediting a journal which is related largely to lung
term care and to home care.

I will be talking mostly about home care in this presentation
today.

The current persistent preoccupation with the cost of health care
in the United States has produced some questionable reactions.
This is particularly true of health care for the older population.

The impression that rapidly escalating costs of health care can
be controlled only by reducing the accessibility, quality, and quan-
tity of care provided to older people is a dangerous misapprehen-
sion.

For the older population, the major issue is. the need for accepta-
ble resources for long-term care.

Cost containment and the maintenance of optimum health must
be a joint objective, and both depend upon a system of reliable
health care measures which require a range of services and options
adapted to a variety of needs over the long term.

The problem of long-term care is a label which covers absence of
choice, care of poor quality, care which is inappropriate and limit-
ed or absent resources.

There has keen less interest in finding ways out of the long-term
care dilemma than there has been concern with protection of an
industry.

At the present time, older people are being admitted to long-
term-care institutions from hospitals with minimal attention to ac-
ceptable planning.

They are being cared for by overburdened families without recog-
nition of the fact that such strains will lead inevitably to the long-
stay institution unless help is provided.

They are frequently alone and without care of any kind until the
long-term institution becomes a final solution.

Few of these arrangements represent the choice of the person
most involved.

This situation has been reviewed repeatedly since the enactment
of the medicare-medicaid legislation. The solution most frequently
referred to has been the development of alternatives to institution-
al care, and of these, home health services have received the most
attention verbally, at least, and always with the provision that
such services must be cheaper than institutional care and that
home-health-care services utilization must not entail add-on costs
to the rapidly escalating expenditures for nursing home care.

The arguments in favor of a system of home health services have
been enumerated repeatedly. There is strong evidence that older
people dislike institutions and prefer to remain at home.

There is evidence that institutional placement may present im-
portant health risks.

Home health services have the advantage of great flexibility.
They can be adapted to changing individual and family needs.
People who are alone as well as those with families can be main-
tained for long periods of time in their own setting which is in
itself a factor in maintaining health.
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It is, therefore, surprising that, except for a handful of programs
in the United States, home health agencies do not provide long-
term care.

The discouraging record of home health services development
and utilization has also been reviewed un numerous occasions.
They are not available in even minimally significant numbers.
Large areas of the country have no services at all. Most certified
agencies have very limited capacity, and the service range they
offer is not adaptable to people with long-term care needs.

The most important problem is presented by eligibility and reim-
bursement constraints imposed by public regulations and reim-
bursement policies.

Public policy in long-term care has not only favored the institu-
tion, it has made any other choice almost impossible.

A further major factor in this situation has been the narrow ap-
proach to funds for the development of home health services.

Public funds have been substantially available fur nursing home
development. They have not been available for home health serv-
ices development.

There are 18.000 nursing homes in the United States, most of
them proprietary and reimbursed from public funds. There are ap-
proximately 4,000 certified home health agencies in the United
States primarily dependent upon funOing from voluntary sources
and strangled by difficult utilization rc ,Iirements.

These limit services to acute care in relatively infrequent circum-
stances provided by professionals whose skills are rigidly defined,
and by paraprofessionals who functions are limited to nursing as-
sistance.

Long term care has different requirements. It must certainly be
health care, but there is a large component of the services which is
related to restoration and maintenance and in these the homemak-
er functions play an important part.

Since these are not reimbursed, people may go into long stay in-
stitutions because relatively simple, but essential, support services
are not available to them.

The public policy expressed in this system is based on the as-
sumption that long -term care is entirely custodial and that there is
no room in long -term care for improvement ur stabilization or im-
proved physical and emotional well-being.

These objectives are in fact achievable and with good long-term
care, the personal ,nvironment can be a powerful factor in their
achievement.

If a different strategy is to be undertaken, it must be in the di-
rection of health measures which work. Cost capping is not a
health measure. Preferred provider status is nut a health measure.
Diagnostic grouping is not a health measure.

It is questionable whether any of them will improve the health
status of the population.

A shift in emphasis in the direction of something more than
short term acute care or long-term custodial care dues offer that
possibility.

Such a strategy requires in public policy a frank endorsement
a system which will support services more appropriate to the
health status of the individual.
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In long-term care, this will mean an endut. ..ent of care outside
institutionnstitution and in the community in order to create a better

balance between the two methods.
Care which is based in the community will involve action in sec

oral directions.
First, a rational rearrangement of the present confusion in State

and Federal funding sources Lnd eligibility requirements.
Second, planned development of home health services in order to

achieve equity of access and service range throughout the United
States.

Third, realistic changes in home health services certification and
eligibility requirements in order to achieve a better matching of
the needs of ilia cf.l.nstnner of long-term care.

This will involve provision of a broader range of professional
services and redefinition of the concept of skilled care as it is ap-
plied to long-term care.

Fourth, the requirement that all home health services require
paraprofessional care which provides assistance with activities of
daily living and environmental maintenance as needed as a part of
any reimbursed plan of care.

Fifth, redefinition of the concept of part-time intermittent care
in order to allow for variation in the intensity of neo.d.

Sixth, an aggressive approach to preventive care in high risk
groups using established methods of outreach, health supervision
and health education based in health departments and health cen-
ters.

Seventh, greater emphasis on hospital discharge planning with
special attention to care in the community. The requirement that
there be at least une after care call to discharged patients who are
at risk would be an effective adjunct to discharge plans.

Eighth, implementation of the concept of the community net-
work, with the developmen. of such services as adult day care,
meal services, special needs transportation, and introduction of the
many electronic security and monitoring devices now being used in
home care programs in Europe..

Ninth, serious attention to the range of innovative housing ar
rangements which are being developed abroad and which increase
the feasibility of home care planning.

Ii is no longer news that planning for the needs of older people
in the area of long-term care has been seriously deficient in the
United States.

The need is not the problem. The problem is our indifference to
the need and our unwillingness to take the necessary steps to meet
it.

Home health services are in effect a resource which may poten
Bally provide older people with what everyone looks forward to
achieving, a decent life and a decent environment that is a result
of personal choice rather than an imposed necessity.

It is certainly nut an unreasonable hope and could certainly' be
met with reasonable measures.

Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Miss Trager, for your excel-

lent statement.
Unfortunately, we are having a problem with time.
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I had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Estes last evening and I wish I
could hear all of her statement, but I'm going to ask her--

D you have an extra copy that you can give me that I can take
with me? All of these statements, of course, will be fully carried in
the record, which we will very carefully study, because you are
right on the beam in developing ways by which we can provide
long-term care to the people of this country. Dr. Gee, your system,
the On Lok system, which is substantially the HMO system, is the
one that seems to us the most inviting.

Dr Estes, could you put your statement in the record and will
you summarize it for me? I want to hear from you and if you'll
give me a copy of it, I'll take it and read it on the plane.

STATEMENT OF CARROLL ESTES
Dr. EsrEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am a professor of sociology at the University of California in

San Francisco in the School of Nursing, and I am a director of an
Aging Health Policy Center.

have served on the California Commission on Aging and have
been a consultant to the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
for a number of years.

It is a distinguished pleasure to be here and what I would like to
do is to just emphasize quickly some of the points that are in my
written testimony.

I think that to consider the long-term care problem, we must
consider the other half of the coin as well, which is the acute care
problem because we cannot resolve, we do not have the resources
to resolve, the long-term care problem, without addessing the cost
issues within the acute care sector.

The difficulty is, as you have pointed out, Mr. Chairman, very
clearly, not that medicare and medicaid are problems, but that of
necessity They were required to buy into an existing system which
contained highly inflationary incentives for cost rises. So the result
is that we have replaced the goal of providing access to needed
services to for the poor and elderly cost containment.

I raise the question. Is the administration correct that we have
t^ accept a tradeoff between access and equity in the desire to con-
tain costs?

My testimony stands on the proposition that we do not have to
accept such a tradeoff and that in fact economic efficiency and a
comprehensive equitable long-term care system are compatible.

The solution lies in a comprehensive rethinking of the system,
not in trying to further fragment an already fragmented system.

While I've talked about the issues in the written testimony of
access, cost, quality and continuity of care, these are issues that
can be dealt with if we view thi problem from the standpoint of
the consumer They cannot be resolved by applying the economic
theories of price competition and market refo.m to illness, caring,
and compassion.

It is time, Mr. Chairman, that our political leaders quit listening
to economists and started listening to sick people.

In our research, we have been looking at the impact of current
policies on both service providers and the elderly, and I can tell
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you that the present policies penalize the sick elderly and shift
more and more of the cost burden un their shrinking pocketbooks
largely in the name of competition.

What can we do? We need access to a full range of services
within one uniform, comprehensive system, and my suggestion is
that we need to give very careful attention to what the Canadians
have done.

In 1971 they were in a similar position with extremely high esca-
lating health care costs, and they have invoked since then a uni-
versal national health insurance program including long-term care,
at a cost that is far less than our fragmented and inadequate
system.

And how have they done that? They have done that by using two
strategies. They have used global budgets, which are negotiated
budgets for hospitals un a predetermined basis, and they have used
negotiated fee schedules for physicians.

The Canadians have a service *stem that does not leave 26 mil-
lion people out of health care coverage as our current system does.

It is a system that is age-integrated and service integrated.
In terms of the current hospital cost containment, there are

three strategies that are being discussed.
One of them, of course, is the hospital reimbursement policy

changes that the administration is now beginning to implement
through DRG's and other mechanisms.

But my point would be here that, unless we have cost contain-
ment mechanisms that involve all payers, not just medicare, that
involve hospitals and physicians and all service providers as well as
Blue Cross, private insurance, medicare, and medicaid, there will
be cost-shifting, and ultimately the elderly will pay the highest
price.

Again, I would point to the Canadian experience which has suc-
cessfully constrained costs for health care in comparison to the
United States.

U.S. costs were approximately the same then. Now, however,
U.S. health-care costs are approaching 10 percent of the GNP and
Canadian costs approximate 7.9 percent of GNP.

Again, I vi uld emphasize that the all payer issues are very im-
portant.

Another ....pproach, of course, for cost containment has been re-
ferred to as the health maintenance organization concept.

We are fortunately in the position, as Congress is now consider-
ing legislation, of knowing that there is growing evidence that it is
possible to provide alternative community-based care at lower cost
than institutional care. What is needed is Federal encouragement
not just for demonstrations, but to continue the successful alterna-
tive models on a permanent basis.

I would urge you to consider the concept of the social health
maintenance organization for long-term care. The SHMO's essen
tially adopt the same concept as the-health maintenance organiza-
tion, but include the full range of social- and community-based
services that are needed.

The third approach to cost containmentcost shifting to the con-
sumeris suggested by a number of economists, particularly the
precompetition health strategists.
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In considering this approach, it is very important to note that
this strategy will result in inequitable sacrifices among different
members of the population. Escalating health costs that are now
exceeding $14,000 a year out of pocket per elder, estimated for
1983, are extremely burdensome, particularly for minorities, for
women and other low income individuals. These health care costs
comprise very high proportions of their incomes, proportions which
the table attached to the testimony shows goes up to 29 percent of
the annual income for certain groups, in terms of the incurred out-
of-pocket health costs.

The cost shifting and cost sharing approach is disproportionately
bad for women and minorities and the poor, particularly since
their health tends to be worse.

The increased copayments and deductibles strategies also in-
crease not only out-of-pocket payments, but of course they increase
the number of people who cannot buy part B medicare physician
coverage, and then increase the number who cannot receive or pur-
chase the Medigap insurance. These are mechanisms that further
increase costs and inaccessibiliti, to the aging.

I will close with the major point in my testimony which is to say
that there is a link between solving the crisis in medical care costs
and the crisis in the need for the long-term care of the elderly.

Comprehensive reform in the entire health care system is
needed, rather than these stopgap measures which penalize those
who need medical care the mostthe poor and the sick.

We must challenge our basic complacency about the dual policy
in health care, our separate systems of financing and administer-
ing acute care from that for chronic care.

The patient's needs certainly are inseparable for him and the
combined effect of these separate policies and systems of care tend
to be financially devastating.

It is a myth to think that the hard-working middle class are
going to have an easier time in old age than the poor, particularly
if they are sick. The middle class will ultimately receive welfare
medicine unless current policies are altered. Even for individuals
on moderate incomes, the expenses for chronic illness as well as for
the acute care costs that are uncovered can lead to impoverish-
ment.

All generations share a stake in resolving this problem. The solu-
tion, in my view, will not be abated by adopting the competition
notions that a sufficient reduction of health care costs can be
achieved with cost-sharing. There is no way that we can achieve a
$300 billion savings for the medicare deficit by shifting the costs to
elderly patients.

Not only that, the decentralization policies will not solve the di-
lemma, because the States are extremely hard pressed financially.
Those here from State government can certainly testify to that.

Not only have the States experienced a taxpayer revolt, but they
have had the recession. And they have had multiple taxpayer ini-
tiatives that have reduced their revenues. The States cannot in-
creasingly bear the burden of health care and other costs for the
poor.

My final point is that it is my firm belief that the equitable allo-
cation and the distribution of the Nation's health care resources
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cannot be reached without a vital Federal role and without nation
al leadership.

It is increasingly clear that we will not have the range of com-
prehensive reform without concerted national leadership.

So let me close by recommending that the committee take the
lead in developing a national policy that will give all people in the
United States the same kind of universal comprehensive health
coverage, including long-term care, that is already enjoyed by our
less affluent, but equally hard-working, neighbors in the north, the
Canadians.

Congress took a major step in enacting medicare and medicaid in
1965. Mr. Chairman, we need to go the rest of the way.

Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
I'll ask the staff if I can get a copy of Dr. Estes' speech so that I

can read all of it.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Estes follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARROLL L. ESTES, PH.D.

Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to have the opportunity to testify before the House
Select Committee on Aging on long term care and the elderly. I am particularly
pleased, Mr. Chairman because of your long record of concern and leadership oa
issues of importance to the elderly. I would like to emphasize that the views that I
am expressing are my own, although they are based on more than a decade of re-
search with colleagues in the University of California un aging and health policy
issues.

The dream of a national system of long term care services at an affordable price
with access for those who need it appears more distant than ever. Replacing the
dream is the specter of a monstermedical are costs are now escalating at three to
four times the rate of inflation. The system accords low priority to the predominant
health needs of the elderlythe need for chronic illness care in the home and in the
community, and it provides instead high cost hospital care that is often inappropri-
ate and unnecessary.

In order to examine the basic issues related to long term-care, it is essential that
we look at. the other side of the coinacute care as well. It is in resolving the prob-
lem of acute care that the answers can be found for resolving the problems of long
term care. The health care cost crisis, as now being socially "constructed" by many
of America's most powerful opinion makers, has been defined (erroneously, in my
view) us a crisis in exLessive consumer demand. Cries of the pending bankruptcy of
Medicare are useful political symbols to justify drastic measures- eliminating sery
ices, beneficiaries and;or entire programs, while also shifting burdens and costs and
responsibilities from government. to individuals. The underlying ideology is that the
scarcity of resourcesrather than human needs- should govern public policy

Further, there is no evidence that the elderly have misused either Medicare or
Medicaid. Misunderstandings are created and public support is eroded for health
programs when the cnsis is defined as the fault of individual elder's choices to use
too many health services. This version of the crisis is particularly interesting since
it ignores the fact that it. is the doctor who admits a patient to the hospital, orders
laboratory testa and X-rays, writes prescriptions and in other ways determines 70
percent to 90 percent of medical care costs.

Blaming the elderly obscures the fact that rising health costs are directly linked
not. to individual abuse of the systembut to the design and financing of Medicare
and Medicaid, and to the economy and public policy choices-for example, unem-
ployment. (reduces payments in), inflation (accelerates payments out), and revenue
losses through tax cuts have seriously squeezed health programs.

The abandonment. of the goal of access (providing medical care where it is
needed), in favor of the goal of cost. containment brings us squarely to a critical
question. Are cost. containment and equity inevitable trade offs' My personal view is
that the trade-off proposed by Administration policies and conservative economists
between cost containment and equity of access is a false and politically motivated
one.
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Some of America's most powerful opinion-makers would lead us to believe that we
are faced with an "either/or" choice between costs and equity in access that we
must accept like good medicim for the nation's ailing health. As a challenge tothese ideas, my testimony stands on the proposition that economic efficiency and an
equitable, comprehensive health system arc nut incompatible ideas. The solution lies
in a compreher sive approach to health care, not in trying to further fragment an
already fragmented system.

The crisis atmosphere is fertile ground for forced and unnecessarily harsh polict-
tal choices that erode basic entitlements. However, I believe that we can afford to
meet the goal of the President's Commission on Ethical Problems in Medicine and
Biomedical and Behavioral Research the "ethical obligation to ensure equitable
access to health care for all" (U.S. President's Commission, 1983, p. 4).

WHAT DOES THE "SYSTEM" OFFER TO THOSE WITH CHRONIC CARE NEEDS?

Given current health policy, those needing long term care will be faced with a
system of restricted access, high costs, often questionable quality, and lack of conti-nuity in care.

I Access Obtaining long term care is itself a problem. The wide variety of serv-
ices and providers makes it difficult for individuals to determine what is available,
needed, and appropriate, as,well as how to obtain reimLursement. Once individual
needs are determined, access to services depends on either having private financial
resourcs oo be able to pay directly out of pocket for needed services, or qualifying
directly for Medicaid because of extreme poverty or by "spending down into pover-
ty to become eligible as medically needy. The costs of institutional long term care
are often borne by consumers without benefit of insurance. 40 percent is currently
paid by private consumers out-of poi.ket, while insurance payments and charitable
contributions account for only three percent of all private nursing home expendi-
tures (Gibson and Waldo, 1982).

Different federal statutory requirements and state policies compound the difficul-
ty with multiple definitions, coverage, requirements, and reimbursement methods.
Medicare pays for most hospital and physician services but excludes most nursing
home and long term care services, primarily for those aged who can be rehabilitated
and whose care is determined to be medically-related tfor example, personal or
homemaking services are not covered).

Medicaid is the primary payor of nursing home care, paying about 90 percent of
all public funds spent on long term carebut for Medicaid eligibles only tU.S.,
Senate, 1982) Restrictive Medicaid eligibility criteria pose barriers to access, and
eligibility policies vary substantially from state to state, as does service coverage
(Scanlon, Di Federico and Stassen, 1979, U.S. HCFA, 1982). Although Medicaid is
less restrictive than Medicare with regard to home health services, only two percent
of Medicaid budget supports non institutional health services such as home care
since most states have limited their coverage as Medicaid dues tU.S., HCFA, 19 2).
it is for easier to obtain Medicare and Medicaid benefits for hospital and nursing
home care than for community-based or home care.

Many people who require some form of long term care, particularly nomnstitu-
tinnal care. often do not receive needed services. A large proportion of noninstitu-
tinnalized elderly people are cared for by family and friends often inadequately be-
cause personal care. home health care, and housing needs cannot be met by commu-
nity services The Congressional Budget Office tU.S. CBO, 1977) estimates that up to
four million adults will have unmet needs for home-based services by 1985.

The primary barriers to access are two fold. tl) the unavailability of public or pri-
vate funds to pay for long term care because they are allocated to acute care, and t2)
the lack of alternatives to institutional care in most parts of the country. While
many long term care projects have been developed with demonstration grants and
some states such as New York, California, and Massachusetts have been leaders in
the development of alternatives, such as adult day care, the supply of such pro-
grams continues to be inadequate.

Access to nursing home beds is another problem. The supply varies from 23.9 beds
per thousand elderly in Florida to 118.5 bet's per thousand in Nebraska tU.S. NCHS,
loo21 Medicaid recipients and the severely disabled have particular difficulty find-
ing nursing home beds where reimbursement rates are lower then the private payor
rates 'Scanlon, 1980, Harrington, 1983). In many places, homes select private paying
and light-care patients Thus denying beds to public paying and difficult' clients.
As a result. some patients who should be in nursing homes are backlogged in acute
rare hospitals at a higher cost to Medicaid, while others who could reside outside of
nursing homes may be placed in them due to lack of community based alternatives.
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2. Costs. The financial burden of institutional lung term care ousts to individuals
and government is very modest when compared to what is spent for hospital care
and trivial when compared to what is spent for unnecessary military hardware. Be
tween 1971 and 1981, total expenditures for nursing home service:. ruse 332 percent
and the annual growth rate was 17.4 percent between 1980 and 1981, only slightly.
less than the growth in hospital expenditures tGibson and Waldo, 1984 As the pri
mary suurce of funding furlong term care, Medicaid spent $12 billion in 1981 un
nursing home care, 88 percent of all public expenditures on such care and half the
total national nursing home bill tGibsun and Waldo, 1982). The financial burden un
users-- individuals, spouses and their families for skilled nursing care averaged
$12,200 per year in 1981, although the median aged family income was only $14,335
tU.S. Senate, 1982, La Jolla, 1982). Many nursing home patients receiving Medicaid
as many as 48 percent in 197G) were not initially pour but depleted their resources

so as to qualify as "medically needed" (U.S. CB0 1977).
The traditional bias in favor of institutionalisation, that is [elected both in stat-

utes and in practice, is a major contributor to the current cost of long term care.
Less than 2 percent of total Medicaid expenditures are spent on community-based
lung term care services, in contrast to 40 percent spent un nursing home care 1/41.;.S.
HCFA, 1981a, Gibson and Waldo, 1982). Further, the CB0 0977) estimates that be
tween 10 20 percent of patients in skilled nursing facilities and 20-40 percent of
thus.: in intermediate are facilities du not need the level of care provided by those
facilities and that they could be cared for with a less intensive level of cure, ur out-
side of institutions, at less cost. Other estimates suggest that up to 50 percent of the
institutionalized patients could be cared fur in less restrictive settings, depending un
the criteria of need which are used tU.S. HCFA, 1981b, U.S. Senate, 1977-78, U.S.
NCHS, 1979a).

J. Quality.The quality of care in the present lung term care system is uneven
and often pour. The fears of institutional placement by the aged are justified in part
by the undesirable conditions in many nursing homes. Abuses have been document-
ed, and staff shortages are exacerbated by an overreliance on untrained ur unli-
censed personnel 1Vladeck, 1980, US. Senate, 1974-76, U.S. GAO, 1979). These prob-
lems along with the lack of privacy, the impersonal atmosphere, the loss of family
and social relationships, and the resulting deterioration of morale, make institution
raiz/Awn the last resell for the aged and disabled tU.S. HCFA, 1981b). For many of
the severely impaired elderly, however, the nursing home is the most appropriate
place for care and we should du everything that we can to have that care competent
and compassionate. Regulatory initiatives by federal and state governments in the
1970s had improved the quality of nursing home care. However, the de-emphasis un
enforcement of even malarial standards by the Health Care Financing Administra-
tion must be a cause for grave concern cllughes, K., 1983). Who else can protect
these individuals if their own government. abrugetes that responsibility?

.4. Continua) of Girc. The aged and disabled face a complicated and confusing
service system in which it is difficult to L.uurdinate a comprehensive package of nun
institutional services kIlarrington and Newcomer, 19821. Services are delivered by a
variety of government and privately funded health and sacral service programs and
by many different kinds of LA/n1/11Uflit) and private organizations. Public agencies
often purchase services from the voluntary and private setters. While increasing the
variety and flexibility of programs, the proliferation of agencies further fragments
the delivery system and weakeilS /3/COUlltability in the service network. In addition,
there /3 fragmentation of services for different population groups, particularly be-
tween the aged and the disabled.

This fragmentation of funding and service agencies complicates the potential fu:
access 14) a contiuum of lung term care health and medical services. Thus, the re-
sponsibility of finding and gaining access to appropriate support rests primarily
with the patients themselves and with their families an often unmanagable task.
The result frequently is inappropriate placement, failure to obtain preventive care,
and oc Al cost inefficiency.

Whai. . be dune? Let me begin with a set of principles to guide the development
of a comprehensive long term care system.

BASIC PRINCIPLES ur A COMPREHENSIVE LONG -TERM CARE SYSTEM

Au adequate system of long term care should include seven basic principles.
1. First, is must be comprehensive including a full range of health and soul sere

ices coverall, the continuum from community based care to institutional cart.
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2. Second, it must be linked with other health and social services as well as acute
care services, including hospital care and physicians services. Mos, it must not be
separated into its own long term care closed system.)

3. Third, it must provide incentives for providers to keep costs at a reasonable
level, to prevent overutilization and to promote the use of appropriate services. One
way to du this is to put providers at risk under capittited prepayment plans, an
tither, is to have an effective system of regulations at the state level that includes
hospitals, physicians and nursing home services.)

i. Fourth, it must have a financing system that provides protiiction from impuver
fishing individuals and that allows for combining private and public resources te.g.,
allows individuals to buy protection before they become ill, perhaps through catiitait
edyrepayment plans, and provides coverage for the uninsured.)

Fifth, it must ensure open access to those who need the services regardless of
ability to pay or other characteristics.

G. Sixth, clients must have access to the services regardless of age. While lung
term care iLTC) is predominantly used by older individuals, it is a system for those
who are disabled of all ugo.. Nu adequate rationale for age segregation can be made
in my viewbut rather age integrated services are critical.

7. Seventh, it must include preventive and restorative services as well as treat
ment and illness management.

In order to meet. these basic principles of a long term taro system, however, we
will need to resolve several very crucial problems.

Controlling the overall rate of increase in health care 4.A.0..1 k e.g., through all payur
regulation at the state level, global budgets for hospitals, negotiated fee St. heduleb
for physicians);

Detcluping pooled coverage trisks) fur those 26 million or mure) Americans who
are unable to afford health insurance;

Establishing incentives fur nun hospital acute cure services and for community
based long term care services;

Addressing tax revenue reform mum based un a reconsideration of tax equity
.e.g., individual and corporate tax burdens) and the revenue needs of government,

Reducing unneumsary military spending where: it takt. s away from essential do-
mestic needs in income, health and social services.

AS researchers, providers, policymakers, families and the Cu ncern ed public, we art
well aware of the high cost and low satisfaction associated with the delivery and
orgarivatiuri of lung term care. We know of the near desperate state of families who
find the niselves, in sums cults, even forced to abandon their elders, we are informed
of the hard working middle chess retired couples who are forced into poverty when
alit; spouse becomes seriously ill, we know the fragmentation and gaps in the deli%
cry system, we understand that doctors may ignore or discount older people, we are
Jitani that policies aimed at increasing family responsibility will be a rhetorical cry
fur nothing.- We are informed about the waste in professional capac.ty, the
waste in human lives and the waste in material resources of the current system
keyed to "helping" the lung term patient by institutionalizing and impoverishing
them into segregated warehouses for the poor and dying.

Over the past decade the notion of a ' continuum of care- which would integrate
social and health service systems in order to address both acute and chronic needs
has beep articulated and advanced in different ways. Despite impressive accomplish
merits iii geriatric education, technology and service dentunstrations, the. truth is
that out system purloins far below its uipacity and far below that of our neighbor
to the northCanada.

The argent need to DO SOMETHING is all the more urgent in light of govern
pant cutbacks. Tht monetary and human costa are enormous and involve all A US
in muving in the direction of a viable long term care strategy, and not merely by
piecemeal measures. However, where do we begin?

First, we must start with a basic commitment to the nutiun that 4. hrudo. illness
cannot be separated into certain specific kinds of providers and paid fur un a piece.
work .fee forervice) bass. Those with chronic illness nut only need the Lung Term
Cart. sea vices that I have described but also need hospital SUP/14.124 ambulatory med
ad: services, drugs, eyeglasses, podiatry, dental, and many other services that are
not traditionally called Long Term Care services.

.Access to this full range of services within une comprehensive system is essential.
But hues are we going to get there? How have others gotten there? How have the
Cloadoins nianaged to have a system of comprehensive universal national health
iriburarice including lung term care at a cult far below that of our fragmented and
inadequate. system? While few of tus need to be reminded about the primary issue of
cog cuatitil in tin age of austerity, I would just like to underscore that we must nut
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lose sight of the interdependency of the two systems of care, that is, chronic and
acute services. We must have a system that is both age integrated and be lee inte-
grated. Although an integrative approach to lung term uare issues and options goes
against the urrent fragmented sources of funding we must begin to work together
on these two fronts. Until we have effective cost control of institutional Lespecully
hospital and nursing home; services, we are nut going to have the uapauty to move
toward developing the kind of rational, comprehensive, health care system, nu-hid-
ing long term care we envision.

Numerous proposals for controlling health (-are casts are widely debuted with an
enormous amount of vested pulitival and euununin. Interests a. stake. I du nut intend
to go into detailed explication of complivated formulas, but lather what I would
hope to present today is a highlight of some Important features of three proposed
strategies of cost control tit reimbursement puhues, t2) change in the organization
of delivery and payment and (3) cost - sharing.

METIIODS FOR CONTROLLING HEALTH CARE COSTS

I. Hospital reimbursement
Because there is general agreement that the rapid rate of inureuse of health (-are

costs must be reduced. High priority is being given to hospital cost containment
through altered reimbursement puliues. Congress altered Medicare hospital reim-
bursement substantially in the Tax Equity and Fowl Responsibility Act of 1982 and
in the 1983 Social Security Amendments. In addition, the Administration has pro-
posed further dramatic increases in patient cult sharing. While this piecemeal ap-
proach may reduce hospital expenditures in the Mechuare program in the short run,
many expect it will result in shifting to private third-parties unless polluies are
adopted t prevent that practice by hospitals. It Is also likely to diminish access ur
quality of care for the elderly unless the Medicare cost containment poliues are
part of a cost containment effort that includes all payurs. Unless the rising costs of
health (-are are contained auruss the board fur hospitals, physiulans and nursing
homes and fur all pouts /1,1ecia,tire Blue Cross, insurance, Medicaid
and other third parties} there will be a continued hemorrhage of medicare trust
funds and this result in continued r sing uvists in SerNICb and the shifting of these
costa to the aged. Medicare cannot be saved by incremental 'Medicare only type
reforms, no mutter how desirable. An "all-payur hospital reimbursement system
had been adopted in four states New York. New Jersey. Massachusetts, and Mary -
!and Each s=tate has taken a different approach to regulating Hospital payments

g , New York has established a per diem rate, New Jersey a per admission rate/. I
recommend that Congress adopt legislation requiring effete cost containment til.
the state level, and if this Is not auuumplished that Federal Regulatory pollutes
would be put into effect.

An example of a method of all payer regulation, which reauLes beyond Medicare-
funded service, is global budgeting in which government sets .imits on the annual
hospital expenditure increases to a predetermined amount. Canada s experience il-
lustrates what an effective method global budgetir.r, can be in controlling hospital
costs.

Since the early 1970's, with the exception of the U.K., Canada las been more ef-
fective than any other Western industrialized country in controlling health (-are
,vsts. Prior to 1971, when Canada's publicly funded medical and hospital insurance
program was fully implemented, health (-are expenditures had been rising more rap-
idly in Canuda than in the United States Niarinur, 1982, &mums and Coleman,
1980:. Since 1981, however, health arc expenditures have been contained to a re-
markable degree. In 1971. 7.5 percent of GNP was attributed to all health care ex-
penditures. In 1981. this figure was 7.9 percent. In 1982, it was approximately 8.2
percent of CNP. In the United States during the some period, health tare expend,
tures rose as a percent of GNP from 7.8 percent to 9.8 percent to 10.5 percent.
Canada has controlled these (Aims by instituting global hospital budgeting and negtr
tiated fee shedules for physiulans tun a feu: for- service basis) at the provinuial level.

2. Change in the organization of delivery and payment
In addition to the federal state rule in setting limits un the amount reimbursed

for health (ire, there is also the consideration of federal-state government offering
incentives for the way in which health care is organized and paid for.

The optimal LTC system should be built on an incentive structure that encour-
ages providers to control their Lusts. Prepaid plans are one means of doing this. Pre-
ferred provider contracts offer another.
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One alternative that should be considered is a prepaid and capitated system that
permits levels to be established in advance of service provision and that bases pay
ment on each individual enrolled rather than on thc units of services delivered. This
would ensure that providers have incentives to keep costa below the rate provided.
This has been a key feature of health maintenance organizations which generally
have been able to reduce costs to the States where they have been utilized.

There are several long term care programs developed on this model, stressing
social sen ices These have been called social health maintenance organizations tS,
HMOs) and they are well worth your careful examination. The &HMO combines a
comprehensive delivery syatem with a financing system (prepayment) that controls
costa (Diamond and Berman, 1981). S/IIMOs provide a complete range of both social
and health services from acute medical care to homemaker and chore services. They
are modeled on Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) with the addition of
lung term care and social service benefits, traditionally not included in HMO plan
benefits S,'IIMOs are financed with a payment system based on capitation rates
(fixed in advance per individual) like the payments for HMOs. Clients enroll volun-
tarily and payments for enrollment may come from a variety of sources including
Medicare, Medicaid, and private sources. Initial SiIIMOs have been primarily fo-
cused on the aged but can serve blind and disabled population groups as well.
Strong arguments can be made for offering enrollment to all individuals at risk of

SIIMOs are financially "at risk' in that they must provide all benefits
for the fixed, prepaid fee. Since costs expended over revenues must. be covered by
the S'IIMO, the system is designed to encourage cyst-effective management of cure.

Jt Cost sharing
Let us turn now to the differential sacrifice demanded of the major pro-cumpeti-

tiun health strategy namely, increased cost-sharing. Escalating health care costs
and budget cots significantly raised thc proportion of costa personally huuldered by
Medicare recipents, Recent policy changes have increased the fiscal hardship of mil-
lions of near poor and poor elderly who are being called upon to bear the growing
burden of their health care costs coata that comprise 17 percent to 29 percent. of
the elderly's budget (except for older white men) and that now exceed $1,100 per
capita in out-of-pocket expenses (and are likely to increase to $1,430 in 1983, Davis,
1982, p 25) Out of pocket health care expenses are disproportionately borne by
older blacks and women. The burden is especially high fur the pour and the near-
poor who are sick. These coats are sobering in view of the fact that the median
income for individual elders in 1980 was $4,226 (Storey, 1983), and in view of the
fact that the poor and minorities tend to be sicker.

FICLRE TITLE. "IMPACT OF DIFFERENT OUT-OF-POCKET HEALTH EXPENDITURES"

Medicare deductibles (the be amount one pays before core becomes covered; and
cupaymenta ;the proportion of total charges payable by beneficiaries) have both in-
creased dramatically in the past two years. The Fart A (Hospital) deductible in
citasecl 27 percent between 1981 and 1982 tin= $204 to $260), more than double the
historical increase. Yet another increase has been incurred for 1983 (to $U04). The
medical insurance benefits (Fart B physician services) annual deductible rose from
$60 in 1981 to $75 in 1982.

When applied equally to all Medicare beneficianes, the differential impact of
these flat rate cost increases becomes clear. As a percentage of income, luwer
income elders bear a significantly higher proportionate coot for their health care
than du higher income elders. For example, the Congressional Budget Office prujecta
that 1984 nuninstitutionalized persons with household incomes under $3,000 will
have medical expenditures totalling 97 percent of their $3,639 average income, lb
percent of which they must pay out-of-pocket. Those in the highest Income
category or $58,306 will pay just over one percent out-of-pocket" M.S.
CBO, 1J83, p. 21).

The increases in 4. upaymenta and deductibles are expected nut only to increase the
out-uf pocket payments for the aged but also tu. tli increase the number of aged who
cannot afford to purch- Fart B Medicare coverage for physician services. and (2)
increase the price of supplemental insurance so that many aged will nut be able to
purchase it, both of which will further increase costs and AnaccessIbIllty to the aged.
The small increase in 4: overage that the Administration has pro for tustruph-
k insurance would not offset any of these increased costs to lebeel for Medi-
care, since _atimates that are only two percent of older persons wuuld benefit from
the catastrophic coverage (Harrington, 1983).
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In summary, the import. of my testimony concerning the link between the crisis in
medical care costs and long term care fur the elderly has been to recommend com-
prehensive reform of the entire health cam system rather than stopOAP measures
which penalize those who need medical care the must the pour and sick. Further. I
would agree wit% the conclusions of the report from New York State Office fur the
Aging that:

The Medicare program and its beneficiaries are a victim of our current health
arc system which fosters the use of costly, highly technical, and often unnecessary
cure. Rather than simply shifting a greater share of the cost of this system unto the
elderly and other 'cycle of governments, reform measures must be directed at
changing the fundamental nature of our health care system. P. 24, "Medicare,
Analysis and Recommendations for Reform," N.Y. Office un Aging, September 13,
1983/'

CONCLUSION

Thus fur public policies have addressed short range approuchm to lung term care
issuts but if Congress ur other public policy makers are to entertain the idea of fin
damental reform, a long range perspective is needed.

It is my belief that the goal of an equitable allocation and distribution of the na
tam s health are resource. cannot be reached without a vital federal rule in health
and aging. As state and local governments ae..russ the country devise ways to met
the countervailing demands of taxpayers, providers, and equal health advocates, it
becomes increasingly clear that lung range comprehensive reform will nut come
without concerted national leadership.

As you are well aware, the Reagan administration's new federalism and do:en
tralization strategy turns the nation s compass in quite the opposite In
framing a lung term are strategy, then, Congress must consider the relationship
between state-local government capacity to assume responsibility for the elderly
Land particularly for the lung term care pullit. s fur the near-pour and pour elderly)
and the fiscal context within which state and local governments are operating, the
interrelationship between state and federal economic conditions and policies and the
real Lund growing) revenue disparities across different states and geographic re-
gions.

The myriad of state level cost savings stratepes in health have not lead to sys-
temwide reform. Our research demonstrates that, un the contrary, savings from
direct cutbacks or from eligibility restrictions have not resulted in the transfer of
money to social and cummunity-based services kEstes and Newcomer, 1983). Often
such savings where they occur) merely enable state and local governments to keep
pact with the overall inflation in medical are prices and the pressures un Medicaid
generated by unemployment.

We must. begin to challenge our basic complacency about the notion of a dual
policy in health care. The United States has separate systems of financing and ad
ministration fur those requiring acute cure and for those requiring chronic care. The
needs of the patient are inseparately and the effects of illness can be financially
devastating. The idea that hard-working middle and upper class people will be
spared the same indignity of welfare medicine m uld age that the poor receive is not
only myopic, it 18 a myth. Even fur those individuals and families living un moder-
ate and middle incomes, expenses for chronic or acute illness can :cad impover
ishment. Currently, private insurance and Medicare du no provide for long tem.
care kLTC) coverage. All of us, as we reach old age are at risk of impoverishment
without an adequate system of lung term are financing. Who among us could afford
the $30 to $100 a day for nursing home care or intensive home 'Aire, or $18,000 to
$30,000 per year in cysts for nursing home care for any extended period of time
without, iusing urir home, impoverishing our spouse and virtually forfeit...I; Inde-
pendent and dignified future?

The demand fur real lung range solutions to the human and economic dilemma of
long term cure policy will nut be abated by the political all fur onequal sacrifice

Medicare covers less than 44 percent of the elderly medical tan expenses and Medicaid
oats prmuirny those in clunking homes who have exhausted their private fe1811111..C3. The average
aged individual in the 1.;..S. paid ;1,436 in out-of-pocket expenditures in 1980. At the same time.
the median income for older ina....icluals was only $4.500 tin 1980. illustrating why many older
people an unable to pay for health services, and particularly for lung term care ci.TC) services
This figure is likely to increase if the current proposals to further augment the costa to the pa
tient& in the Medicare program are adopted by Congress. When du-unit illness lasts over a
period of tune, many middle dam elderly individuals and families soon exhaust their resuurces
and are forced into using public resources to pay for expensive care.
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nor by piecemeal cost control schemes. Nur will the long-term care dilemma be re-
solved by the Reagan administration's decentralization strategy. Indeed, an impor-
tant issue for long term care policy is the recognition that increasing decentraliza-
tion of programs for the poor, aged and disabled fosters politically motivated, rather
than need based, priorities and allocations. The decentralized programs of medicaid
and SSI supplementation have .ted wide variations in income and health eligibil-
ity and benefits for the poor, the elderly, blind and disabled across the states. Due to
the stringency of eligibility in states, less than 50 percent of those below poverty are
eligible for medicaid Given the current structure of programs relevant to long term
care, ITS "national" policy is now comprised of multiple, variable, non-comparable
policies and programs, that arc different in differentstates.

Currently, options for alternative long term cure benefits are heavily influenced
by a state's willingness to underwrite the costs. We may recall that Reagan's initial
New Federalism "swap proposal," which designated complete financial responsibil-
ity for long term care in the hands of state governments, was unanimously and vig-
orously rejected by the National Governor's Association. Our own studies of medic-
aid, focused on the 1982 83 period, show that most of the state medicaid policy
changes in 19.2 were cost containment, strategies aimed at reducing the growth rate
in program spending (Fstes and Newcomer, 1983).

These studies further illustrate the vulnerability of the aged to capricious and
complex Federal and State health and aging policies, as well as to broader policy
-onsiderations, such as cost containment and decentralization of programs from Fed-
eral to State and Local Governments. These policies have serious consequences for
the elderly In this period of inflation and perceived fiscal crisis, we expect an exac-
erbation of the already existing inequities among states in the eligibility and scope
of services available to the most disadvantaged elderly.

A major question is whether or not particular long term policy goals and prior-
ities should be determined nationally or left to the vagaries of state or local politics.
Given the structure of current programs, a complete understanding of national'
policy on health care for the aged cannot be obtained without systematic examina-
tion of policies across states, The goal of such an examination should be to distin-
guish those responsibilities that are logically state and local in nature from those
that are so significant and mural in impact that the inequities that could arise from
so decentralized decision making must be prevented through the development of a
single national policy.

Numerous proposals have been advanced concerning the need for a national uni-
form policy on long term care Bruce Vladeck's proposal, for example, was to merge
medicare and medicaid's lung term care portion together into one single continuum
of care system 'Vladeck, 1981) The private out of pocket money spent on long term
care in addition to the medicaid national lung term care dollar is an enormous sum.
If we can combine these separate public and private resources we may begin to
build towards the development of a truly national health insurance protection for
older people in this country.

Let me conclude Mr Chairman, by recommending that the Committee take the
lead in developing national policy that will give all the people of the United States
the same kind of universal comprehensive health insurance, including long term
care that is already enjoyed by our less affluent but equally hard working neigh-
bors to the north the Canadians. Congress took a major step in enacting medicare
and medicaid in 1965. Mr. Chairman, we need to go the rest of the way.

Thank you.

hapact on different out of pocket health care expenditures on the mean income of
Carious elderly subgroups, 1981 i

1981 per capita out -of -pocket health expenditures of the elderly $1,154
Percent of mean income for all older persons 13
Percent of mean income for older women 17
Percent of mean income for older Blacks 23
Percent of mean income for older black women 27

1981 per capita out-of pocket health expenditures, less nursing home costs,
for the noninstitutionalized elderly population $834

Percent of-mean income for all older persons 9.5
Percent of mean income for older women 12.5
Percent of mean income for older Blacks 16.5
Percent of mean income for older black women 19.8

I Source; New York Si ite Office on Aging, 1983.
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Mr PEPPER. I want to thank this distinguished panel, particular-
ly, for your contribution. This is the kind of thing that we're con-
cerned about.

What can we do to meet the challenge of this problem? You are
giving us some valuable experience with On Lok there and other
activities in which you have been engaged winch will be very help-
ful to us. We want to work with Ms. Moorhead, Senator Mello, Di-
rector Ream and others to try to find the right answer.

What we're trying to do is to develop a consensus in America of
the kind of program we should support and then mobilize, to carry
our opinion to the other leaders in this country.

There are 26 million of us over 65 years of age. We don't have to
come as supplicants on our knees asking public authority to recog-
nize our needs. We have the right to vote and we have the right to
express a meaningful opinion to the political authorities of this
country.

We're speaking for the humanitarian cause of taking care of the
needs of peoplecritical needs that are being neglected at the
present time.

You've Iniped us to formulate our objectives and I am particular-
ly grateful to you.

Do you have any other questions?
We simply have to go on, unhappily, but I'll ask Ms. Burton if

she'll continue the chairing of the conference and allow any ques-
tions of this panel that you would like to ask and then there is one
other panel that will be heard as soon as this panel is concluded.

I want to thank every one of you in the warmest way, all of you
people who are here to encourage our efforts this mornings to tell
you how grateful we all are.

By the way, is Mrs. Harmon in the audience?
I don't believe I see her.
Well, thanks again.
Thank you, Mrs. Moorhead.
Ms. MOORHEAD. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you, Senator Mello.
Thank you, Director Ream, and thank you very much, my col-

leagues, Mrs. Burton and Mrs. Boxer.
Thank you all and God bless you.
Mrs. BURTON. We are truly blessed to have this very fine Con-

gressman, Chairman Pepper, here.
I would like to ask Dr. Estes. You said the very sameyou used

the same words as I did. I don't know whether you heard me or
whether you were here.

Was this panel here earlier when I said we need a nP.t:onal
health policy for all of our people? Did you hear that? i said that
early, we're going to fight for it. It's been very quiet, but you
know the administration does not fawn national health care.
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We're going to hope and pray, and with your help, maybe there
will be a change.

We need that, there is no question about it. Canada is truly a
model. Why we can't have it in this country, the only industrial-
ized country in the world that doesn't have a national health
policy, national insurancesocialized medicine is a terrible word
so I'm not going to use that, because some people get offended by
the words, but this is what we're talking about.

It's a disgrace and it would be cheaper in the long run and I com-
mend you for saying it loud and clear.

Thank you.
Dr. Ems. Thank you.
Mrs. BURTON. Now, Dr. Barbaccia, do you agree with that? I'm

putting you on the spot, I gather.
Dr. BARBACCIA. I think that we --
Mrs. BURTON. I would very much like to hear from you on that
Dr. Bnitanccin. I guess I would put it this way, Mrs. Burton, that

I think what we need, after a very careful analysis similar to what
Dr. Estes is proposing, is an American solution to the problem of
providing care and paying for care for all Americans.

I'm not willing at this point to say that that should take one
form or another, but I think that it would be very important to do
the analysis that she's talking about.

I don't know if a British er a Canadian or a Swedish or whatever
she's talking about- -

Mrs. BURTON. I didn't ask that. I didn't ask youfirst of all, its
going to be an American system. It's the American Members of the
House and the Senate that and an American President that will
have to sign the bill.

So that terminology really is not necessary.
I didn't ask which proposal, because we can spend all day here

and maybe a year trying to talk about proposals.
I'm just asking you if you support the concept of a national

Health policy for all our people, the young, the old, and the in be-
tween. The young suffer a lot. Obviously, our senior citizens are
suflering, we know that.

So all people are suffering.
Would you, as a medical doctor, be willing to state that you

Chink we need a national health policy for our people? That's all
I'm asking.

Dr. BARBACCIA. There is no question that I would agree and I'm
sure that many menibers of the profession and other professionals
would agree that we need a national health policy for all indirid
uals.

Mrs. BURTON. A. it man who is known for his interests in the
things he talk4rd aLovt today, would you urge your colleagues to
I'm speaking a the medical profession starting maybe from the
San Francisco Medical Society, and then going up to the California,
and then the AMA to try to resolvehelp resolve this issue?

Because frz,nkly, I think that if we had the American Medical
Association o.i our side, I think we really would have a national
health policy.

Dr. BARBACCIA. I think it's very fair and I think it's extremely
important and I think that while I'm squirming a bit, I think that
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there are very few of my colleagues who would not agree on a na-
tional health policy for all individuals that assure access, adequate
payments, and services.

Now, you have been very correct in correcting me that were not
talking about a particular format, but at least a national health
policy.

Mrs. BurroN. If you gave this conception some backing, and I ask
you to go back to your colleague . again and give us this impetus,
we would move closer to this goal. It isn't a question of desire. Its
a need. I think that we might get together on policy, or policies, or
how to implement a policy. We need your input Fm not talking
about 3 ou, personally, but we need the input of the American Med-
ical Association; otherwise, we will never make it. Its as simple as
that.

Dr. BARBACCIA. Well, let me gust take the personal challenge to
be sure that I take this back not only to our county society, the
San Francisco Medical Society, but also to the long-term cure com-
mittee of the CMA.

Thank you.
Mrs. BURTON. I thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. Gee, I want to compliment you on On Lok. You know I vis-

ited On Lok, and I plan on visiting again.
It's true that you have a very fine health group and they do a lot

of excellent work. Ilowever, your resources are limited, and the
number of persons you can serve is also limited.

That is not enough.
I thank you very much and J want to see your material myself.
Thee is another panel coming. Could they come up front, please.
Are there any other questions, by the way, of the two people

here? I apologize.
Mr. MELLO. Joyce.
[Pause.]
Mrs. BURTON. Will Ms. Sue Savage come up, and Ms. Cheryl

Conrad, and Mr. Hall?
I want to tell you that I have to leave in about 10 or 12 minutes.

So we'll have to wind this up.
So if you have long statements, if there is any way you can sum-

marize I would appreciate that.
Mr HALL. Yes, thank you, Congresswoman Burton.
Were het.; to discuss title XX which affects ever 100,000 Califor-

nians, employing ever 80,000 primarily or, Jr, minority women
spending a half a billion dollars of Federal, State and local money
in California.

It is a program that has been ripped with scandal or fraud and
abuse, and we believe the committee should carefully examine the
record, that is being submitted for the purpose of investigating
w hether or nct the suopicioas that seem to be reasonable, as they
were in three other cases in California, are indeed true.

We would ask that he testimony that we have, be submitted for
the record, and that the two ladies with me be allowed to summa-
rize their testimony.

Mrs. BURTON. Fine.
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PANEL THREE, CONSISTING OF SUE SAVAGE, FORMER SUPERVI-
SOR, REMEDY, SAN FRANCISCO; AND CHERYL CONRAD, SUPER-
VISOR, IN HOME SUPPORTIVE SERVICE PROGRAM, SAN
FRANCISCO

STATEMENT OF SUE SAVAGE

Ms. SAVAGE. My name is Sue Savage.
I was employed as a field supervisor for a title XX-funded home-

care agency in San Francisco.
More people are cared for by title XX under the in-home support-

ive services program than all other home-care programs of the
Government combined.

In California, this amounts to over 120,000 members of our dis-
abled, elderly, and poor population being served by over 80,000
workers costing the taxpayers close to one-half billion dollars.

California and the bay area have the distinction of being the
locale for two very famous cases of fraud and abuse that have led
to criminal convictions and jail sentences, specifically Peter Gott-
heimer and Flora Souza.

The taxpaying public has been repeatedly promised that the
problems of contracting for these important. human services would
be corrected and made responsible.

It is my unfortunate obligation to inform you, Mr. Chairman,
that this has not happened.

After thousands of clients were left unserved and homemakers
unpaid by Peter Gottheimer's companies, some of the contracts
were transferred to Flora Souza.

When she went out of business, the State did not reform the con-
tract procedures and the result is that Remedy Home & Health
Care has become the lowest bidder on many of the contracts zerved
under title XX in California.

There are numerous documents concerning the practices of
Remedy which I would like t.) submit for the record and for the
review of this committee at this time.

Essentially, the records describe- unfair employment practices in
regards to the payment of rages an&benefits.to the homemakers
working under title XX program.

Inadequate training of both homemakers and field supervisors
providing services to the elderly, disabled, and blind population re-
ceiving in home supportive services. The poor quality of their serv-
ices.

Recent documents concerning the award of the in home support-
ive sc.:vice contract. History of the union's participation, with IHSS
contract in San Francisco.

Documents concerning previous IHSS contract awards and final-
ly newspaper articles pertaining to past and present in home sup-
portive service contract awards throughout California.

In closing, I would like to state my concern for the elderly popu-
lation in San Francisco whom I have become acquainted with
during my 4 years of working with the in-home supportive service
contract.

This population-is subject to often undetected abuses under the
present contract awards system.
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I've had the advantage of comparing the administration of two
agencies providing services under title XX home supportive serv-
ices program. I know how it should be done and I also know how
wrongly it can be done. The award of these contracts ca,.not be de-
termined just on the low-bidder basis. This is not a naval shipyard
purchasing steel. We are dealing with the lives of thousands of
frail elderly, disaVed, and blind individuals. There must be some
measure of qua! ,t, of services being provided. Presently there is
none.

I continue my work with the elderly and I'm committed to the
improvement of these services. When this contract, recently
changed back 'o Remedy, I could not bring myself to administer
the program Li their philosophy of deceit and abuse. Therefore, I
choose not to return to their employ. Once was enough.

I am fortunate to be in a position where I can venture out on my
own, but what about the many other employees of this program
who have no other choice. I implore you to investigate the inequi-
ties of this well intentioned and vitally needed program for the
sake of both the employees and the clients.

Thank you.
Ms. BURTON. Thank you.
And you're Cheryl Conrad.
Ms. CONRAD. Right.
Ms. BURTON. You said you were a former supervisor. Of what?
Ms. CONRAD. I was a former supervisor of two home-health-care

agencies.

STATEMENT OF CHERYL CONRAD

Ms, CONRAD. As you know, my name is Cheryl Conrad.
During the last 21'2 years, I have had experience as a supervisor

administe. ing an in-home supportive-service program.
I have c 'me to recognize during this time that the quality con-

trol of in-home-supportive services has been ineffective.
This has been especially evidenced during the 3Yz months that

Remedy Home & Health Care has managed the program here in
San Francisco.

For example, the client-homemaker relationship which is of vital
importance for quality care to be maintained has been abused by
Remedy's practice of repeatedly switching homemakers from one
client to another. Our clients receive the most intimate, personal
services. They are bathed, they are groomed, they receive bowel
and bladder care from their homemakers. They need these services
in order to remain independent in their homes.

It can be embarrassing and demeaning for a person to psycho-
logically accept that they need aid in these most basic of living
skills.

However, if the provider is someone who has time and experi-
ence to build a trust relationship with that client, to learn which
tasks are painful for the client to do which are possible for the
client to do, and more importantly, which tasks that client needs
to be challenged to do themlves, then independence can be main-
tained in the home.
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However, if the client is forced to waste important energy getting
to know different homemakers, telling these homemakers where
things are, what tasks need to be done in order to maintain their
independence, if the client has to change their sleep patterns, and
their eating patterns to accommodate homemaker change, then
strength is lu5L. Psychological, emotional, and physical strength is
lost.

This strength could be better used to maintain their health.
In the invitation for bids submitted to agencies who were bidding

un this contract, it was stated that client preference should be fol-
lowed as to who the provider is whenever possible.

This indicates that the State acknowledges that the client-home-
maker relationship is of vital importance in the maintenance of
good health.

Remedy has dismissed this directive. They have instituted a cost-
saving policy of cutting nonbillable hours by cutting the time that
the homemaker spends traveling from client to diem,. As part of
this policy, homemakers have been taken off of cases that they
have been on for years.

Information regarding the client care has been lost. Idiosyncra-
cies as to clients' needs has been forgotten.

Our clients are often confused and forgetful people. They're often
paranoid of strangers. Thus consistency in client care is vital for
their emotional and psychological health.

I am speaking here of forced changes, not of voluntary changes.
It is difficult for our clients, due to confusion and extreme illness

or not knuwing the proper channels to go through to take the steps
to retain the homemaker of their choice.

Due to this inability, our clients are being taken advantage of.
Second, the agency is paid for the number of service hours each

client receives up to the maximum number of monthly hours au-
thorized by the client's social worker. The more client hours
served, the more money that Lit paid to the agency.

If a 4.11ciit floes into the hostital or leaves town on vacation, the
agency doesn t get paid. Therefore, it is to the agency's advantage
to make up hours wherever possible whether the client needs that
time or nut. That way the agency makes the maximum number of
total hours and they get the maximum amount of money.

Under Remedy a client could have been on vacation during the
first hall of the month. During the second half of the month, they
could have received twice the amount of normal service hours in
order to make up those hours missed.

On the opposite side of the spectrum, when the maximum con-
tractual level of hours is reached, the agency has no incentive to
send in substitute care when homemakers are ill.

Clients who need service can be overlooked.
The emphasis is not based on the needs of the client. It is based

un financial gain for the agency. There is no effective case manage-
ment to encourage client independence. In fact the existing policies
may encourage dependency.

My experience has been firsthand. I was employed with Remedy
from the time they received the contract in August through this
November when I was terminated.
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I was not the only supervisor to have left. In the 3 plus months
that they have had the contract, there has been a 20 percent
change in supervisory staff due to differences with the company
concerning decent and humane care for our clients.

I know that you might have reason to question my word as I'm
speaking out against my .'ormer employer, but I hope that you will
accept what I have to say as worthy of further investigation.

Today, following me %/as going to be another speaker, Kathy
Swan, a woman receiving homemaker service from our agency. She
entered the hospital this morning.

While I can in no way imply that she entered the hospital today
due to poor care, I do know that the reason she was going to speak
today was because she had cause to have issue with the care that
she was receiving.

Our client population is oftentimes fragile.
Quality and effective care must be maintained for seniors and

disabled persons or else our state will be spending millions of dol-
lars more on hospitalization and long-term care and the independ-
ence of thousands of people will be cut short.

Ms. BURTON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hall, do you have anything to add? Then I think that the

panel here has a couple of questions.
I just want to ask you summarize.
Mr. HALL. In summary, we're asking the committee to request a

proper investigation of the charges that are contained in the testi-
monythe formal testimony submitted to the staff and to the com-
mittee for their review.

Ms BURTON And you agree with everything that was said here,
I presume? Obviously, or you wouldn't be here.

Mr. HALL. I presume it to be true, and I have reason to believe
that what was in the past is being repeated again.

Ms. BURTON. Thank you. I think Joyce Ream has a question.
Ms REAM. It's not really a question. It's a comment and that is

that, although this was a contract which came out of the Depart-
ment of Social Services and not the Commission on Aging, in a
sense this points up what I think is a common dilemma that we
face, which is how to develop an integrated system of services local-
ly which is satisfying to all of the seniors in a given community
and how that relates to both a State and National policy.

I think as we start movini, into arenas of performance based con-
tracting, for example, with State area agencies on aging and the
California Department of Aging, that some of the dilemmas that
have occurred with the issues of contracting out of title XX serv-
ices may also be ones that will be potentially faced by us.

I think it merits careful review on the part of both State and
local authorities. We need to recognize that the ultimate benefici-
ary or the ultimate victim of our sources, or lack of them is the
senior.

Ms. BI...1:9N. Thank you.
Senator Mello, is there anything that you want to add to that?
I thank you very much on behalf of the chairman, Senator

Pepperwe call him Senator because he was one. I thank you.
And on behalf of all of us here at the panel, I thank you very

much.
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And Mr. Hall, you and I are going to be in touch because you're
carrying this burden and we'll work on it.

Thank you.
[The hearing was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

HOWARD BILLINS,
Casten Valley, Calif.

CHAIRMAN: HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.0

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS or THE COMMITTEE. This is a letter to tell you in
much detail, my experiences, frustrations, woes, and heart aches over a period of
about twelve years being a full time caretaker and nurse of my wife who is a victim
of Alzheimer's disease. It's been dreadful.

My wife, Mrs. Laril N. Billings, was a very successful, much adored and respected
third grade teacher for many years. Her doctor once told me she was a very intelli-
gent woman. I knew that already.

About thirteen years ago, however, she occasionally did or said something unchar-
acteristic or even dangerous. She came to a stop when driving at edge of a freeway
as the sign indicated, but then started driving right out in front of a host of cars
doing seventy to eighty miles per hour. I was barely able to stomp on the brake
before three of us would have been killed in our car and I.Aird only knows how many
other cars. Then she started to do it again. I was able again to halt the car, but took
the driver's seat myself. Her comment then as it often was later was. "There's noth-
ing the matter with me, what's the matter with you?" She was very angry that I
drove the rest of the way.

There were several other incidents later that nearly resulted in auto accidents.
Her memory for recent events or conversations failed at times, but seldt.ni enough

that I really realized anything serious was wrong. She was her good old sharp self
99% of the time.

Very slowly. though, these failures increased. She would come home from school
and say, "My kids got a good laugh at me today and told me I had started the same
lesson with them today for the third day in a row. Then ahe would laugh it off. I
started pressuring her to retire. She had five years left and wanted to continue. It
wits some hassle to get her to agree. I had to take all the action and fill out the
papers, etc. to get the retirement accomplished. These things i mention because
there was now coming much pressure and perplexity on me. There is a gray zone
between normality and bizarre behavior. Sometimes, I thought she was just trying
to be ornery, which was not like her at all.

On a trip through Europe taken right after her retirement, she became so tense,
angry over nothing, and unreasonable that I twice considered leaving the tour and
trying to fly her back, to USA to help. I very seriously wondered if I could
manage to get that done. Fortunately she then got alright till we got home. Dear
reader, this was pressure and travail. You cannotmiderstand it unless it has hap
pened to you.

On arriving home again. I promoted with her each of us having a multi-phasic
medical examination at Kaiser Permanente. She agreed. When we went to get the
results, frum which I wanteu to get expert help for her, I tried to whisper to her
doctor that it was urgent to have a private ouversation about her. The doctor then
said. "It is not my policy to ever talk to one member of a family behind another
family member's back. Mra. Billings, your husband seems to think there is some-
thing wrong with you. Do you think there us something wrong with you? I mean do
you think there is something wrong with you mentally? I think you are alright and
I don't understand your husband at all."

Since she had now managed to crush the feelings of my wife and me also, I had to
make a scene. One cannot get directly to a Neurologist at Kaiser, but must be re-
(erred by another Physician. So I said, by God, I wanted some help from someone
who knew something. The dear doctor said. "Well, if you insist, I will refer Mrs.
Billings to Dr. Bernstein in Neurology." I said I insist and then &in.: I included this
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story here to illustrate the fact that we meet up with many hurting, frustrating and
dreadful events from time to Hine. I could list dozens.

Next problem, how to get a lady who knows she is alright to gu to the Neurulv-
gist It was accomplished finally after a hassle by saying, You know yuur memory
lb not working 100 percent. This doctor is a specialist at helping people with their
memories."

Dr. Bernstein left my wife in the waiting rum, tuuk me into his office, and let me
talk to him a very lung time during whir

um,
described her behaviur. Then he took

me to the waiting room, tuuk my wife into his office and gave her some simple
mental tests. She laughed about them later. Said she plot uuld not remember
simple things. Dr. called me back into his office and said it appears to be Alzhei
mer s. I had never heard the word before. Couldn't spell it.

Next day I got to a library, got two bucks un mental diseases, read in one of them
pod lung excellent accuunt of this and have never been anything since that tells

it as clearly and well. Now I knew the hell we were both in for. I am a male, put in
four years in the army in World War II, but I'm not ashamed tu say, I went tu my
room and wept.

Su fur ltS I knew. we were completely alone in the wurld with this tcrrrible pros-
pect of years of sinking into the abyss. I was oumehuw ashamed of the situation and
did nut want anyone to know. I tried to imagine what the future would be like and
how in God's world we'd ever cope with it.

I decided I would never tell my love that she had a terrible, hupeless, brain de-
straying disease called Alzheimer's. I wuuld protect her, comfort her, fend fur her,
stay vvith het, pet her, love her, tang with het, some day care fur her like one must
for a newbutn babe ou lung db God would give me the sense and the strength tu du
it. 12 years later God gives the sense and the strength to du it. About forty -tight
years agu we fell in love and pledged utnoelves to each other "forever and six
years.- The marriage ceremony had sumething in there for better ur fat worse" in
sickness and in health... I've never used the word Alzheimer's nor described it
aruund my wife when bhe still had enough awareness to be hurt. Fm burry fat
people who can't understand the above.

But she knew something was tragically wrung. In the gray stage. We found a
Niece of paper un which bhe had written, something is suing wrung in my head."
Twice she wept bitterly Only times I ever knew her to weep.

The last thing she has been able to remember is the Lord's prayer. Catholics call
it the "Our Father." She abked rite tu always bay it at bedtime. I do and I can tell
slit knows that much, for ounietimes, after each phrase, she can grunt "uh huh".

This lady cannot walk, cannot talk, cannot recognize anyone, cannot cuntrul her
bawds ur urine ur reahai when these functions happen, cannot eat except to be
bpuun fed, canna you where Are hurts ur whether she hurts, cannot tell she ib
in her own home, and cannot write a letter to Cungreso to tell them her husband
caretaker is getting petty desperate about the future of her care and his, too, fur he
is 68 years old and beset by a multitude of problems.

Just. a couple of %%echo ago I finally got to the dentist tu have my teeth cleaned.
He scolded me for not having been there for ,0 years. Said he, 'How can I care for
yuur teeth and gums if you never come here. DL ring these six years I have been
tied down in a state of virtual huuse arrest twenty four hurts per day, every day for
weeks, months and years. Thuott 24 huur days have aptly been called thirty -oat hour
dap in a book on care of Alzheimer's victims. The Caretaker Is in Jail.

It tu human nature, (nub'. relatives and friends, congratulate and praise you for
doing a great Job, and then leave yuu and forget you. Some don't even look a. the
victim if they happen to come into your home.

Every day of my life, I stub, cook, wash dishes, polish, shine, make beds, sweep,
du niountaino of laundry, clean bathitzums, carry out garbage, keep buuko un
income and uutgu, maintain yard and garage, are fur dogs which were one great
company and therapy for wife and so on, total maintenance person.

In addition. I am the complete nurse, I bathe her, I doctor her skin, I wash her
hint, I brush her teeth, clip finger nails and toenails, I dress and undress her, I
spoor. feed her, I clean up her urine over and uver and over again, I clean up het
defecatiuns and clean her bottom, I otay very close to her observe effects of medi
tine, and I see that she has eight glasses of fluid per day.

I have tu lift he several times per day. She is about 150 pounds of dead weight. I
weigh 1a5. INJ. y back is getting tu a stage where itAust cannot take it. What happens
if I go under. Why doe, nut Medicare recognize lzheimeCo as a disease? The dot.
tors say it is a neurological disease.

Fin wurried, Fin scared, Fm distressed, have been fur years and years, and I am
very, very, very, very, tired.
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During the Civil War Lincoln once said he was tired, a kind of "tired" that sleep
could not cure.

We who are nurse-caretakers of victims of Alzheimer's have that Lincoln kindof"tired."
Please help us.

HOWARD BILLINGS.

P.S.And every night, I have bad dreams.

WRITTEN 'TESTIMONY SUBMITTED in KATHY CAPUDIANLU, UNITED DOMESTIC WORKERS
OF AMERICA'S COLLECTIVE BARGAINING DIRECTOR, ON THE HISS PROGRAM

The United Domestic Workers of America appreciates this opportunity to present
written testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Health & Long Term Care on
the In Home Supportive Services program, one of the six remaining Title XX pro-
grams mandated by AB 2X.

First, a brief word about the UDWA. We have been in existence for about. four
years and have approximately 4,500 members around the state. Our members are
all employed as homemakers, the service providers, in the IHSS program in 9 of the
17 California counties which have opted fur the contract mode of service delivery.
As representatives of those who actually do the work of the program and who there-
fore have the most regular contact with recipients, we believe we have a unique and
valuable perspective on the relative effectiveness of modes of delivery as they affect
the quality of the program for both workers and the clients. We have also worked
very hard on the legislative aspect of the program as members of the In Home Care
Council, an industry wide council composed of both labor and management, and
were successful in passing AB2712 (Floyd) in the last legislative session, which per-
mits contracting for two years with an option to renew for a third, and also sets up
a pilot project to demonstrate the effectiveness of various modes of service delivery.
We also spent a great deal of effort to secure the passage of AB 2X to ensure the
return of a little of the money to the HISS program which has been lost through
federal cuts and SB 633.

We are very much aware of proposed further federal reductions and the overall
shrinking of the "pot" for social services. While we believe t is shortsighted and in
the long run more expensive for the federal government to reduce allotments to the
very programs that could save money in other areas Jong-term care, for example),
we recognize the unfortunate political and fiscal realities of the present time. Our
testimony today focuses an the failure and inability of the IHSS program as present-
ly organired to meet the Stated national goals of Title XX and especially the conse-
quences of poor program monitoring and evaluation.

The success of the MSS .program should be measured by the quality of service
delivered High quality service is only possible if the workforce is trained, super-
vised, regularly evaluated and receives the living wages and basic benefits to which
all Americans have a right, such as health coverage, work related travel reimburse-
ments, paid holidays and minimum vacation benefits etc.

We believe it is possible to include all these critical ingredients in the HISS pro-
gram design when the State and Counties correct the administrative waste and pro-
gram deficiencies perpertrated by the Individual Provider dr') mode of service deliv-
ery, the dominant system utilized throughout California. This system is seriously de-
ficient in administrative monitoring of finances and the supervision of work so that
precious funds are wasted in the delivery of less than optimum quality service.

The IP system, in theory, operates through recipient-recruited, trained and super-
vised workers paid for by the State pay rolling system. In practice, the State pays for
'1-screened, untrained workers recruited and hired nseen by County social workers
forced to act as reluctant employment counselors why solicit homemakers who are
then under paid in a system which tolerates padding of service hours, payment for
hours not worked and permits conditions under which the lack of decent supervision
results in the abuse of clients by workers and workers by clients. The lack of moni-
toring of the IP system results in little accountability for taxpayer money spent to
ensure the health and safety and relative independence of the frail elderly and dis-
abled This is all especially gulling when better alternatives to the IF system exist
and have a demonstrated history of success. Where ever counties have contracted
for services, either through private companies, non-profit agencies or to the County
itself, there is a much higher quality and cost-effective program evidenced in part
by dramatic reduction of complaint rates.
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In addition to built in systems of accountability which maximize taxpayer expend
aunts, under contracting there is usually close supervision of Li tuned workers deli,'
ering higher quality service than provided under the IP system.

To summarize, the HISS program will only begin to meet Title XX goals and work
effectively until the IF system is drastically overhauled and replaced by an im-
proved contract system of homemaker service delivery which does not rely solely un
the rigid bottom line of low bid contract awards. We want to relate our observations
and suggestions for improvement.

The appropriate role of !veal governments. We believe the appropriate role for
counties is to make sure that the program is administered in an acountable and re
dpunsible mariner. This requires monitoring the supervision of the workforce two
cements not possible under the IF system, but fundamental to contracted programs.

Direct provider administrative costs. Under the IF system the County incures a
number of hidden costs .h.tt do not appear an any financial accounting of the pro
gram. vl, for example, becuuse the frail elderly are often incapable of securing their
own homemakers, under IF is social workers who end up functioning as employ
ment counselors, positions for which they are neither trained or paid, and which
take away enormous amounts of time from their regular social work responsibil

t2; As a matter of interest, supervisory personnel who recruit and train under
contracting modes are paid much less than social workers. t3; Another "hidden"
east under the IF provider system is the cost of County of medicare and other bene-
fits which underpaid workers must receive in order to survive-private health insur
agree coverage, for example, when obtained for contract workers costs considerably
less over the long term and provides better quality care.

Impact on recipients by the program changes and funding reductions. As you are
probably aware, the impact on recipients of program changes through SBG33 and
Through funding cuts have been devastating. The distinction between 'comfort" and

safety" made by the bill is not always easy to make in specific cases involving frail
elderly clients for whom the so-ealled "comfort" of more regular cleaning, cooking,
bathing, shopping, etc., can make the difference between maintaining a basic health
level to a deteriorating condition leading to institutionalization tand at a much
greater cost to the state/. The very real question this problem faces when costs are
considered is, when is a little help worse than none? For example, in some situa-
tions shopping for clients has been reduced from weekly to monthly. Not only do
these people not have refrigerators large enough to accomodate a month's wurth of
groceries, but their diets need quantities of fresh vegetaldes and fruits which are
impossible to keep for a month. Another example. A weekly insteady of bi weekly
bath can result in bedsores, a clean body returned to a bed with dirty linen tbecause
the laundry chore has been cut. out has obviously little use. A much more careful
individualized approach is needed than the arbitrary assignment of minutes per
task set up to cope with the requirements of the bill, which, parenthetically, we sup-
ported for its efforts to reduce waste.

Mechanisms to involve recipients and constituents groups in setting privates. We
heartily oi.elaud this suggestion and proposed that a most important constituent
group to involve is workers or their representatives. The mechanism might be to
mandate what already exists in some countries. a Homemaker Service Review Com
natter; made up of County representatives, representatives of clients and of workers
who meet an a regular monthly basis and report to the Board of Supervisors.

Setting priorities to maximize utilization of few dollars. A basic priority should be
to ciit out existing waste of those dollars through the elimination of IF system. A
contract form of delivery would make the most use of the available dollars through
monitoring and supervised reporting practices required in a bid or proposal.

Develop monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. Effective monitoring and evalua
Lion can only occur through some form of contract. A minor example is that under a
contract, the contracting agency can be fined 430 in San Diego, for example; if a
worker does not show up to an assignment, under the IF system the chances of such
a non-show being reported are minimal. Our office has more than once received
culls from distraught and frightened clients who have not seen or heard from the
independent provider and were unable to contact an assigned social worker.

Achieving or maintaining self-sufficiency The IF system which revolves
around mutual dependency of a client for service on one worker, in turn dependent
an one client for wages encourages dependence. In contrast, a contract mode of de
livery by guaranteeing service hours fur the worker ensures employment and moti-
vates the worker to encourage and to teach her client to become more independent
and self sufficient. Trained workers, as required by a contractor are also in a better
position to teach independence than untrained individual providers.
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Preventing or remedying neglect, abuse or exploitation Again, the IP
by-stem actually encourages such abuse because theic Is no accountabitity, no moti-
vation fur the worker to receive training, and no incentive fur the worker to be ac-
countable except fur outi will. Even recruitment IS risky Since there is no screening
and there are nu standards there is nothing to prevent an abusive worker from
being hired. And conversely, a worker with grievances has nu authority to which an
appeal can be directed.

Preventing or reducing Institutional tare This goal Is impossible from the
outset when no piovision is made for taseload growth. Since more itizcns will qual-
ify for HISS regardless of money provided or not, the wnse'yyucnces arc an inevitable
decline in standards of care because of the in:reusing numbtrs which must be pro-
vided for with the same amount of funding. A further related issue Is that of those
people already in institutions who do not need the amount of care provided and who
would be more cost-effectively and happily served in their own homes kCungress-
woman Millicvnt Fenwiek estimates 20 to 10% of the population of institutions
come under this category), but because of funding limits will not be able to take
advantage of the program.

In short,, the current system i3 crisis oriented with only time and money to deal
with the most serious cases and little or no room for prevention.

In conclusion, we believe that IHSS does not belong under Title XX at all. We
support efforts on a federal level to bet up Title XXI, a separate entitlement pro-
gram dedicated to preventive eummunity oriented health care. We also believe there
IS an increasing necessity for In Hume Supportive Services as an alternative to the
institutionalization of the frail elderly and disabled of our community. We hope you
will take an enlightened attitude toward the homemakers who are the key to the
ultimate success of any high quality program and progressive approach to ending
the feudal IP system. Horne health tare is not only more humane and dignified, but
it is almost always provided at a considerably lower cost to the taxpayers.

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SLBMETTED FOR THE RE(.oRD RI CARROLL ESTES, PH.D.

tResearch tited in this paper has been funded by the Administration on Aging
(Grant Nu. 90Artx.)16), National Center for Health Services Research Grant No.
HS010421, Health Care Financing Administration tGrant Nu. 1b -P- 9620.9), and the
Pew Memorial Trust.)

FISCAL CRISIS: THE STATE OF STATES

I am delighted to share with you my views about the state of the states. Although
the views that I am expressing are strictly my own, they are bused on more than a
decade of research on issues of concern to us today.

Immense changes in public policy, the mummy and in ideology are affix.tim the
states and the roles they must play in services for the elderly.

FISCAL CRISIS

One of the most dramatic impacts to hit the states has beer, the fiscal crisis. A
listal trisis at. the federal level was formally declared in 19b1 by the President, by
other pulitieians and by a number of economists. This deulthotion was preceded by
statements some dating to the early 19703 that viewed the feral rule in domestic
social programs with alarm. The declarations of fiscal ...runs first began to be reflect
ed in public polities at the state and local level in the late 19:0s, along with Caitlin-

Proposition 13 in 1978. The media and the public came to accept this crisis
defirition of reality.

I .hir.k it is important to state that "crises- that come to national attention do
nut st, solely, ur even largely, because of objective-, factually demonstrable tend
esseattilly nun political) 4. n d tau ns. Such crises may be socially produced tor con
striated, as a ..onsequente of sutial perception and the definitions of milt entail poll
talons, the media and others, who in turn, are swayed by puhtits and economics.
My assertion that fiscal crisis may be socially produced ur constructed is not meant.
to deny the existence of JbjeLtive phenumena such as inflation, recession, lowered
productivity. ur other conditions that may be said to be empirically real and that
affect the economy, regardless of how they are perceived.

Social action, however, is indivisible from the socially constructed and accepted
ideas that define and interpret these phenomena. The declaration by politielans, for
example, that there s a fiscal crisis may in itself create a favorable environment fur
state attions to reduce taxes which sir passed into state law) significantly reduce
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state revenues creating the empirical phenomenon of revenues luwet than expend-
ituresour definition of fiscal crisis.

The declarations of fiscal crisis in the 1980's at the national level has had much
the same effect as it had at the state and local levels beginning in the 1970'stax
reductions and cutbacks.

The declaration of fiscal crisis at the federal level has created a second fiscal
crisis for the states. In 1978, states ttaken as a group) spent a higher percentage of
their budgets un health care than did the federal government, even while absolute
federal sxpenditures fur health grew to more than double state and local health ex-
penditures combined ZClarke, 1981,. More specifically, Medicaid currently accounts
for about one third of state and local government health care expenditures and
often it is the largest program in a state's budget vFreeland and Schendler, 1981).
This must be taken into account when we speak of both the strain un state budgets
and their consequent response to that strain. In examining determinants of state
policies, our research shows that fiscal crisis has been a major factor. The data from
the states show a direct correlation between the level of the fiscal crises in state
budgets and the number of policy reductions made by states. Those states with
greater crises made more policy changes to lower costs and were more likely to
lower the rate of growth in their Medicaid budget.

It is within this context of a declared fiscal crisis and the increasing blame placed
sr people rather than policies that I approach the subject assigned to me. The
States of the States. This subject has been chosen for special attention because the
Reagas Adniinistratiun has repeatedly said that the Federal government has grown
too :arse and that states should now take un more responsibility but with reduced
federal resources.

This idea is nut new. The Advisory Commission un Intergovernmental Relations
has documented proposals since the 19ii0s to pare down the.} deral government and

up the states At one point, Lyndon Johnson appals qtly gave serious consider-
ation to Walter Heller's srupossil to introduce a revenusharing component into the
total array of federal assistance to other units of government. Richard Nixon had
his version of the New Federalism and he established a few block grants and helped
establish a mindset for decentralization. Jimmy Carter also frowned upon big gov-
ernment in Washington. But President Reagan's New Federalism as more than a
mere tinkering with the placement of programs, it is combined with economic,
fiscal, and philosophical doctrines that provide powerful impetus for change.

Embedded in the austerely politics of the 1980s have been the Presidents efforts
to shift, responsibility from the federal to the state and local levels, and wherever
possible t. the individual and the private sector. Perhaps most important, New Fed-
erarsni proposals have been re- introduced in the crisis context, with arguments that
the costs of federal social intervention is, in itself, harmful to a productive economy
and that the individual and family must increasingly bear the responsibility for ill-
ness, poverty and unemployment.

Consideratioss of state capacity to assume responsibility must acknowledge the
fiscal context within which state and local governments are operating, the interrela-
tisnship between state and federal economic conditions and polices, and the real
and gilM;Lib. 11....(aial: disparities across different states and geographic regions
`V S !louse. 19E:as Significantly, as Goverrix Matheson of Utah has stated, states
art. not in contre. of the key economic policies that vitally affect poverty and the
levels sf unemployment wad thus benefit demi:I& in the state. Further, resources
art unetioalls distributed across the states. Some have argued that a hands-off fed-
eral aid policy is .rrespunsible, given that the states and the welfare of state resi-
jer....s alas be drastically affected- by chcnges .n industrial and manufacturing bases,
in as and oi" prices and dcmand, and in federal policies associated wan them ur
with other aspects of the economy.

TA... fundamental ouestions concern the state of the states in the context of fiscal
crisis and Nev. FeeleraEsm. First, do state and local governs., its have the fiscal ca-
pacity to deal effectively with their pivgiams in welfare, evocation, transportation,

services, anu health? Ss. and, how will the increase in suite responsibility and
decrease in uniform federal policy affect access to health care, especially under con
ditions of austerity?

FISCAL CRISIS RESEARCH

Our research at the University of California. San Francisco and the studies of
others show that the late 1970s, many states began to experience fiscal problems,
at least mina of which followed the political declaration of crisis and subsequent
laws to limit or reduce taxes .e.g., California's Proposition 13i. Mare than one-third
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of the 230 policy makers and state and local officials who we interviewed in ten
states and thirty two localities reported a fiscal erisis within their state or locality
between 197q and 1981 that is, priur to the major federal budget reductions and
policy changes that began in 1981 iSwan et al, 1982,. An equal proportion reported
their state and local government's fiscal outlook as "poor- to very poor.- As early
as the fall of 1981, less than one third reported their government's fiscal outlook as
"good.' For the 1980 81 period, more than half of the official city t55 percent, and
state "":9 percent. budget administrators repotted a budgetary shortfall in revenues
at their respective governmental levels. This may explain our finding that many
states and localities had already begun to cut programs and services before the fed-
eral cuts in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 19b1 tTahle Nu. 1, and before
the impact of the recession of 1981-82 began to be felt.

Among the human services cut in the 1978 to 1981 maid, social services were
hurt the worst at both the state and lucal levels, but these were closely followed
cuts in health services. Approximately GO percent uc the .32 cities we studied repin-
ed cuts in social and health services fur this period. When we asked service provid-
ers in the localities to tell us about their projected budgets for 1982, the result was
fairly dramatic :Fable No. 2.. Cuts were expected from all levels of governmental
support. and more heavily in social than in health services. Fully 94 percent of
social service providers in the communities studied projected cuts from the federal
level, as did 68 percent of health service providers. Community service cuts also
were projected from funding sou rces derived from the state and local levels in both
cases again mare severely for social than health services. The projections proved to
be very accurate.

In eight ,81 of the ten states we studied in depth, public officials reported their
government's revenues had or would, fall shirt of shat was required to maintain
existing levels of expenditures both in 1981 and 1952. See Table Nu. 3., The percent
of localities studied that projected shortfalls increased from 91 percent c29, to 97
percent :31) between 1981 and 1982. Nut surprisingly, over 80 percent of all public
state and local officials interviewed reported expenditure reductions ors their major
response to these conditions in 1982although a sizable number of local and a
smaller. but increasing percent of state officials noted revenue increases as another
strategy used to meet their budget deficits.

Of the state level officials who reported budgetary shortfalls, more than half t6
out or 10 states studied, reported human service cuts as among the most impor-
tant" things they did to reduce expenditures both in 1981 and in 1982 %Table Nu.

bout half of the states reported that across-the-board cuts has been invoked. Fur-
ther cuts followed, ns we know, in 1983.

In contrast, the ma,ur local level responses to shortfall cur both years were in re-
ducing the .ost of public employees through staff reduetitais, increased workloads,
and hiring freezes which we found correlated with local level health and .suci,a1
service cutbacks reported by providers. In other words, cuts in public personnel also
resulted in cats in health and social services.

Our findings of pre 1931 declined crisis, actual shortfalls %with expenditures ex-
ceeding revenues and cutbacks are understandable in the context of 50 state data.
Almost two thirds ,G4 ioercen. or 32 states, of the fifty states had enacted income or
sales tax reductions before 1980 %between 1977 and 1980). Another 38 percent, t19, of
the states had enacted spending ur taxing limits prior to 1980 ;between 1l75 and
1`M", and It states had both kinds of taxing and spending initiatives imposed on
them In California, the combined impact of the Proposition 13 and other tux cuts.
Ws the recession was to reduce revenues in 19E3 to at least $14 billion beloc. what
the , would have. been .annually. without tl.e cuts. California has moved fruit, a Si
biller. Surplus to a $1 I billion defied. California s budgetary tax, education, health
and welfare policy problems are more serious in 1983, than at the depth of the re-
cession in DS: Indeed. California continues to flax its aorta fiscal year crisis sin
the Depression of the 1930's.

But California is nut alone. Our analysis tTuble ..t4fr of the number of states expe-
riencing a failing budget balance. demonstrates a complete reversal in the number of
states reporting a surplus in 1978 ,when approximately two-thirds of the a0 states
reported a surplus of percent or inure;, compared to 1983 %when less than one-third
of the states show such a surplus,, and the number of states projecting a deficit has
grown (Swan, Estes and Wood, 1983).

A recent ao state survey from the National Governors' Association showed that
most state budget balances auuld be at an all time low at the end of June, 1983,
when the net national balance of all 50 state budgets would total only $345 million,
cumpared with more than $11 billion just three years ego. As this report noted. Be-
cause state deficits are illegal, a surplus of at least five percent is Lunt into most
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state budgets tu allow fur unexpected expenses ur luss uf revenue, such as most
states suffer in recessiuns. But 2G states will end with balances under one percent
this year and 29 will fall below one percent next. year- k S.F. Chronicle, 5, 24, 83).

Now. I would like to speak more specifically about state budgets und their re-
sponses to the growth in Medicaid expenditures.

MEDICAID 1932-83

Out own studies of Medicaid, focused un the 1382-1983 period, 311uw that the fed.
era! budget cuts and policy changes in 1981 and 1982 both encouraged and gave
states greater latitude to make changes. Most uf the bulk: Medicaid puhcy
changes in 1982 were cyst, curitaiamentl btr at eg le s aimed at reduung the growth rate
in prugram bpt: riding since nust statys are experiencing problems with program
&faits in their Medicaid programs. Ifuwever, It bhu uid be auted that the expend'.
tare increases creating these deficit:, have nut. primarily rtulted from pupulutiun
increases ur eligibility ur beriefir: expunsiun, but instead frum increases in pruvider
prices und ...horses, For example, nationally the number uf aged Mediund ri:ciplents
has declined by 14.3 percent since 1976 5 percent of that since 1980 and 1981.

Our research findings for the 50 states show that:
I. In 1982, states abruptly stopped increasing their benefit pulicies, althuugh ben

efits were added in instur.Yes her they thuught tu be trudeuffs fur mure costly in-
stitutional services.

In 1982, almost all states made reductions in the number eligible for AFDC
Medicaid. Appruximate:y half uf the states made uther minur changes to reduce the
number of eligibles, particularly in the medically needy programs. These art poor
people who will either gu withuut medical care ur w di require bume form of state or
local government aid if they require hospitnl care.

These attempts to control the number uf eligibles, huwever, were nut. successful
because uf the uffsetting effects uf the increase in numbers eligible due to high un-
employment.

Almost all states have failed to make actiustments in their state supplemental
payment prugrums tu keep pace with inflation between 197.5 and 1982, directly re-
ducing the number of Supplemental Security Income vSSI, individuals eligible fur
the Medicaid program. This policy has had the b nigh: must dramatic effect on reduc-
tion of those eligible fer Medicaid.

States have begun to adupt alternatives to the Medicare reimbursement pull.
tics fur their huspital Medicaid prugrams. Twenty-two uf the fifty state* have adupt-
ed nwire stringent hospital Medicaid reimbursement policies, und many uthers are
considering midi changes. Utah has adupted a pi Apectively determined ruce-bused
on severity of illness und cast mix, using DRGs. Medicare wall fulluw suit in Utah
next July.

.5. The benefit expunsiun in community based services as a substitute for inscitu
tiuntil service has been generally limited to demunstratiun prujectt ur to limited
gruups ur lirodrel geographical anus. Therefure, the increase in community bused

;Lg., ling; term bare fur the elderly benefits 15 not expected to be bignit
want or measureille in terms u: either state utilization ur expenditures per recipi-
ent.

HEALTH CARE UNDER NEW FEDERALISM

As a cunsequence of public policy trends established in the mid196u's and a.,
The planning and adrranistratiun uf Auk, level health service prugrums has

generally burgs based on the assumption of continued growth, ur at least uf mainte
tuner of effyrt. Althuiigh many prugrums have been state udmmabtered, basic fund
mg and uther pulicy decisions havt been made at the federal level. Monet/vet,
present health prugrumb have evolved user u period uf years, largely but nut exclu-
sively, in reactiuri to initiatives frum the federal level. Many uf these assumptiuris
are nue.. being DC tavubly challenged. prugrum growth has largely stopped, and in
many cseb prugrums are shrinking, greater administrative and prugrammatic re
spviesibilay is being given tu status thruugh block grants with reduced funding. Fur
&her, Chest. nuiyur changes have been introduced civet a very shurt period uf time and
the future portends b till more changes. Thus states, are faced with the increased
fiscal and prugram respunsibilities, nut. only in one prugram area but in the multi
plc areas and at A time both when malty prugrums are underguing federal cut
backs and when built administrative resource are dwindling, due tu intensified
state and local fiscal problems.
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rurthermore, a number of federal spending reductions are coming via the block
grant approach, with another 12 percent budget reduction proposed for fiscal year
1984this on top of 20 to 25 percent reductions imposed in the 1981 cuts.

In our current research, a 19b3.survey of state health departments in eight large
status &from alederal regions) reported the effects of the combined reduction of both
federal and state funds. The effects are apparent in both personnel and services.
Five of the eight Sample states reported laying off and reducing personnel. These
losses, as high SS 2,000 employees in one state, were tied directly to loss of federal
funds and restricted state funds. Although none of the states had eliminated sun
ICCS, 4 of the b state sample health departments reported initiating fees or 1..u-pny
ments reducing in the volume of services, and tightening of eligibility.

Relative to state policy changes or cutbacks and their effects on the state health
departmentsCalifornia initiated the Medi-Cal Reform At re-defining what was a
medical necessity", Washington increased fees in the areas that had not had fees

before; eliminated hospital subsidy for care of indigents so that they can
no longer respond to emergency public health problems just to cite a few
examples.

Let me close with a commimt about New Federalism, fiscal crisis, and the decen
tralization of national health policy as it relates to the academic health center.

We are all familiar with the arapact of such national health care policies fur the
support-of biomedical research, health care for the elderly &Medicare), and hospital
construction (HillBurton).

Under policies of New Federalism and decentralization I Sett five major issues.
all National policy goals &e.g., access to health care for the pour) are supplanted by

the more autonomous and variable state land in some cases, local) policy choices,
particularly with regard to programs for the pour of all ages. This means- that there
will be even less consistancy or uniformity of health policy for the disadvantaged
across different states;

k2; With block grants and reduced federal control, the capacity of all but the most
powerful constituencies Is weakened because, to assure u uniform basic level of
human services, a constituency will need the resource:. and capacity to influence 50
state governments and possibly thousands of local governments ithe poor usually do
not have such organizational strength). The acadermc-health centers, particularly
the medical schools and teaching hospitals, have focused on Washington and federal
pulic,v nut state policies. But increasingly, health manpower policy and third-party
reimbursement policies will be decentralized.

tai The more health programs are consolidated into a small number of block
grants, the less likely there will be a solid constituency behind these grants, and the
easier it will be for legislators to make further cuts in them in the future.

tai Decentralization in austerity places human service demands on the must fiscal
1,v vulnerable levels of decision making, where state and local governments are sub-
ject Lr immense racial pressures and revenue shOrtfalisal) Decisions about health
services fur the pour are thus located precisely where pressures to control social ex
penses are greatesttend where the need to maintain the sate and local economy
forces these governments not only to limit corporate taxes but also to panicle addi-
tional-economic incentives La business) "Friedland, Alford and Piven, 1977, David
and Kantor, 1981): and

kial The policies that must benefit the apper and middle income groups tend to be
national' poliueb te.g., Social Security, Medicare, military Spending and tax subsi

diesh These truly national policies &although also under fire) are more easily pro-
tected, uniform, and visible. Policies for the poor &such as Medicaid) tend to be state
level pultues, which are nut only highly variable and aiequitable from state to state,
but also increasingly vulnerable to cutbacks with the federal puncy shifts aril the
extreme fiscal ?ressures on state and local government &Estes, 1982, Nelsor., 1982,
1983, It is the poor, aged and young people who are most heavily dependent on
statedetermined benefits of Medicaid, block-granted buena' services, and SSI supple
mentation, who are particularly vulnerable to these cutbacks in state policies
during this austerity period.

These are not easy issues. I look forward to hearing how the state, of Utah and the
University of Utah are dealing with them.

Thank you.
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TABLE 1.-STATE AND LOCAL CUTBACKS IN SERVICES: 1978-81

Matta
mating

taxis ty
Graerntana al

lea(

State No.

(N,- 10) kui to. 4)1,.32)
patent percent

Cutback !tea: Services/benefits:

1 10 14 44
Health se* es. 4 40 19 59

5 50 20 63
Income maintenaro 3 30 8 25

tan ailed "Sou NIL has Sureitooth plwrect strunt al the Idon't are» Cm, t tatty cut:'3°. "tva. III as x.'52 iemmissed a pity inenaser
Saga ARM fiscal Crisis ate Savey, Mit !Oland Irishmen

;ABLE 2 PERCENTAGE OF PROVIDER RESPONDENTS ANTICIPATING EFFECTS Oh OWN AGENCY OF

1981-82 GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE CUTS: URBAN LOCAL LEVEL

ILI percent)

Prates

Ptak! Sxal senoras Total

Cutback Mitt
Federal. . ,.,... _. ..r... ._.......... 68 94 72
State.. .... , . .. ..... _ .... ...,...., .... _......... .., ..... ... .. 60 71 61
Local 35 62 39

Total (if) (90) (16) (106)

real riled. -Are Ica antcpatti dames a Wait State. a tea lot a the mint yea hat wo eta yam P.agetr
Stunt Faw Cram ate Sawa, !UV' ad Social Smite Praielea Instrarants.

TABLE 3, STATE AND LOCALITIES REPORTING BUDGETARY SHORTFALLS AND GOVERNMENTAL

RESPONSE

State (N-10) Lea (M.32)

1911 1982 1911

N

192

itiCtaiNo. Pecan NA Paced NA Penal

Fiscal shortfall cysts ' ........________
important Governmental resconses reported by those

indicating shortfall 2

8 80 8 80 29 91 31 97

Expen6ture reduction 8 80 I 80 28 88 28 88
3 30 5 50 16 50 17 53

Human service cuts. 6 60 6 60 10 31 10 31
Across the board cuts 4 40 5 SO 15 47 17 53
Cuts in public employment costs 7 70 5 50 26 81 25 78

Rivthm% the nude d StslesAxsitef eh at ant we pt . onuesu optcra stint Aratlal m tbe caw Watt
hornet. ox arta a Ststmlocskras with a ma cov path. ektntia myonlert reportri, Ce IntLizeo asccetse w tou auttat he

Kota d Statewicastes *in strIall Muted ream% the mum= arta el cossbe la a :An reacize.
Sant AM kcal Casa (Me Sun Pala kifialial !Itinerant

TABLE 4.-STATE SURPLUS (BUDGET CONDITION): 1978 AND 1983

km* ci States. by year

1911 1983
petted

943. tio. Patent

Condtion of State surplus.
0 to 5 percent ' 19 38 2 35 70
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TABLE 4. STATE SURPLUS (BUDGET CONDITION). 1978 AND 1983Continued

Ruda d Stster ty yex

1918 103- None
Na Na PaCtAl

Mee this 5 percent 31 62
Tota1 50 100 50 100

ION Sate AN a 3t1:34 (deal) batxxt a 1918.
2 To Wes 5.41 3 1433Vet iedal) WM vi 1933.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM LALRENGE GEE, PRESIDENT, ON LOK SENIOR HEALTH
SERVICES, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL POLICY ON LONG-TERM CARE

My name is William Laurence Gee. I am a practicing dentist in San Francisco's
Chinatown. I am also now a member of the San Francisco Commission on the
Aging, Chairman of San Francisco's Adult Day Health Planning Council, and the
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Vice Chairman of the United Way of the San Francisco Bay Area. But, it lb in my
capacity as President of On Lok Senior Health Services that I am speaking to you.

On Lok is a nonprofit community based organization established in the early 70's
to see ve the needs of the sick and impaired elderly of San Franciscu`s Chinatown.
North Beach area. Over the last 12 years, On Lok has had the privilege, thruueli
roseareh prejet.s, demonstrations and waivers, to develop and refine a lung, term

re system w ch helps the older impaired peraon remain in the community. hi
bn Lok iieveloped a day care center, using the only space available-a con-

erted*nightclub. By the end of 1974, eaat day center was Californias first Medicaid
waiver demonstration of what now is a statewide Adult Day Health Service pro-
gram. With model project funding from the Administration uf Aging, On Luk ex-
panded its community service system from 197.; through 1978, building upon day
health and including in home services, social day care and housing. In 1979 On Luk
began a new demonstration now known as the Community Cure Organization fur
Dependent Adults -or CCODA. With Meditate waivers from the Health Care Fi-
nancing Administration and research and development funds from the Office of

Development Services and the Adininistratica uo Aing, On Luk developed
a comprehensive long term care service system. On Lok's CCODA was built on the
managiment and financing principles of the Ilealth Mouitenunce Organization
(FIM0).

Su, for the past four and a half years, On Luk has provided all health and health-
related services from transportation to hospitalization to older people su frail
they are certified by the State of California as eligible rut placement in a skilled
nursing. facility. Medicare reimbursed On Luk fur all its service delivery costs and
On Lukb professional multidisciplinary staff had the freedom and flexibility to pro-
vide the services needed without regard to nurnial reimbursement requirementa, re-
strictions or constraints.

Our expectations for On Lok were realized and even surpassed. First, On Luk
found that indeed many people can be kept. out uf nursing homes. While all of On
Lok's participants have been approved fur nursing home placement, today less than
three percent actually reside in a skilled nursing fauhty. This 16 less than the na-
tional average fur the total popc.lat,on over Cf., years of age. Second, and more im-
portant from the Medicare perspective, hospital days have been reduced. Since 19.9,
On Luk has been able to reduce its percentage of hospital days from ovet two per
cent to now just over one percent uf total days. This rate Is comparable, again, to
hospital use by the general Medicare population both healthy and frail. Third,
community services were considerably increased. Nearly all of On Lok's participants
attended a day health center at least u few times u month and sonic attended dully.
Many received in home services. Fourth -the bottom lines--costs were favorable.

Although 1:unimunity service costs were high, savings from acute hospitalization
and skilled nursing offset these. On LA's total per capita cost now 31,220 per
month is only about 8 percent of what Medicare and Medicaid usually pay fur
such frail persons.

T:iere are a number of points I would like to make based upon On LA's experi
ences.

Above all, lung term care can be and bhuu Id be an integral part of u cvmmunity"b
health delivery system, It. should be community based and that means two things.
First, persons should be able to receive services whine remaining in their own home
and in their own community. On Lok's philosophy, from the very beginning, h-
been to help the Eider person remain at home as lung as it is medically, sociaLy
econorniu.illy feasible. On Luk has found that while some people need hospital and
skilled nursing at some times, overall much uf the skilled nursing p.acerrient
and some of the hospital placement can be reduced. Second, community Lased
means community controlled. The lung term care system needs to reflect and be
scrutinized by the community. On LA's doors, fur example, are always open. Family
members and others clime in t.nd become part of the system and the program is
better for it.

My next point is that services need to be integrated to meet the needs uf the lung,
term are pupa: ition. The frail older adult has multiple interrelated needs. Medicia
problems, functional limitations, varying degrees uf1Alnfubsun arid chsorisruation are
the nom, rather than the exception. Services funded by different programs and de-
livered by many different providers are not an adequate response. We have seen
peupIt going into hospitals because funding wasn't available for a portable meal.
Single source access and control over all services is crucial.

A further point is that the provider must be put at risk fur cost control. As su,
ice providers we are concerned with providing the Wiest quality uf con: with the
available resources. As taxpayers and political realists, however, we must also ad
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dress the problems of Must wntrul in lung-term tare. In the present reimbursement
system, neither the consumer rair provider has any responsibility fur cost contain
ment and as a result ousts hare gone out of control. Risk-based capitation rum
bursement whith places the aervice provider at finantial risk hug been suttessfully
employed by the Health Maintenance Organize-trona in dealing with the generally
healthy, usually younger, population. On Luis experiente shows that the same
printiples LIM be applied in long term tare with even greutet SUCeSS in controlling
the tost and improving the quality of tare. Ironically, I-IMO-like- programa bery ins
the frail aged, like On Lok's CCODA, do nut qualify under existing federol and state
IIMO legislation. because they discriminate based on frailty.

My final point is that special attention must be paid to the plight ui the middle-
income lung-term can needy. The wealthy , can buy whatever ,,hey need and the
pour have Medicaid to help meet iutti,tterm tate needs, but those with small savings
or income have to lose everything bolero getting adequate care.

The present. lung -term tare reimbursement system most abuacs the middle class
who typically shouldered the biggtst tax burden during their working days. Medi
tare insures against the acute hospital bill, but for this mildle-intome group, the
truly acute pt.iblem is the high, continuing cost for thrunic tare. Today older per
aims with modest savings --front two to twenty or thirty thousand dollars finds
very few options when confronted with long-term care needs.

A number of pieces of legislation have been proposed to address the long term
care problems of the middle-intome group. Among them are Part D of Medicare, a
avparate insurance program fat lung tern, tan: services, expansion of Medicaid eligi
bility to .ntlude the middle income in need of lung term tare, and integration of
MtrritAre, Medicaid and lung term tare social aervites into a tangle authority- ke4.,
Title )0C1).

Xhat is needed urgently is 41 nations: lung term care polity which guarantees
evtlry individual the right to needed health and health-related services not only in
the interest of the individuals but also to wntrul public expenses. The present
patchwork of reimbursement only leads to uncontrollable costs.

Cn Tuesday, 'November 1, 1983, On Lok began the fourth phase in the develop-
ment of its lung-term are system. On that day. On Lok became the first program in
the country to assume full finantial risk fur delivery of all health and health-related
SCSNIL'S exclusively t a certified frail population. 'Through assumption of finantial
risk. On Lok has explicit incentive to control cost. Medicare and Medicaid now
pay On Lok a monthly fee that is less than these programs' normal costs or this
population so oust savings are guaranteed. Nun- Medicaid participants now pay
their Shure of cost for services nut normally covered by Medicare. On Lok continues
to have freedom to serve individual seeds rather than reimbursement constraints
and accepts that financial risk is the cost of this freedom.

Our demonstration taus authorized by an amendment to the 1983 Social Security
Act, for which I'd like to thank members of this comm.:tee and others who gave us
au purl. While On Lok has indeed been fortunate in having thq. opportunity to de
velup its model long-term tare system. On Lok. 13 nut unique. There are many other
good demonstrations going un in dab country and many other providers across the
nation have. approached On Lok in searth of a similar uoortunity for better serving
the people they tare about. Therefore, we urge Congress to support the development
of innovative ayatema u: lung -term tare that address the dual concerns of quality
and 4.uat tuntrul. Onguiag Medicaid demunattation authority as granted in section
2170 of the 1980 Omnsbas Rctranciliation Act is a step in the right direction, al
though there are Ampletnenaaiuti problems. On Lok has worked with the California
legislatures Subcommittee un Long-Ti,rm Care and knows Well their interest and
the barriers they fate in eatabliahing better lung-term cure p. -ams in the state.
Congressional auppurt is needed tr see that the intent of 2.1:C blue at the state
level and that band.. Medicare waives are enacted. Furthet more, we must look tu
these demonstrati m programs nut as time-limited experiments that will be started,
stopped and studied, but as ongoing. evolving syatema that continually strive to im
prove the long-term care services and reduce costs.

NVe must, find Lew, better and more cost-effective programa to serve the aged in
need ullurio-lung tare and extend these tnnovatiuna alto witty through legislation.
We must caution, however, that these programa du not develop in a day, a week, a
month, a yeas or even three years. They take time. Medicare, Medicaid. the states
and Congress must work together with providers and Irunaumers L o develop more
equauble aid effective systems of services for our frail aged. It is time for action
and we offer you our assistant,
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STATEMENT OF Ronnirr J. KARR, A CAREGIVER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Gentlenien Respectfully, yet humbly, I dare to approach this committee anddemand its attention I reek from this learned assembly of representatives under-standing and answers to the questions of millions who have learned to live with the
exper2-ece of Alzheimer's Disease but can never learn to live with its attendant de-
struct in of family, career, saving and ultimate bankruptcy, resulting in the totaldegradation of life, the reduction of medical care, the infusion of despair and the
ultimate loneliness of human heartbreak.

Medical practitioners biologic researchers, students of psychological theory havesought for years for Ow enlightenment to case this burden from mankind. However.
the subject of researc'a, cause and effect, potential short term neurological relief or:ong term life restoring cure is not the subject of my appeal today, Instead. I wouldstand before yo and eagerly seek your empathetic solutions to my dilemma and myquestions.

I am a middle-aged wage earner, more fortunate than many, yet, not wealthy inmaterial terms; certainly a survivor and probably classified as middle income. Myhome carries a modest mortgage and my savings are few. My five children were
educated to the best of my ability, are grown, mature, responsible and, in truth, aremy best friends By general standards, my career is rising and the highest income
producing years are yet to be realized. Millions of the people would see me as suc-cessful, fortunate, ambitious in family, career and marriage.

But, as I stand before you I must ask why do you force me to degrade my valuesand divorce my wife of twenty-eight years, the mother of our five children, the ladyI chose to live and die with.
Why must I find the legal mechanisms which will allow me to continue giving herthe medical care and quality of life, which at its maximum you learned representa-

tives might find unacceptable as minimum care?
How would you tell my children that it is only a legal maneuver that I leave their

mother with all our combined assets, knowing that their father must start life anewand find even greater income to provide continued care for their mother, even
though governmental funds may be available?

How, I ask, do I destroy the marriage vows of the years, disrupt lives, and, for the
first time give my children the example of the antithesis of our natural, most funda-mental form of societythe family unit?

Gentlemen. I abhor what I must do. It is contrary to my principles, beliefs and
religious customs Yet. I must do it. Why? Because you, our representatives, havenot realized yet that the individual inciestry of responsible, hard-working peoplemay require financial assistance. With an Alzheimer's Disease experience it notonly may, I promise and assure you it irrevocably will and does.

The laws of our nation demand that both my wife and I must become destitute
and therefore your wards However, as long as I have income producing years it is
improbable that any form of Federal, State or municipal government agency..will
recognize my needs and most probable that it will not. You and your peers havedestined that all my years of modest ambition will mutt in the deterioration of life,
both for my diseased wife and myself.

Gentlemen, I and millions of others beg you to find a solution to our problem. Iask you not to relieve the stress and anxiety from our daily lives but only to listento our combined voices. hear our pleas, listen to the needs of your people. We have
elected you, we trust you; we have the undying faith of American generations theeour system not only will prevail but in its empathy can and will tift the burdenfinancial and family ruin irom our lives.

With th;s fervent hope I pray to God.

HEALTH CONSERVATION, INC.,
San Francisco, Calif, February: 1984.

BILL. HALAMANDARIS.
SUbCOMMilice on LongTerin Care.
Washington. D.C.

DEAR Btu: I agreed to submit information that would supplement the material
previously submitted to Congressman Claude Pepper's subcommittee hearing of De-cember 19g3 I would appreciate it if this letter could be included in the hearingrecord.

Helping people with home care needs is not always easy. Problems are compound-
ed when people are poor and need government help. In our agencies, a person canbe eligible for Medicare. Medicaid, Veterans Benefits. Older American Act funds.
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651/11.1.: cite and many other government funded bel,11.1:b. Erifh program responds
to a need but nuns of these prugrains luvks at the whole person. The result is frag-
mented servifes, costly buromfrafies, waste, and abuse of recipients as well as
workers trying to care for the people in need.

Title XX 15 ti federal, state and haul program. It has been the subjett of repeated
1.711PUbllb 111 newspaptrs, tcicvisiou and congressional 111:111 11%5. Repeated promises Aire
math. to change things 111 this government program, but the problems get worse. In
Califor 44444 this srngh. government program affects uv,r a hundred thousand reopi
tuts and eighty thousand workers, costing the taxpayers a half a billion dollars a
year.

California's implementation of Tale XX, the In Hume Supportive Serofes Pro-
gt AAAAAA is 41 bl.,111%1411 whereby weld pod public employees exploit. workers anti deny
dam' 1.111:1/ ll1111/1V)el:b sights. The prediftuble result is abuse of the sifk, the elderly
and the punt. ihrfott I describe the latest abuses, may I respettfully request that an
uutfume of this heating be 4i full and fumprehoisiie investigation into the Title XX
itiationship to the other government programs like Medicare, iMedifaid, Veterans
Benefits, Hospice Care and the Older American Act.

A report of this investigation should lead to hew federal legislation which will ad
dress the imugniLed problem, of fragmentation and bureauftatif waste and abuse,

The funipetadie bidding and contracting pfl.b.l!bbeb fur in hurtle suppurte.e services
hart. been referred to as yokes and shams-. Part of the reasuri for the derision of
palm employees invoked in he professes, As that some funipatues bid on one
b41b1b but. eXtNule the funtitift An quite a different way, wnwliuics with the knuwl
edge and blessing of wellpaid public and union officials.

For example:
The bat spetififations may require a sortifif number of superosurs sit an amount

rug vafation time. There are nu know audits to determine the degree of relationship
between 41 bid and actual performance. When material differences between a bid
arid perforn kkkkk are exposed, there buunt to be nu penalties or sanctions against the
Mader, al 4.untrak.tui .4 the union and publit afraddib charged with specific respuns,
bilities.

Tla. very fonfept of lowest bidder must bt...hallenged 41.7 used in this program
betallibt the lowest. hourly bidder is going to by the must expensive An total lust in
more ways than one. fustly fur consumers, taxpayers and workers as well as do
struftive of the bash, belief held by all Arnetifans that fartnes.s and yustife are avail
able through our government and unions and their employees.

Lowest cost dues nut equal lowest hourly or unit prau. 'fu determine lowest
um. must know the unit ptife plus the number of units tut hours, utuized in 41 given
ptrarcl of time, a nwnth, fur example. In addition, the length of stay must be knuwn
.how many months on the servite, and the rate of retidiosm must be known, that
lb. 111/4/1:5 Lim person get better and stay off the servite or are they repetitively back
on the service.

Testauun) being submated details untaiumg standals in this vital and valued
pruglian. Tht testrniunies tell a tale of abuse and waste and ask for a proper on
gresswnai iniestigatam to determine it there are utailieb being fumniated and what
legislative remedies the Congress should consider.

Remedy Health Sent...If* has been a successful balder on several rn home support*
*At serofe fontrafts in California counties at extremely low hourly rates. This has
load to spetulation that An order fur the tympany lu make a profit, the tympany
most take short touts 111 the prugram and short change the government and the A,om
pariy's workers in terms of Avagts and fringe benefits through questionable Post tout
Laig, methods. Evidence is aftumulating that these 4.1.15t cutting methods are not
speculation but are being used by Remedy. For example:

A. The Gmernment is short changed. The union and Remedy agreed on August IC,
:Jr.., after Remedy reserved the San Franfrstv in home supportive servifes contract
that each einployee's regular wage rate would be redufed by fifty cents pet hour
and paid to tht employer: as a clothing maintenance allowance . It appears that
this method of roost saving is u wrIlful ayuidanft of federal, blute and county payroll
taxis and li.14,4114 required insurances. It is my understanding that a letter to this
effett has been transmitted by the San Franosfu Department of Social Services to
the City and County of San Francisco Attorney who has forwarded the letter to the
Internal Revenue Service.

AlthAugh this questionable practice may Iodic a few dollars extra in the hands of
the v.utkerb, it violates the law and the employer, under such a provision, wuuld
save a quartet of a 111111/11 dollars in unpaid employer required taxes and insurance
ptunuunis fur things like sue al suturay and Worke.rs Compensation, among others.
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The Program is short hunged. In San Frantiseti, there have been three trained
and experienced supervisors terminated since rind-August, 13b3. One of the em-
ployees was a nurse. Another had a professiunal sutial work background, and the
third was fluent in Chinese. The individuals were replaced by personnel from the
company's San Mateo County office, I am told.

The contract in Sun Mates, t.alls fur ten field Supemburs. Inditatiuns are that this
contractual program need is not being met in Sun Mateu County betause supervi-
sors have been transferred to San Frantist.v. If I were an auditur, I would want tu
be assured that there were nu duuble billings ur tustings as was found al the Souza
case of several years ago.

C The Workers are shunt changed. The uniun tuntratt between Remedy and the
Hospital and Institutional Wurkers L'niun, Local 200, requires that unly IU percent
of the work force be employed as "casual'. The reason fur this stipulation is to
remove incentives from the empluyer tu hire a large number uf relatively short
term emplukees at the expensr uf the regular humernakers, many uf whom have ac-
quired training and experiente alb well as seniurity fur purpuses uf earnings and pa-
tient care skills. Inditatiuns are that this tuntrattual turnmitment is being system-
atically violated by Remedy and that instead uf having about -hi tasual* workers,
as required by the Union Contract, Remedy has many more than this.

The union signed a "favored nations" uniun agreement. This favored nations"
clause means that uther signatuis tu the uniun tuntratt tan take advantage uf bene-
fts granted to a different empluyer. In this situation it would mean that Sun Fran-
cisco flume licalch Service would have to parts spate in a willful avoidance ut feder-
al. state and county payroll tuxes and legally required insurante.., and violate the
purposes of having a limit on the number of casual employees.

If I were an investigator, I would want to assure myself lat the agreements be-
tweca Remedy and the Union were pruperly negotiated and fairly reached. Indica-
tions are that there were "sweetheart" arrangements made.

Sint.e regular huurs wurked at thumb home and huurs spent in transit between
clients are lumped tugether on Remedy empluyee payruli theeks, there lb a logical
suspicion that transit huurs uuld be billed as service hours. If this were the case, it
would vivlatt the terms uf the t %Jura) tuntratt and the prugrani requirements. It
would also appear, if true, to violate the union contract.

Field supervisurs have been admonished to maximize the number uf hours that
each client receives su that the total tontract huurs tun be raised and thus redeye
the fixed cyst t.vmpunent uf Remedy's budget. Fur,exampie, histurleally in San Fran-
iscu, the number uf hours served is less than SO percent of the number uf hours

Authurized due to clients being Hospitalized, out of town, family visits and other rea-
sons. The result of this type of increase is tu raise the i.vst of services per client per
month due to uverutilizatiun of services wichuut providing tunipensating benefits to
the client or the taxpayer.

One should note that when workers are shortchanged, su is the program.
In the case kited previuusly, when Remedy is deducting :/(/ cents per hour from

the empluyee's regulat wage, the employee. is being expluited. The vnipluyees are
underpaying Sutial Seeurity and Federal and State Withholding Taxes through no
fault of their uwn. When the canvas taxing agencies require a full payment fur
bath taxes, the workers will be required to pay un the earnings. I have previously
submitted to the committee staff topics uf court deeisluns un these matters.

The uniun contract ills for the empluyer and the empluyer to each contribute
MA. cents pet hour to an empluyees* pension fund. The muney has been withheld by
Remedy, we understand, but no ateuunting has been given tu any uf the empluyees.
The question betume, since the union t untra,t requires that we follow the ERISSA
requirements for pension funds. what is happening tu these monies.

I understand that Remedy has not explained tu its workers how the workers va-
cation time is being accrued. In the past, we. have knuivn uf handy as uf homemak-
ers who have nut been paid their vacation b, the e,..pluver where the state of
Califurnia appropriated additiunal fund- cry over this expense following the bank-
ruptcy of a major company,.

The uniun contratt requires that employer. reteive Kaiser Health Flan B Mechem
Cover-Age, ur its equivalent. It. is my unuerstanding that Remedy workers are reeeiv.
*mg Flan L, which is not equivalent. It costs the enipluyer. more, and the empluyer
less.

The empluyees have requested that all huurs accrued for regular wages, such as
travel, sick !cave, vacation, training, among others. be listed un the pay checks so
that they will know how these benefits are accumulated.

Recently a union member complained tu a shop ateward of Leal .:3,0 that Remedy
was not ftiying appropriate travel time. The shop steward was able to get the local
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Rorie§ manager to admit that Remedy employees had Imam instructed lo short
change employees some 200 hours of travel time each month. I am told.

It would appear, from several employee complaints. that senior workers hours
are being redueed and that these hours are being replaced by casual employees.
This, of course, reduces the quality of the program. saves the employer moray be
Louse they are paying less in terms of wages and fringe benefits and the plaetwe
thoroughly demoralizes the existing work force.

In short, it would appear that the problems of Title XX continue. The problems
have been wellducumented and reforms have been promised repeatedly. Yet, as
before. I request your help in obtaining the facts about this company and ask for
changes in the current system which SCUMS tu encourage dishonest. trupluyers such
as Gottheiner and Sousa.

I will be glad to work with your staff and others to offer suggested solutions and
to get to the root of these problems.

Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT L. LUCAS,

President.

STATLNIF.NT ut P1111446 NIANStILLn, FAMti.v Sutv IN Ai. NUMMI. SAr. FRAINt4St-o.
CALIF.

Ladies and Gentlemen. My name s Phyllis llaasfield and we have lived in San
Francisco since 1961. when my hu. ,d. Dean. retired from the US Air Force.

In 19:0 he and I both noticed a very slight tremor in left arm. The tremor
gradually increased and later that. year 4L, way diagnosed as being 1.auseil by Parkin
son's disea..e. It is a progressive disease. with no core in sight yet. Even with meth
cation at acre aware of the debilitating effects of the disease increased tremor of
the hands and the mouth lack of 1Litirdiiiativri and weakness in both hands and
legs. Ilowever. until 1`.);:v he was able to play golf. drive the ear. attended symphony
and opera, take tare of himself. In February of that year. I came home hum a shop
ping trip, found him on the fluor. unable to get up by himself. altho he had been
trying tu for two hours. A neighbor helped me get him up that day, and I have
never left him alone since then.

lie is now mobile around the house and fun short distanees outside, but his bat
ante IS very pow and we do not let him walk alone. Ile is incontinent at times, he
needs help getting out of bed and up from chairs, and also with bathing and dress
ing and undressing.

When I realiLvd I needed hired help. so that I could get out to take tare of all the
routine Chores, I called WA Senior Rebourtub, an agent), of the Episcopal diocese.
They recommended home health ...are agencies and we joined one. We started out
with a health aide tu Curie fur four huurs, two days a week. We paid this with no
help from anyone.

It was this agency that gave our name to Family Survival Project, a pilot projeet
funded by the Suite and by private contributions. to provide various kinds of aid to
those caring for brainchimaged adults at home. In filet. Fam. Surv. Proj. is unique.
My reason fur saying that is that in April, at the request of Fam. Sury my Proj..
husband, our health aide, and I were subjects in a TV documentary about the aged.
produced by television station. WBZ of Boston, %hen I asked the producer why they
had come to S. F. to do this, she said. Because Fam. Sun. Proj.. is the only one of
its kind in the United States."

Our aid from Forte Sun. Proj. has helped us in two ways. First their financial aid
mode it possible for us to have home health cart for four hours every day of the
week. Secondly. I have called them several tunes for advice about health agencies.
They are very supportive. Lulling often and regularly to ask if there are any [nob,
lems. That is important. to know that someone out there area and 15 willing to
help. When I fell and broke my wrist last. spring, they wen able to add sonic supple
mental financial aid.

When we chose to live in SF. after retirement, it wits for many reasons, partly
because of the commissary and PX pnvlieges at the Presidio, but more inipurtanel
because of Letterman Army Med. Center. where Dean has received excellent rned,
Lai treatment, It is tailed free , but surely earned with senate to the country for
3u years in both peace and warWorld Aar II and the Korean conflict. Our only
use of medicare has been the rental of a hospital bed,

If Deans health were to worsen markedly and if Fam. Sun. Proj. funds were sud
daily cut off, I would Still do everything in my poser to keep Dean at home. If we
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needed a health aide fur 1.0 ur 20 hours a day at the rate we are paying now, we
would probably manage for several years, though it, would mean sacrifices.

I still remember the sickening feeling I had when I discovered that there was no
financial aid fur us if I took care of Dean at home. Medicare would pay for expdn-
sive hospitalization, but nothing at all fur much less expensive care at. home. It
didn't seem fair to me then, and it still doesn't. Why shouldn't. Medicare help pay

this long term health sere? If anything I have said here today helps us attain
that goal, I will feel as if I had served a good cause.

STATEMENT OF FANNY MAROTTA, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

To whom it may concern:
I am a 6v year old woman whose husband died last year of pneumonia. This cause

of death does nut begin to describe the disease that really lolled him and nearly
killed me. In February, 1051 Frank was diagnosed as having Alzheimer's disease. 1
had never heard of the disease and remember asking the doctor to spell it for me.
What suuld the doctor do to sure Frank? Nothing! What sort of help was there for
him? None!

My husband, who had always dune the shopping, gut lost on his way home. My
husband, Ma, was a very .lean, fastidious man, no longer wanted to bathe. He put
lighted cigarettes in his bathrobe pocket. Ile mistook the living room for the bath-
room and urinated on the carpet. In the middle of the night he wandered around
the house and ate anything he could find. During the day he dozed. Every minute it
seemed I had to be alert and watch him fur fear he would hurt himself or cause
major damage to our hume, which we were still paying for. My blood pressure

,erred to alarming heights and my artificial hip made it nearly impossible for me to
hell. Frank in any physical sense. Once I finally convinced him to get in the bath.
tub, but I could not help him out. lie was stuck for a couple of hours.

For over a year I cured for my husband night and day without any help. My chil-
dren live on the East Coast and couldn't help me either. I couldn't afford any help
for fear I would have to spend an our savings eventually on a nursing home. Over
$2,000 a month is what they cost. Nledica.,e and his insurance would not pay for
anyone to help bathe him, would not pay for any sort of day program, would not
pay for someone to even sit with him while I went out for grace:1m. Our life was a
living hell and financial disaster was what we looked forward to.

Finally, the strain was bv great that I risked being hospitalized. An acquaintance
owned a small rest home and agreed to take Frank. At the end of a month she had
to raise the prise another $100 to pay for extra help to care for him. At the end of
the second month he needed to be hospitalized with staph infection. lie died a few
weeks later.

It wasn't until Frank got the infection that insurance covered care for my hus-
band Over $12,000, it cost fur those lust couple of weeks. I would have rather seen
some of that inuney spent fur care at home, for respite, fur home health aides for
Adult Day Health centers which could accommodate people like Frank.

I would testify in front of you today, but I am still l-ecv er Ing from the stress of
the last couple of years. I um depressed and have no energy. I will always be angry
that there was n. way the 'system- helped my husband and I when we needed it
most.

CALIFORNIA CONFERENCE
OF CATHOLIC CHARITIES DIRECTORS.
Sacramento, Calif., November 10, 198d,

Hon. SALA BURTON,
350 Golden Gale Avenue,
San Francisco, Calif

DEAR CoNuarzsrassi Bultruivi. List. month 300 representatives from all over the
United States met at the National C.unferenst: of Catholic Charities meeting in Bal-
timore The group unanimously passed the attached tesolutiur. on Health Care for
the Aging which was written by the California delegation.

I know you are suncerned as we are about. the high costs of medical care and the
burden those costs place on elderly people.

You will be especially interested in out recommendations on page two of the reso-
lution for the Medicare program.
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I hope you wiil'inve serious consideration to our position and be a strong advocate
for maintaining and improving coverage fur older Americans under Medicare.

Sincerely,
JAME'S PuRCELL,

President.
Enclosed.

HEALTH CARE FOR THE AGING

IVhcreas, in Pacem in Terris tNo. Ili, Pope John XXIII listed medical care as a
human tight which promotes the development of life; and

Whereas, in their Pastoral Letter Health and Health Care the United States
Uitholic Bishops also consider health care a basic right %Inch flows from the sancti
ty of human life ii,, and encourage us to model health care delivery after Jesus'
personalized contact with people who were sick, suffering or requiring care, ant'

Whereas, the Bishops further explain 1,11 A, that from the biblical prespective
health means wholenessphysical, spiritual and psychological, individual, social
and institutional; and

Whereas, the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging also uses the word "whole
ness which is furthered, they state, by "the affirmation of life in a relationship
with God, self, community and environmental"; and

Whereas, Neither Pope, Bishops or Coalition qualified health care by age or eco
norm condition. Rather, they affirmed its right to exist in a comprehensive
manner, at every stage of the life cycle, by nature of man's very existence as a
human being; and

Whereas, the heritage of healing niinistry, therefore, must be personal. foster
wholeness, be integrated and corapn:hensive in its scope, and be renewed and adapt
ed to the needs of today (Health and Health Care. II-b); and

Whereas, access to health care in America is a tight to which all people are anti
tied; find

Whereas, economic conditions, current public policy directions, and ii.adequate
community based longterm care services have a profound negative effect on the
health of the Aging in America; and

Whereas, our county y a present, profit-oriented health care system does not pro
vide adequate, affordable or accessible care; and

Whereas, older people, as the major users of health care services, not only suffer
the high costs of medicai cure, but are victims of financing mechanisms geared to an
acute care sickness niudei which is not congruent with their more chronic health
care needs; and

Whereas, our Nation currently has nu universal system of health care, and
Whereas, the current. crisis in the financing of the Medicare system is not en

gendered by the graying of Americarather It is brought on by open -ended govern
men,. funding of private health care services, that 'is, by government adopting in
demnety insurance principles and financing techniques in the reimbursement of
health care of the Aged: therefore,

fife it rr_solred. That the National Conference of Catholic Charities confront the
complex swan. political and economic issues sum:and-me health care for the elderly
by taking action to halt government assaults on the Medicare system, especially
pruposais that would seek cost containment by increases in bcaeficiaries share of
cost or reducing the care they receive;

That the National Conference of Catholic Charities oppose any changes in the
Medicare system that would place a heavier burden on the consumer by.

Reducing eligrollity and benefits directly affecting beneficiaries
Increase co-payment and deductibles
Instituting means testing for eligibility
That the Notional Conference of Catholic Charities support Medicare revisions

that would:
t.tintrol costs at their source, both institutional and individual providers reim

bursement
Require physicians to accept Medicare assignment without charging additional

fees
Reimburse fur services such as annual physical examinations which promote

health and prevent disease
Reimburse for long-term cure seri, ictm. Including adult day health wire and social

rehabilitating adult model day care, hospice servictm, respite services, more in home
services such as pain- professional homemaking and case management services
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Provide for out of institution drugs, eye glasses, dentures and hearing aids
Explore alternative delivery systems, especial') Social Health Mamie, lance orga-

nizations
V-..t the multiple dimensions of Lag-term are become a focal point for mutual

concern and cooperative actian by ti Church's formal charity and health aposto-
later

That Catholic Charities agencies rogram support and assist Parishes to take
part in the continuum of long tern, cam by developing services which enable fame
lies to care for their sick members.

MEDICARE REFORMLILLIAN RADINOW17%

The years 1981. 1982 and 1953 have brought burdensome changes for health care
provisions for older American adults Medicare. The recommendations of this Ad-
ministration for the years ahead seem to project an even more fearsome prospect for
this population Between larger deductibles and cispayments, many elderly are, or
will be, having to choose between paying health-related bills and,or decent shelter
and nutrition Essentially these brutal plans entail shifting costs from the federal
government to the already hardpressed consumer.

Because of our regressi-:. tax base and our Administration's course aimed at
world hegemony through the threat of nuclear assault, the needs of our vulnerable
elderly have low pr;oritY,for response. Indeed, if you will permit me to coin a word,
we seem to be moving toward geroutocide. Our death camps for the elderly are not
gas chambers, ;Jut poorly monitored, for - profit nursing homes. Or, more subtly, per-
haps, n set of policies and iegulatiuns making aporupriate and dividable health
care increasingly less accessible.

Among measures which should be taken in the short run are the following.
11% Make it mandatory for physicians treating the elderly to accept Medicare as-

signment;
'21 Support community with emphasis on preventive health cure and main-

tenance therapy for those with chronic illnesses;
"0 Make Adult Day Health and other Long-term Care services Medicare benefits,

thus providing humane, Cost-effective options to premature institutionalization.
Findings from our Over GO Clinic point to the importance of providing two kinds

or service new excluded by Medicare, i.e., dental care on podiatry. Currently,
dental care is provided only in cases where maxilla facial surgery fur pathology such
as cancer is present, etc Yet much illness both physical and mental can result from
the deprivation of good oral health. Persons who are edentulous cannot eat the
kinds of food required for govid health, moreover the loss of facial contours and the
disfiguring affect of loss of teeth causes many elderly to avoid all socialization and
leads to depression.

Our Over GO Clinic has been granted the services of a /entest from the National
Dental Services Corporation for two years. We provide care, both free for Medicaid
recipients and for others on a sliding scale basis. Although this service began only a
few months ago we have a two -month wt.:ting period already. We are inundated
with clients who have had to do without dental care for years because of cost bar-
riers.

Our Clinic also provides some podiatry, done by geriatric nurse practitioners who
have been carefully trained by a podiatrist to perform limited prucedules. But podi-
atry is not provided under Medicare except in the cases of pathology cc .ed by
severe diabetes, advanced vascular disease and persistent fungal infectnas. Yet
many elderly are unable to care for their feet due to arthritis, or poor vision, for
example Frequently elderly are severely handicapped by painful conditions such as
ingrown toenails, bunions, and warts which .nake walking painful. Thus they forego
exercise and became virtual!) housebound, leading agu.n to deteriorating physical
and mental health. Yet private pay podiatry is often out of the reach of those on
low fixed incomes.

Even those elderly who buy various Medigup policies usually find to their chagrin
that both podiatry and dental care are excluded.

Many of the exciting health care benefits for the elderly are fragmented and
therefore more add). What is needed for all of out citizens, not un4 the Medicare-
entitled. i e the elderly aneur the disabled, is a comprehensive National Health
Service such as exists 1n all industrialized natems except for the United States and
South Africa.

In September of this year the National Health Service Act. H.R. 3864. was intro-
duced in Congress. It would reorganize all health care resources personnel, equip-
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ment and institutions into a coordinated health care system to provide health care
as a free public service, Financing would come from a health service tax on taxable
income of individuals, estates and trusts, and of corporations, according to ability to
Pab

Gray Panthers have given their strung support to this measure as a means to help
us become a more caring, peaceful and healthy society. We ask for your vigorous
advocacy.

MARGOT SALVINI, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

My name is Margot Salvino. My grandmother, Eva Olsen, is 85 years old and was
diagnosed as having Alzheimer's in August. 1981 Until this diagnosis my family nu
ticea a change in my grandmothershe was becoming confused. forgetful, and neg
ligent in her personal care and in doing such things as cooking for herself. The con
fusion, forgetfulness, and negligence has gotten worse to the point of my grandmuth
er wandering away from her home and having to be brought back home by neigh
bors.

This situation has put a tremendous strum un my mother and myself who ate the
primary caretakers fur my grandmother. We have had to have someone c me in
during the day to stay with my grandmother and cook for her, oathe her, help her
dress, and essentially watch over her. In the evening both my mother and myself
stay with my grandmotherthis is after both of us have worked for eight hours and
commuted from Oak:.And where we live and work.

Not only are we experiencing the physical strain of providing care, but also the
emotional strain of seeing my grandmother us she is now and, feeling frustrated.
angu, and guilty. Frustrated because there doesn't seem to be anything that can
help my grandmother. Medication don't seem to help and there arei t very many
programs that would allow my grandmother to participate because she does get
combative, she does become incontinent, and she dyes wander_ The anger I'm feeling
13 at times harder to deal with be-cause I find myself becoming angry at ray grand
mother and her behavior. I want her to stop acting so combat:ye and so resistant,
and puting my mother and myself through this strain. I guess this is because I don't
quite understand what's going un with my grandmother. I see her and she looks
healthy and strong, but her -rand is not there and I only wonder why.

I dun t know how much longer my mother and myself can put up with this, but
we are going to keep trying. We have looked into nursing Lames and decidel that
this will be the final alternative to dealing with the problem. We want to keep my
grandmother in the home that she has lived in for over 50 years and have found out
that this is going to cost since Medi-Care won't pay for anything at this point We
have been paying for someone to come in during the day and hoping that we could
get some of this through Medt-Care but found out we couldn't. Even a nursing home
at. this point would have to be paid by us. This is an additional strain that we have
to deal with becaceie we are eventually going to exhaust my grandmother's life say
ings and some of our own savings.

I hope that as a result of this testimony tae Administration will really stop and
think about what the elderly are faced with and think of what they can do to allow
the elder person to live his life with dignity.

RODNEY C. TAY2V.,
Oakland, Calif, October 1983.

Supervisor WENDY NEMER,
President, Board of Supervisors.
San Francisco, Calif.

DEAR SurEnVISOR NEWER. As you well know, the in-Hume Supportive Service con
tract, funded under Title XX, has been a major concern of senior, blind and disabled
persons throughout. this City since it was awarded to Remedy Home and Health
Care Services.

The problems began for each and every client and employees of Remedy from the
very onset of the award. These problems, I feel, should be brought not only to your
attention, but to the attention of all public officials, from the Health and Human
Services Administrator to the Director of the Social Services Department here in
San Francisco. Because, if .t is not, these problems will fester into a very ugly situa
tion or, r. most embarrassing concern for the City.

I was an employee for Remedy as a field supervisor from August 16 until Friday.
October 1983, at. which time I was called at home after 5.00 p.m., by the program
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director, and informed that I was terminated for rather vague reasons, which is al-
together a different issue, which I will deal with separately, and in a legal pro,:e-
dure So, as you can see. I have first hand knowledge of these problems. Specifically,
they are as follows:

I Most of the clients were directly affected with an all encompassing redistricting
of the City into compacted areas by Remedy. Most clients had tc deal with a new
supervisor. a new homemaker, or both. This occurred after Remedy had made assur-
ances to all clients that they (Remedy) hoped to retain all of the clients present pro-
viders, should they wish. (See attached letter)

2 Most homemakers were affected by the change in that they got a new supervi-
sor or were removed from long standing clients, which is disastrous, because It takes
o long time to Vid a clienChomemaker relationship based on trust and confidence.
Some clients have even discontinued their homemaker services due to the disrup-tion in their services.

3 Supervisory staff were also redistricted in some cases, losing once again theclient trust Ve were told that the redistricting was done to reduce the amount of
travel time which, r:s I see it, also reduces the amount of money paid to the home-
makers for travel time This minor cost. saving measure has been done at the ex-
pense of the clients and homemakers long standing relationships and well being.

4 Remedy also cut supervisory benefits. i.e. fast passes. This budgeted into
their bid proposal (page 92, item J-1). Where is this money going if it is not being
used for fast passes for the supervisors?

6 Last minute union contract additions were made between Local 250s represent-
ative and a Remedy official. Without prior agreement from the shop stewards or
members, a fifty cent per hour deduction is being made from the homemakers
hourly wage and placed into a non taxable clothing maintenance allowance, mull-
ing in and producing mass confusion among all staff. We did not know that the
homemakers were going to be receiving such an enormous allowance to keep their
clothing in good shape The homemakers were not aware that they would be receiv-
ing fifty cents an hour less for their work. Their "net pay, in some cases, is greater
than their "gross pay", encouraging them to seek assistance from their supervisors
as to the legality of this questionable transfer of wages from a taxable status to a
non taxable status Every inquiry I have made concerning this transaction has con-
firmed my belief that it is an illegal tax evasive measure for which the homemakers
will pay for at the end of the .year when they file their tax returns. How much
money is Remedy saving in their tax payments is one of many questions that stall
goes unanswered. If they are cheating here, where else are they cheating?

tinfortunately, Supervisor Nelder, I feel the real Issue at hand is the overwhelm.
ing neglect that the senior, blind and disabled are experiencing at the hands of the
present contractor Statements to that effect can be obtained from most any clientin the program at this time.

Finally, I hope that you do not read this letter and think it a vendetta for mytermination I am personally relieved that I have now the freedom to come forth
with this insight to you and others who should know what is happening with thiscontract It is out of sincere thoughfulness for the clients in this program that I
(*.Me to you with what I think are improprieties within the contract since its award
to Remedy It is only the clients who will continue to be abused, not me, not you.

Thank you for any steps that you many further wish to take in this matter. I cer-
tainly hope that there is something which can be done. Please feel free to contact
me concerning these problems at 6354924, or 4874 Shetland Avenue, Oakland, Call.
fornia 94605

Very truly yours,
RODNEY C. TAYLOR

REMEDY Hostz AND HEALTH CARE, INC.,
San Francisco. C,alif., August 10, 1983.

DEAR CLIENT' Remedy Home & Health care. Inc. is very, pleased to have been
awarded the In Home Supportive Services Contract by the Cap County of San Fran-
cisco. Our services to you are set to begin August 16, 1983.

There will not be a change in the type or hours of service you are presently re-
ceiving unless recently changed by your social worker. Additionally, It is our hope
to retain your present providers should you wish to do so.

Remedy will employ, train and supervise you& providers and, if necessary, im
prove the services you are currently receiving.

Following are a few of our policies that will help you to understand the program
and will help us in providing you with good service.
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1. The client must provide all cleaning supplies -brooms, mops, %ileums, toilet
brushes, etc.

2. Providers are not allowed to do any heavy lifting, moving heavy furniture,
washing windows on the outside, painting or any major repairs. Strenuous activities
also are restricted.

J. Providers are not. allowed to do yard work unless authorized by the County) or
canning.

4. Providers are not allowed to climb on footstools or anything that could cause
them to fall.

6. Providers are not allowed to transport a client unless medical transportation is
authorized by the County).

6. To ensure continuity of service to all of our clients, changes to the Provider's
schedule may only be made with the REMEDY Supervisor.

1. It is very Important that you be at home when your Provider is scheduled to be
there. Heishe may have a tight schedule to meet and it would be very difficult to
come back at another time. If you can not possibly be at home at the scheduled
time, give your Supervisor a call at REMEDY who will notify the Provider, there
fore, avoiding unnecessary expense.

b. When your assigned Provider is unavailable to work, a substitute Provider will
be assigned in order that you receive uninterrupted service.

U. Do not ask your Provider to leave lanudry unattended in a public Laundromat
while performing other tasks.

10. Where errands are an assigned duty, the Provider is allowed to make only one
trip per week. The Provider must go to the nearest supermarket, pharmacy or laun
dromat.

11. At no time is a Provider allowed to purchase liquor for a client.
12. Please do not ask your Provider for his /her home telephone number
13. Providers are not allowed to work in the home when the Client is not there
14. Each time your Provider comes to help, you will need to sign the timesheet as

proof of the assigned tasks and authorized hours are completed If either of these
are not completed, please call your Remedy Supervisor.

la. It Providers are assigned to do shopping ur errands which necessitate the han
dling of money, a receipt will be issued.

16. Do not ask your Provider to perform tasks other than those assigned
ti. If your assigned Provider fails to show at the scheduled time, please be sure to

call your Remedy Supervisor.
Ole hope you and your Remedy Prodder will have a long, compatible working re-

lationship. We work hard at trying to please all of our clients and will assure you
that any problem or situation of concern to you will receive our prompt attention

We want you to knowwe really care!
Sincerely.

REMEDY HOME & HEALTH CARE, INC.
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TO LOCAL 250 10/5/83

We. the workers at Remedy and union members. are very unhappy with many things since the
contract was changed in August to Remedy. The things we want to know or hey. changed are

1. no SOC deduction on our paychecks for clothing maintenance. we want our paychecks to
be paid at the rate in the union contract. we did not agree to have this SOC
deducted frog our rate of pay and paid as a non-taxable item. we do not want to
have to pay taxes at the end of the year for this amount.

2. all hours arm to be listed separate on our paychecks. %V do not want our travel time
to he included with our client hours. we cannot figure our checks out.

3. we want the clothing maintenance and the pension fund to be based only on the hours
we work for our clients. This is how it was sat up in the contract.

4. we vent running totals of how such wa have been paid for clothing maintenance and
hot such has been deducted for the pension fUAd. just like we get a running
total of how such taxes we have paid.

S. we want to have copies of our time slips. we have to spend money to EAU copies of
our time slips. we cannot figure out our paychecks without copies of our time
slips.

6. vs vent to know when we will hts'* a dental plan. we want to know when the kaiser
coverage is effective.

we went to have a box at the office whore we can leave our thee slips after 5:00 o'clock.

vs want to know when our pension fund will be sat up and who is going to pay for all
of the interest we have lost since our first paychecks. Who is going to be in
charge of this pension to make sure that all the money deducted from our paychecks
is going into this pension?

S. we want to knov how Remedy is going to accrue our vacation time. -

10. when there are mistakes on our paychecks we do not wont to wait days and weeks for
them to be corrected. we want them corrected the soma day.

11. some of our hours hams been cut and we want to know how long we have to wait for more
hours of work. We were told we would now lose any clients and everything would be
the same as before.

Keay of us have already complained to Remedy about these things but we do not get any
answers. We are asking you to represent us and fight for the things which vs think we
should he getting. We want answers to these problems and we want them in writing by
the end of this vesk.

LOCAL 250 MENSEIS:
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TO ALL REHEDT HENZHATERS 10/5/83

your shop stewards vs have net with Remedy main, times to complain about out paychecks.
We have also gone to city hall to complain about cut paycheck.. The things we are asking

our union to help us with today to get changed are

1. no more 50c dedue on on our paychecks for clothingma vent it paid at the right

rate of pay.

2. all hours are to be listed separate on our paychecks. Client hrurs, travel hours,

sick hours. etc.

3. vs want the elothinp naintsnance and the pension fund to be based only on the hours

ve work for our clients. This is how we set it up in the contract.

4. vs want running totals of hew such vs have been paid for clothing maintenance and

hew such has been deducted for our pension.

5. vt want to have copies of our tiles 'lira.

11. vt want to know when it: will have dental plan. we want to knew when the kaiser

coverage is effective.

7. vs want to have a box at the officio where ve can leave our tine slips after 5:CO

8. we want to knew when our pension fund will be set up and who is going to pay for

all of the interest it: have lost since our first paychecks. Who is going to be

in charge of this pension?

7. vt also want to know hew le=edy is going to accrue our vacation tine.

10. when there are mistakes on our paychecks ty do not want to wait days and weeks for

thin to be corrected.

If there is anything else you vent us to do now or later please call any cat of us.

WE URGE YOU TO HUM COPIES CI YOUR TINE SLIPS UNTIL WE CAN CET A COPY ?OR US. We have
made up a form for you to use when you do have a complaint. It is important that you

masks copy of any ccmplaint that you es:

If you need heap with understanding your paychecks you cen nail your chtekstubs o: a copy

of it to us and we can try to explain it to you.

We must stay together for our fight for what we want and what we have earned.

Lula Taylor
163.2571

Lucille Hayes

552-'766

LeeDora Heal Cyril Titong
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED 115' ARTHUR WOLF, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, FAMILY SURVIVAL
PROJECT, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

The Family Survival Project for Brain-Damaged Adults is a su.ppuit organization
for the families and friends of adults with chronic brain disorders. Since MO we
have operated a state pilot project for the California Department of Mental Health,
under which we have undertaken such services as intake screening, information,
advice and referrals, in home supportive services and respite care, legal consulta-
tion group therapy, monthly family support group meetings, training, public aware-
ness and program development. Since 1982 we have been designated by the state of
California as the statewide information clearinghouse on brain damage.

As an organization working on a daily basis with the problems confronted by
brain-damaged adults and their families, we have come to recognize that nearly all
families caring for adults with permanent, severe brain duinage confront similar
problems, no matter what the cause of impairment ur disease. Such problems result,
in large part, because:

No insurance policynot even Medicarewill pay for the care which must be
given Less costly community cure programs are often not available, resulting in an
estimated cost nationally of at least $20 billion a year.

Few professionals realize the immense needs and the creative solutions required
to help victims, their spouses, parents and children.

Families often break under the strain of grief, 24-hour care demands and social
stigma of "brain damage."

Particularly when dealing with the population afflicted with dementing itaess,
the familynot the individualis the level at which much of the intervention must
be targeted and where uncovered need is the greatest. Huwever, public services and
income benefits have traditionally been withheld when the family retains a caregiv-
ing function, as opposed to relinquishing care to nr sistitutron. A review of public
services and their availability to this populatiun points out the lunitations of cur-
rent programs.

Afedirace. Diagnostic, acute care and immediate pust-acute care services only areprovided (except in waiver demonstration projects). Once a chronic organic brain
disorder is diagnosed, only other treatable illnesses can be covered by Medicare on a
short-term, limited basis.

Medicaid- While services vary in each state, reimbursement of nursing hor'.e care
is generally provided if a facility will admit a dementia patient, if a facility will
accept the rate of reimbursement, offered, and if the facility mil accept a Medicnidpatient ti c has not met its "Medicaid quota"). Medicaid pre,yrains do not cover
home care except in certain waiver demonstration projects)...tithough Medicaid will
reimburse for day care programs, few such programs are able to accept dementia
patients.

Title XX Social Set-aces. Many recipients of County-provided social services find
their share of costs for home cake services to dementia patents to be higher than
the value of the services authorized. Also, the type of service offered is usually mad-
oquate for patients that are very near nursing home placement. Respite for family
care-givers is not generally included in the concept. of inhome supportive services toadults.

Older Americans Act Programs. Theoretically, Title III Supportive Services should
be available to this population, especially in-home supportive services, case manage-
ment and day care To date, with few exceptions, these programs have been unable
to meet the needs of this population.

The full range of needed programs, not all of which are health cure programs,are:
In Home Supportive Sorbet's. Caregiver assistance is needed on an on-going busts.

Alzheimer's and other dementing illnesses are chronic in naturenot acuteand
the need for care increases over time rather than decreases as health is regained
'the acute post acute model on which Medicare coverage is based). Depending on the
abilities'disabilities of the caregiving family unit, in.honie service needs may in-
clude home health care te.g., administration of medications, physical therapy),
homemaker 'chore services, t:ansportation, ai,d, or personal care services (feeding,
grooming. transferring).

Out of home respite Beyond assistance in the home or in lieu of such assistance,
caregivers need programs which will free them teatpurarily from caregtving respon-
sibilities. These may include:

Day care programs especially designed for the Alzheimer's patient, and
Respite care beds in institutions that can be used on a daily or weekend basis.
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Legal and Financial Counseling. To plan for care over the long haul and to main
tam the legal/financial health of the family for the longest period of time

Patient Cared Behavior 4%fanagement Training. To equip family caregivers with the
Adis to do the job that has been thrust upon them and to cope with the difficult
problems presented by the Alzheimer's patient.

Institutional Care that is Tailored to the Needs of the Alzheimer's Patient. Be
cause these patients may be physically mobile and disoriented, locked facilities are
essential, exercise is important in relieving the agitation of dementia patients, so
safe areas for wandering are desirable, adequate staffing to assure the safety of
all patients from the violent outbursts sometimes seen among dementia patients is
critical, Medicaid rates of reimbursement. certainly do not foster such specialization

Mental Health Services. For the caregiver, to relieve that strain and grief expert
enced in the process of constant caregiving and, or placing a loved one with Alzhei
mer's and related diseases.

In order to help the Congress address such needs, we supp..rt the cooperation be
tween and coordination of Federal, State and private health insurance programs to
ensure that brain-damaged adults, their caregivers and families receive the most ap-
propriate programs and services to meet their individualized needs. Toward this end
we urge:

Efforts by Congress to initiate a national, catastrophic health insurance program
that includes coverage of care for brain-damaged adults.

A study of the feasibility of allowing health policy holders to "pool" available pri
vate and publicly-funded benefits for use us they :etermine and without limitations
based on type of care." Support the concept of "voucher" utilization to further
flexibility and individual determination of choice of programs and services

Changes in Federal policies of the Health Care Financing Agency (HCFA and
Medicare so there will be reimbursement for care of persons with chronic brain dis
orders.

Federal policies which permit recipients of SSI:SSP to continue receiving such
Income maintenance benefits for a period of time after earning the maximum
amount of wages which would terminate the benefits te.g., up to three months
beyond the cut-off point).

Changes in Federal policies which du not require the "spend down" of assets in
order to qualify for income maintenance such as SSI,'SSP when one member in a
marriage partnership becomes permanently and severely brain-damaged

Famliy Survival Project also supports public policy that ensures data collection
related to organic brain disorders and damage when such is based on uniform termi
noiogy, definitions and semantics and is not violative of confidentiality statutes
There is currently little consensus over the diagnostic categories used to describe
organic brain disord rs, and without Such cunsensus an accurate est:mote of the
number of Americans with these impairments is unavailable.

V further believe that government. should ensure that there are regional "clear
inghouses within each state for information and referral services and up-to-date
placement assistance and information.

Finally, we Support volunteer, paraprofisional and professional training and ad
vocacy assistance for brain-damaged adults, their caregivers and families and en
dorse a joint, public and private initiative to ensure that such resources exist It is
only when these objectives are accomplished that a truly comprehensive system wil!
exist to help al/el/late the emotional and financial burdens now placed upon the
families of those unlucky enough to have to care for a brain damaged family
member.

SHELDON S. ZINBERG, M.D., MEDASHARE FOR MEDICARE PROGRAM, Pico RIVERA,
CALIF.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF PHYSICIAN REIMBLRSEMENT LNDER MEDICARE

As one of the founders of the Medashare for Medicare Program, I have been re
quested to give testimony regarding alternative methods of physician reimburse
ment under Medicare and other cast-containing concepts relevant to the long term
care of patients.

All Written testimony and literature regarding health care in these United States
of America is currently directed toward producing a negative health care policy
There is NO constructive health cure policy in this nation. All efforts and all avail
able discussions on this matter are directed tuward decreasing costs, reducing utili
zation, decreasing services and under the disguise of centralization, reducing access
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to medral care as well Decrease utilization, reduce servicesall negative terms re-
suiting in a negative health care policy. This policy is being proposed at a timewhen 11 tercent of the population of the United States of America is 6f. years of age
and tilde- This population accounts for one-third of all health care costs and by theyear 'Moil percent of Americans will be over the age of 65, more than 25 percentof them will be. in their 80's.

Of all of th% people in the history of mankind who live to be 65, half of them arc
alive today and one out of every four babies born in the United Stags today wittlive to be 85 years of ige It must be appreciated that people over the age of 6fi
require visits tc their physician four times as often as those under the age of 65. In
this arena, we hear medical economists and congressmen endeavoring to create a
Negative Health Care Policy for the United States of America.

A generation ago, computerized tomography, ultrasonography, arthroscopy, fetal
monitoring, laser beams and pacemakers, microsurgery and nuclear radiology didnot exist There were no organ transplants. There were no intra ocular lens im-
plants and there was no microsurgery. in 1967, 650 people in the United Stites were
on kidney dialysis and in 1980, the number was 64,000. Approximately 150,000 pace-
makers are implanted each year in the United States.

Modern technology is clearly enabling more people to live longer and fuller lives
than ever before and the longer they live, the greater the demands on the health
care system and the greater the costs. In this milieu, our economists and many of
our congressmen r.re urging the development ofa Negative Health Care Policy forthis country.

HEALTH conk, A GROWING INDUSTRY

A great deal attention has been given to the growth of the health care industrywnich is estimated to represent 10% to 12010 of the Gross National Product. Many
point to that figure and demand Cost containment, which we agree, is essential.
Clearly, we would like to see better cost containment for health services by rea,....1ri
of more efficient utilization, but the 10% figure is grossly misused. The health care
industry has simply performed, as the nation has desired the rest of the nation's
economy to perform Had those other areas of the economy such as the steel Indus-try, the auto industry, the agricultural industry, etc. grown at a desired rate, the
health care industry segment of the GNP would represent a much smaller propor-tion.

EXCESSIVE ADMINISTRATIVE: COSTS

In terms of real cost containment, one must look specifically at where the Medi-
care dollar is spent Physicians receive 17-20 percent of the Medicare dollar. Howev-
er, the administrative costs of the Medicare Program represent 52% of that dollar.
The balance of approximately 30% is paid to hospitals, x-ray laboratories and other
provider facilities It is clear that administrative costs represent the largest, propor-tion of Medicare expenditures.

In addition, a study in New York State indicated that hospitals were spending25' of their budgets to meet local, state and federal regulations. This study found
that expenditures amount to 1 1 billion dollars, that each registered nuiza spent the
equivalent of one day a week on regulatory matters and that 838.86 of each patientdaily bill was generated fulfilling regulatory requirements. This is in addition to
spending over 50 percent of each Medicare dollar on the administrative aspects of
the program. Clearly, this has to be viewed as unconscionable.

In the 1940's, the Hill Burton Act was the response to a shortage of hospital beds;
in the 1950's, voluntary planning agencies were established to address the issues of
coordination of hospital services, and jumping to the 1973's, regulatory controls are
flourishing to grapple with the problem of spiraling costs within the voluntary com-
munity hospitals This myopic and spasmodic process obviously leaves much to bedesired.

It is perhaps at the national policy level where misdirected focus is most clearly
evident While the federal government is articulating oolicies aimed at increasingthe availability of preventhc, ambulatory, and long-term care services and decreas-
ing the emphasis on traditional acute care, in-patient hospitalization, the regulatory
procedures it supports have stimulated the opposite effects. Their very efforts to
control the health care industry have diverted costly dollars into this arena,. For
every new regulation, a new administrative structure appears on the regulatory side
and additional personnel to cope with the regulation arise on the provider side. As
the regulatory endeavors increase, there continues to be a disproportionate effort
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and a greater percentage of the GNP being utilized to deal with an increasingly nor
rower portion of the.health delivery system, namely the medical cart dimension.

A st-containment imperative dearly prevails, but the federal center of gravity
}.as not shifted. Governmental fex;us has :merely widened to embrace: both regulation
and competition.

A veritable upsurge in regulation can be expected on the state level. "Deregula
Lion- is a federal catchword, and a large part of its attendant philosophy in rooted
in Shifttng_federal controls to lower levels of government. Block grants, fret:dui-1,4A
...mace waivers, Metlicald "prudent buyer- concepts, and other recent legislation
relies on state oversight, .:.red the history of health care portends active- if not en
thusiasticstate participation as_regulatury activities. Fur example, 9G of the 164
different agencies that regulated New York hospitals in the late 1970s were state
agencies.

Finally, the very nature of recent legislative changes presages more, nut less, mg
ulatam in program implementation. It IS he where large drastic savings can be
made. Emphasis in the past and even currently, is being placed on demvusing the
expenses created by the providers. Should this trend I: untinde, less will be provided.
If greater emphasis is placed on the enormous abuse resulting from excessive ad
nunistrative cysts, then clearly, more SCRICUS, more access, more utilization, could
be provided in the health care industry.

It would be anecdotal to state that if an unpaid robot were able to pay all submit-
ted for Medicare benefits and without scrutiny, blindly issue checks foe pay
mein, that the cost of health care would almost have to double beton: the Medicare
budget would reach as present level. Whether anecdotal or not, many tl true word is
spoken in jest.

The net result of streamlining the health care administrative system would be to
free massive amounts of money which could then facilitate the delivery of health
cure servict to Medicare beneficiaries and others disenfranchised by economic car
cumstances.

TESTIMONY ON HMO'S AS AN ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM

Cut cysts, reduce utilization and decrease SerN10-5. This cost saving policy can
most efficiently be act.umplished by u capitation system which has been popularized
as 1E110. The term 'HMO- stands for Health Maintenance Organization and clearly
promotes a negative health care policy. This terminology was must appropriately
created to meritoriously advocate the HMO. In may opinion, HMO should in fact
stand for "Health Mis-Maintenance Organization".

In should be apparent that P- ment capitation programs, while cost effective,
rq

ca
are bU ai. the expense of drastidil y curtailing medical benefits. Medical evemomists
have urged that the program be further popularized because, from an economic,
standpoint, they appear to be cost-effective. However, such cost effectiveness pru
motes, encourages and demands deletion of services. If physicians and other provid-
ers are to be paid u given fee in advance of rendering their services and if this fee is
to cover the entire medical cure of u given patient, it stands to reason that as little
as is passible will be dune for that patient. Profits, both real and in terms of provid
et time, will motivate that less be dune rather than more be dune on behalf o. :he
patient. Contra-wise, it may be said that under the present fee fur service system,
the impetus and incentive as to du too much. If that is true, then certainly it must
also be understood that the impetus and incentive uncle. the capitasion program is
to du taxi little. Is this what is meant by health maintenance or is this better defined
as health mismaintenance?

The yard-stick' by which the two systems an: compared has always been patient
mortality. This appears in the limited studies available to be same in both s)s
ternsFee fur Service and Capitation, and this only demonstrates the high level of
technical can: that b4.1 nce has achieved. The increased technical efficiency of health
care services along with other factures has allowed tl.e capitation system to sacrifice
benefits to patients without affecting their mortality figures the bottom lam.

With the fez for service system. it should be possible to invoke an effective peer
review program sc, as to render it cost-effective and to avoid abuse. This has nut
been done to date, but this failure should not be utilized as an excuse to gravitate
into a system wherein increasing rewards would be related to decreasing utilization
and decreased services. Such u system appears to function because it has and only
because it has compared itself, fur standards of cars, to theist services rendered by
the larger fee for service medical establishment.

Were the reverse true, medical service:3 for this, the most prosperous nation in the
world, would progressively depreciate.
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Among the disadvantages to patients belonging to an HMO are.
1. The inability of the patient tc select the location of the treatment.
2. Long waiting periods for non-emergency healthcare services.
3- The inability of the patient to select who their physician or surgeon will be.
If this type of plan is desired by Americaso be it. If this is what is necessary for

financial salvationso be it. However, let us not be like the ostrich and profess that
it will provide equal medical benefits. Let us, if we must, offer such a plan with our
eyes wide open and with the full knowledge of that the costa are in terms of re-
duced medical benefits. We, the American public, will pay dearly should such a plan
prevail and perhaps even more importantly, we will pay a yet heavier pnce in the
limited expansion of medical science and the diminished treatment capabilities of
the medical establishment as a result of such restrictive incentives.

MEDASHARE FOR MEDICARE

Medashare for Medicare is a non-profit program of the Senior Healthcare Founda-
tion, which is a chari:able organization. It is designed to bring together recipients of
Modieure and a comprehensive network of physicians and other health care provid-
ers who have contracted to accept the Medicare assignment of benefits as full
charge for services in accordance with Medicare rules and regulations regarding de-
ductibles and co-payments. Approximately 200 physicians and four hospitals have
joined the Medashare Program to assist Medicare recipients. The physicians repre-
sent all specialties in the field of medicine and surgery from heart surgeons to
family practitioners, podiatrists to dermatologists, etc. Virtually no aspect of medi-
cal care is left uncovered by this program.

The physicians and other health care pnovidera agree to accept Medicare assign-
ment and after receiving the allowable reimbursement payment in accordance with
Medicare regulations, bill the patient for the 20 percent co-r-iyment. If the patient
has some form of supplemental insurance or has the means to pay, they are urged
to pay the co-payment as required by Medicare requirements. The physicians agree
to allow those patients who wish to pay co-payments and deductibles on an install-
ment basis with no carrying charge. However, if the patient does not have inourance
and if they are clearly unable to afford the co-payment because of serious fi uncial
distress, the co-payment may be declared "uncollectable- and the patient .

is
111 re-

ceive no further billing. This s in accordance with Medicare regulations.
Medashare provider hospitals have agreed to reduce the Part. A deductible upon

admission by one-half In addition, they allow the patient to pay the balanct of the
deductible and that portion of Part B services which are not reimbursed b; Medi-
care, on an installment basis without a carrying charge. Medashare patients are not
asked to pay in advance of any medical treatment or hospitalization and there is no
charge for enrolling in or maintaining memberahip in the Medashare Program.

Because of these special financial arrangements, all seniors covered under Medi-
care, have equal access to quality healthcare regardless of their ability to pay ad-
vance fees, deductibles or co eaymenta. Participating seniors needing medical treat-
ment no longer fear the burden of economic calamity in their lives and freely seek
required medical care. The benefits of early detection and treatment. of disease, both
in terms of lives and healthcare ;aria are obvious.

The Medashare Program, cur ...cly in a pilot or experimental stage, serves over
fifty CA) cities in both East Los Angeles and North Orange Counties in California.
Patients in these areas may select the. physicians of their choice from a directory of
providers rather than going to a designated clink as is the case with other pro-
grams The patient can be assured by seeing a Medashare physician, should they in
fact need special care or consultations in fields outside those of the primary physi-
cian, that they can be referred to another Medashare provider who will likewise
honor the fiscal policies of the Medashare Program.

This is unlike an individual physician or clinic who is willing to accept Medicare
assignment, but has no establishment with physiciana, specialists and hospitals to
fulfill those patient needs not available at that particular medical office or clinic.

New methods of reducing costa under the Medashare for Medicare Piegram.
A 3fonitoring Computer terminals can be placed in each Medashare physician's

office through which all Medicare charges could be billed to a Medashare main
frame computer Using tape-to-tape communications from that point to the Medi-
care fiduciary can save money Lod reduce the processing time of payment to physi-
cian providers This could serve a most important additional purpose of enabling
both peer review and cost containment monitoring as they take place within the in-
dividual office setting With a rutating anonymous panel of physicians conducting
utilization review, abuse and over-use could be efficiently employed.
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B. Reduced payments to phystwan.s. This pia.' aim been named by my colleagues
The Zinherg Plan fur reducing the Lust of leirribursernent to physicians piovidint,

services to Medicare recipients. Under this plan the physician who accepts the as
ingnment of benefits could elect an alternative option of receiving 7,74.1. of the usual
allowable fee instead of 60%. This payment, huwever, would be made tu the provid
er un a tuxexempt basis and the Medicare beneficiary would remain responsible for
the normal 20 percent co-payment, Careful analysis will clearly demonstrate by
adopting this plan a 25-30 percent savings i3 made in the outlay of payment to
those physicians who elect this optional payment for their services.

In simple terms, theft physicians who elect to receive the normal SOC ur 80% pay
ment un a claim are likely to declare 0C of that 80c as overhead expenses and 10%
would represent taxable income. Even if the provider is in the :;07, tax bracket, he
ur she would then be paying approximately 20c as tax revenue. This revenue would
be lust under the Zinberg Plan" option. The savings to Medicare, however, in re
duced puyinent to physicians electing the 7,5% option is 251 to 301. This represents
a net savings of 5-10C on each dollar paid to the Medicare provider.

Approximately 20% of the entire budget is paid to physicians. Of a total budget of
tit) billion dollars, physicians payments account fur approximately 12 billion per
year. Simple arithmetic then indicates that in its first year or operation, this could
save in excess of one billion dollars, even after lost tax revenue is included. This
savings could be accomplished itimust immediately. With escalating costs anticipat
ed by the growing Medicare population, the savalgs would probably reach 7, billion
dollars by the years 19ts:; and lasG. Nut uli physicians would be amenable to accept
mg this option, but because of the obvious tax advantages, certainly sufficient num
hers would.

SUMMARY

Let the American public be totally aware of its options. Let us not urge upon
them a grossly Negative National Health Care Policy. While it is essential that we
embark upon a program endeavoring tu decrease the rate of increase of health i.are
costs, we must likewise improvise a program that iniprovi. access, improves utilize
tion and expands services on a continuing basis.

We must nut be tempted to take the easy way out through the Systems which
encourage decreased utilization and services. Instead, let us focus our attention un
streamlining cost effectiveness of our health care delivery system by genuine, effi
cient and productive peer review and must importantly, by dramatically slashing
the outrageous administrative costs and rt-gulatury costs. By directing our efforts
soley toward reducing those costs related to healthcare providers through increased
regulation, we will more than likely increase adiainistrative costs as well as pri
mote the aforementioned negative national health care policy.

Reduction in those expenditures related tu administrative and regulatory activi
ties, coupled with serious peer review, will result in a massive infusion of dollars
available for an efficient cost-contained program.

Thank you for the courtesies extended tu me by this hunuiable committee.
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